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Introductory note  
 

In the current context, when countries are faced with new and complex security 
threats, delivering security timely end effectively, while maintaining the right balance 
between security and human rights and adhering to the democratic principles of 
transparency and accountability, has become more and more challenging. 

With the aim to addressing those challenges the EU Commission adopted in April 2015 
the European Agenda on Security (EAS).1 The EAS prioritises terrorism, organised 
crime and cybercrime as interlinked areas with a strong cross-border dimension. The 
EAS sets out five key principles: 

- Ensure full compliance with fundamental rights; 
- Guarantee more transparency, accountability and democratic control; 
- Ensure better application and implementation of existing EU legal instruments; 
- Provide a more joined-up inter-agency and a cross-sectorial approach; 
- Bring together all internal and external dimensions of security. 

Albania is an EU candidate country and is waiting to start membership negotiations 
depending on its overall progress and five key priorities: (1) fight against corruption and 
(2) organised crime, (3) reform of the judiciary and (4) of the public administration, (5) 
and protection of human rights.  

Except for the public administration reform, the remaining four priorities are related to 
the Chapters 23 and 24 negotiations chapters, namely justice, fundamental rights, 
freedom and security. In order to deliver on these priorities Albania has initiated legal 
and institutional reforms that aim to curb corruption, tackle organised crime and 
address the threat from terrorism.  

Against this setting this publication examines how particular aspects of security, such 
as effectiveness of policies and legislation and transparency and accountability of 
institutions reflect the current EU policies and approaches. This publication aims to 
contribute to the overall efforts of ensuring that security in Albania is delivered by 
adhering to the EU standards and policies. 

                                                 
1 European Commission. European Agenda on Security. Strasbourg, 28.4.2015.  https://ec.europa.eu/home-
affairs/sites/homeaffairs/files/e-library/documents/basic-documents/docs/eu_agenda_on_security_en.pdf  

https://ec.europa.eu/home-affairs/sites/homeaffairs/files/e-library/documents/basic-documents/docs/eu_agenda_on_security_en.pdf
https://ec.europa.eu/home-affairs/sites/homeaffairs/files/e-library/documents/basic-documents/docs/eu_agenda_on_security_en.pdf
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Executive Summary 
 
Since 2005 Albanian authorities have been able to use digital technology to conduct 
lawful interception of multiple targets and multiple communication devices. This trend 
has been driven by the need to keep up with effective investigation of crime, as the 
technology in the field of telecommunications has constantly developed. However, the 
effectiveness of such policy remains questionable as pointed out on several reports of 
the Prosecutor General to the parliament. 

While the law has been amended several times to allow for the increased effectiveness 
of the interceptions, the system for the control and oversight of the adequacy of the 
implementation of the legislation that regulates the electronic surveillance regime has 
remained underdeveloped. Over the last decade there have been a number of 
allegations on unlawful interceptions conducted by different institutions but no action 
has been taken to improve the existing accountability mechanisms.  

The lack of effective control and oversight has seriously damaged the legitimacy of the 
use of such investigative procedure, as evidenced by the lack of trust displayed 
publically by the highest public and political figures of the country. The latest 
amendments of the law on interception and the Code of Penal Procedure in 2017 
provide for an expansion of the interception competences and the increased use of 
such procedure through the development of multiple intercepting capabilities. 

In the conditions of the lack of effective accountability system there is a risk abuse of 
competences and powers and of encroachment on the fundamental rights. This would 
have significant negative implications on the success of convictions, as the ruling could 
be overturned by higher level courts, including the European Court of Human Rights, 
but also on the integrity and political legitimacy of the security, law enforcement and 
judicial institutions. Such omissions may have negative implications for Albania’s policy 
alignment with the European Union, as ensuring full compliance with fundamental rights 
and guaranteeing more transparency, accountability and democratic control, are 
among the key principles of the European Agenda on Security. 

The Albanian executive and legislative branches should take steps to address these 
shortcomings by improving the legislation with the aim to strengthen the accountability 
framework and practices in order to align them with the European Court of Human 
Rights case law and the EU policies. 
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Introduction 
 

Lawful interception (LI) is the legally sanctioned official access to private 
communications, such as telephone calls or online communications and e-mail 
messages. Through the LI, a network operator or service provider gives law 
enforcement officials access to the communications of private individuals or 
organizations.  

As one of the most widely used special investigative techniques LI, plays a crucial role 
in helping law enforcement agencies to combat criminal activity among others. LI is 
particularly useful when dealing with sophisticated organised criminal and terrorist 
groups because it is dangerous and difficult to gain access to their operations, and 
gather evidence for use in prosecutions. LI is used also to investigate corruption and to 
allow the evidence collected to be admissible in courts. 

LI is based on national legislation of each country. In conducting interception of 
telecommunications countries are required to maintain a balance between the needs of 
security agencies and the respect for fundamental rights to privacy, personal data 
protection, and private and family life. 

LI does not automatically violate the rights to a fair trial and to property, but adequate 
and sufficient safeguards against abuse must be in place. There is a very fine line 
between Lawful and Un-Lawful Interception, which is dependent primarily on the legal 
and regulatory framework, followed by the policies and procedures involved in its 
utilization, monitoring and scrutiny, and on the technology used. 

Due to LI’s potential to be misused or abused and to the immense impact it can have 
when misused, it should be very well standardized and regulated in conformity with the 
best international norms and practices.  

The European Convention on Human Rights and the case law of the European Court of 
Human Right (ECtHR) provide for a number of standards, which the national laws of the 
Member States of the Council of Europe must adhere. In order to prevent the misuse of 
interceptions there should be safeguards that include: comprehensive legislation, 
control mechanisms and effective oversight. 

Through a number of Directives and Regulations, the European Union also sets out the 
framework for a balanced approach when using electronic surveillance. EU Members 
are required to maintain a balance between the needs of law enforcement authorities 
and respect for the fundamental rights to privacy, personal data protection, and private 
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and family life. The European Agenda on Security (EAS),2 adopted by the EU 
Commission in April 2015, defines as key principles the full compliance with 
fundamental rights and the guarantee for more transparency, accountability and 
democratic control. 

In light of its obligations to adhere to the international conventions and the country’s 
Constitution, Albania adopted a comprehensive law on interception of 
telecommunications (LIT) in 2003, although interception of telecommunications to 
collect evidence was used earlier also. The Criminal Procedure Code (CPC) adopted in 
1995 provided for legal and procedural specifications on interceptions but did not 
elaborate on technical standards. 

The LIT has been so far amended four times (2008, 2009, 2012, and 2017) with the 
aim to broaden the interception scope and improve the technical capabilities. The latest 
amendments of both the LIT and the Criminal Procedure Code were made in 2017, as 
part of the comprehensive justice reform that seeks to address the fight against 
corruption and organised crime. 

In addition to the enhancement of the interceptions’ framework and capabilities, to be 
used for investigation and prosecution organised crime and corruption, the use of 
interception has been expanded to become part of the integrity building process of the 
new institutions established to fight organised crime and corruption. According to the 
law on the Organization and Functioning of Institutions for Combating Corruption and 
Organized Crime (law on SPAK),3 all the judges, prosecutors, employees of the new 
anticorruption institutions, as well as their family members will be subject to regular 
monitoring of their electronic communications. 

While the frequent amendments of the legislation have targeted the enhancement of 
the interceptions’ framework and capabilities, it has failed to proportionally provide for 
the establishment of an effective accountability system. The existence of an effective 
control and oversight of interceptions is required by the Council of Europe, the case law 
of the ECtHR, and the EU Directives and Regulations, which compliance although not 
being mandatory for Albania as an EU candidate country, would have contributed to 
the overall legislation approximation and policy convergence.  

Moreover, the current legislation fails to satisfy criteria such as the quality of law 
standards, as set out by ECtHR case law. The lack of a solid legislation that is fully 
compliant with the best international practise and the ECtHR case law, and the lack of 
effective mechanisms of control and oversight risk to have negative implication for both 
                                                 
2 European Commission. (2015, April 28). Communication from the commission to the European parliament, 
the council, the European economic and social committee and the committee of the regions – the European 
agenda on security.  
Brussels: COM(2015) 185. https://ec.europa.eu/home-affairs/sites/homeaffairs/files/e-library/documents/basic-
documents/docs/eu_agenda_on_security_en.pdf 
3 Law on SPAK, http://www.reformanedrejtesi.al/sites/default/files/ligj-nr-95-dt-6-10-2016-1.pdf 

https://ec.europa.eu/home-affairs/sites/homeaffairs/files/e-library/documents/basic-documents/docs/eu_agenda_on_security_en.pdf
https://ec.europa.eu/home-affairs/sites/homeaffairs/files/e-library/documents/basic-documents/docs/eu_agenda_on_security_en.pdf
http://www.reformanedrejtesi.al/sites/default/files/ligj-nr-95-dt-6-10-2016-1.pdf
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the success of the efforts to combat crime and corruption as well as for the integrity 
and legitimacy of the law enforcement and judicial institutions. 

It is important for Council of Europe member States to have legal framework in place 
that is fully compliant, because it can ultimately be subjected to the control of the 
ECtHR. Once domestic remedies have been exhausted, individuals can bring a case 
before the ECtHR, alleging that interception has violated their human rights. Therefore 
there is the risk that people accused of corruption or crime may be cleared of their 
charges if the ECtHR finds that interceptions used to collect evidence have failed to 
meet the quality of law standards.  

On the other hand such failure would contribute negatively to the efforts made to 
strengthen the capacities and enhance the legitimacy of the law enforcement and 
judicial institutions. Legality of interceptions is already a very hot political topic in 
Albania, as over the last decade frequent allegations have been made by the opposition 
parties of all sides accusing the government for misusing and abusing interception 
competences and capabilities for unlawful purposes. Ultimately the cost of such 
allegations has fallen upon the law enforcement and security institutions which political 
legitimacy, integrity and public trust have been constantly undermined.  

The failure of the attempts to properly investigate and clear these allegations has 
revealed the lack of an effective and reliable control and oversight system, while the 
failure of the executive and the legislative to address the lack of such mechanisms, 
despite the opportunity given through the frequent amendments, shows that there is a 
lack of awareness on the implications of such omissions. 

Against this context this policy paper analyses the Albanian legislation and practice for 
the conduct of lawful interceptions and examines the conformity of the country’s legal 
provisions with the requirements of the case law of the ECtHR, and the EU’s policy 
framework as provided in the European Agenda on Security.  

The aim of this paper is twofold: (1) to analyse and examine the extent to which the 
Albanian legal and institutional frameworks on interceptions complies with the case law 
of the ECtHR, and the EU’s policy framework; (2) to propose recommendations for 
improving the legislation on interceptions and the control and oversight mechanisms, 
as a means to strengthen both the effectiveness and the legitimacy and integrity of the 
law enforcement, security and judicial institutions.  

The paper is structured as following: the next section provides an overview of LI as a 
technical and legal process. The following section provides an overview of the Albanian 
legal framework and the accountability system currently in place. The subsequent 
section provides an analysis of the Albanian legal framework and its conformity with the 
case law of the ECtHR, and compliance with the EU policy and European Agenda on 
Security. The last section provides some concluding remarks and recommendations. 
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Lawful interception  
LI as a technical and legal process 
 

This section provides a general overview on how LI is conducted, as an arrangement of 
legal and technical processes. At first, the difference is made between the lawful 
interception of communications, conducted through the use electronic means of 
communication, and the recording of conversation or/and images that is conducted by 
placing audio and/or video recording devices in private premises. Given the 
technological differences between the static and portable interception technologies, a 
description of the differences between the two is also made.  

This is relevant because of both legal and policy implications. While interception of 
communications makes it easier to investigate only those people targeted, the use of 
listening devices implies the surreptitious entry into private premises and the danger of 
recording persons that may not be target to an investigation, and therefore violating 
their basic rights. On the other hand, while in Albania there is legislation in place for the 
LI of communications, no legislation is in place regarding the use of devices that are 
physically placed in private premises, so this special measure of investigation remains 
currently unregulated. 

LI involves technology (hardware, software, networks), people (law enforcement 
agencies, government and legislation authorities, network and service provider 
employees), and official procedures that have to be followed in order for the 
interception to be legal, and in order for the evidence collected to be admissible for 
prosecution by the judicial authorities.  
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Figure 1. The request for an interception warrant 

 

Generally, the LI is conducted through the following steps:  

- The law enforcement or security agency applies for a warrant to an authority in 
charge of approving the interception of communications against a person.   

- The warrant is approved by the responsible authority (judge, prosecutor, minister).  

- The warrant is forwarded to the communications company or companies (either 
physically or electronically). 

- The communications company(ies) initiates the interception based on the warrant.  

- The law enforcement or security agency receives the intercepted material.  

The figures below describe the two phases of the process, the application for a warrant 
and the delivery of the interceptions (Figures 1 and 2). 
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Figure 2. The delivery of interception materials 

 

Generally the technological solutions allow for static or portable interception equipment. 
Most commonly interceptions are conducted by static interception facilities, as these 
allow for better processing of information as well as more effective controls and 
accountability. Portable interception equipment has been developed more recently and 
is used to complement the static interception capabilities. Portable interception 
equipment is used by law enforcement teams for specific operational purposes to 
complement interceptions conducted through the static interception equipment, for 
instance if there are areas where there is no proper GSM coverage, or to identify and 
track a phone or other compatible cellular data device even while the device is not 
engaged in a call or accessing data services. 

A well known portable technology, which is widely used for the interception of mobile 
communications, is the International Mobile Subscriber Identity catcher, or IMSI-
catcher. The IMSI-catcher imitates a GSM tower in a way that is impossible for a mobile 
phone to distinguish it from an authentic GSM tower. This allows the IMSI-catcher to 
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capture any data that a mobile phone would normally send or receive from a valid GSM 
tower (Figure 3).4 

 

 

Figure 3. Interceptions conducted with an IMSI-catcher technology 

 

Given its mobility, this technology can be used by the law enforcement or intelligence 
and security agencies without needing a warrant. Therefore concerns have been raised 
about its use while the existing legal framework doesn’t provide for clear regulations.  

In addition to the interception of communications, the law enforcement and security 
agencies use also audio and/or video recording devices that are placed in private 
premises (home, office, cars, etc.) of people that are target to an investigation.  

Legally, the interception of electronic communications and the interception of oral 
communications are distinct categories, since in order to record oral communications 
(via audio or/and video technical devices) the law enforcement and security officials 
may need to physically enter private residences to place these devices (Figure 4). 

                                                 
4 Norman, Jason. "Taking the Sting Out of the Stingray: The Dangers of Cell-Site Simulator Use and the Role of 
the Federal Communications Commission in Protecting Privacy & Security." Fed. Comm. LJ 68 (2016): 139  
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Figure 4. Various ways of placing audio/video recording devices in a private residence.5 

 

 

The Albanian legislation on interception  
 

The interception of telecommunications has been a known practice in Albania for 
decades but no specific legislation existed to regulate it until 1995, rather it was 
provided in the regulatory framework of the security institutions as an investigation and 
evidence collection method. 

The Code of the Penal Procedure (CPP) approved in 1995 provided for the first time 
the procedure for carrying out judicial interceptions. The interceptions acquired through 
this procedure could be used as and evidence in courts. Meantime no legislation was 
adopted until 2003 for regulating the lawful interceptions for collecting intelligence or 
security related information (security interceptions).  

Drawing on the distinction between the judicial interceptions, conducted during a 
judicial investigation for the detection and the investigation of a crime, and the security 
interceptions authorised for collecting intelligence or security related information, this 
section provides an overview of both processes and procedures.  

                                                 
5Image used to illustrate the article “Bug Thy Neighbor”, TIME Magazine March 6 1964. 
http://www.bugsweeps.com/info/time_article.html 

http://www.bugsweeps.com/info/time_article.html
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Security interceptions 
 

The Albanian parliament adopted for the first time a law on lawful interceptions for 
conducting security interceptions in 2003. The law was adopted in response to the 
development of the telecommunication technologies and the increased usage of the 
mobile phones by the population, the need to tackle the increased activity of the 
organized crime, and the requirements for compliance with Convention for the 
Protection of Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms which Albania has ratified a 
few years earlier.6 

The law provides among others for the institutions eligible to use LI, the grounds upon 
which LI may be requested, the authority responsible for approving the interception 
warrants, the duration of the interceptions, the LI in emergency situations (Table 1).  

The State Police, the State Intelligence Service and all the other intelligence and 
security agencies that operate under the ministries of Interior, Defence, Finances and 
Justice, are eligible to use interception of telecommunications under this law. The 
information obtained through this law cannot be used as evidence in the Court.7 

Since its adoption in 2003, the law on interceptions has been amended four times. The 
first amendment made in 2008, provided for the Ministry of Interior to establish a 
section staffed with police officers in the premises of the State Intelligence Service 
where the interception facilities were based.8 The amendment seemed to be a solution 
to give to the Ministry of Interior direct access to interception capabilities, as the 
relationship between the government and the head of the State Intelligence Service had 
worsened and the minister of interior was keen to have his own people being in charge 
conducting the interceptions.9 

Nearly one and a half year later, the law was amended again to explicitly provide for 
more institutions to have access to interception. With these amendments the ministers 
of Finances and Justice were given the competence to apply for an interception 
warrant.10 Originally the law (2003) specifically mentioned only the ministry of Interior 
and Defence, as well as any other intelligence/security or police agency established by 

                                                 
6 Arjan Dyrmishi. “Interception of Telecommunications in Albania: Legislation and Practice”, Policy Series II, 
Institute for Democracy and Mediation 2010.http://idmalbania.org/wp-content/uploads/2014/10/interception-of-
communications-in-Albania_June-2010.pdf 
7 Law Nr. 9157, date 4.12.2003, On the interception of the Telecommunication 
8 Law Nr.9885, date 3.3.2008, On some amendments to the law On the interception of the Telecommunication 
9  US Embassy Tirana. Overview of the Albanian Intelligence Services. 2007 December 31.  
https://wikileaks.org/plusd/cables/07TIRANA1090_a.html 
10 Law Nr.10 172, date 22.10.2009, On some amendments to the law On the interception of the 
Telecommunication 

http://idmalbania.org/wp-content/uploads/2014/10/interception-of-communications-in-Albania_June-2010.pdf
http://idmalbania.org/wp-content/uploads/2014/10/interception-of-communications-in-Albania_June-2010.pdf
https://wikileaks.org/plusd/cables/07TIRANA1090_a.html
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law to apply for a warrant. The amendments revealed the trend of an increased use of 
interception by an increasing number of government agencies.  

The law was amended for the third time in 2012 with the aim to reflect the development 
of broadband technologies and the increased use of internet for both voice and data 
communications.11 This was reflected also in the title of the law which was modified to 
become the “Law on the interceptions of electronic communications”.  

The law provided also for the obligations of the communications providers to ensure 
the access to lawful interception with their own costs within 180 days from the receipt 
of the demand by the institutions that conduct interceptions. This clause sought to 
keep up with interceptions amid the expanding number of the communications 
providers, more specifically internet providers, and the risk that criminals tended to use 
services from the newly established providers that could not be intercepted. 

In 2017 the law was amended again, this time with the aim to align it with the justice 
sector reform.12 According to the new amendments, the authority for approving the 
interception warrants has been transferred from the Prosecutor General to the Chief of 
the Appellate Court on Anti-Corruption and Organized Crime (CHAC).13 The law 
introduces a deadline of 48 hours within which the CHAC should approve or reject the 
application.  

The law provides also for some modifications for the emergency situations. The 
interception can be initiated immediately upon verbal request by the agencies entitled 
to apply for a warrant but the applicant institution must submit a regular warrant 
application within 8 hours. The approving authority has the right to interrupt the 
interception after 24 hours from the initiation of the procedure.  

The law specifies the deadline for the destruction of the intercepted materials after the 
termination of the interceptions within 10 days, unless there is a justified ground by the 
institution that retains the intercepted material to extend the destruction. The extension 
can be authorized by the CHAC.  

A new clause in this amendment is the provision for the right to information by citizens 
being subject to interception. However, the provision of information is not mandatory as 
the intercepting institution may refuse to provide information on grounds of harming the 
activity of that institution, another person or the national security interests.  

The law provides also for an increased number of the interception facilities. From 2003 
until 2010, both security and judicial interceptions were conducted by the interception 
capability managed by the State Intelligence Agency (SHISH). In 2010 the judicial 
interceptions were conducted in the General Prosecution through a second facility that 

                                                 
11 Law Nr. 116/2012, date 13.12.2012, On the interceptions of electronic communications 
12 EURALIUS. Justice Reform.http://www.euralius.eu/index.php/en/library/justice-reform 
13 Law Nr. 69/2017, date 27.04.2017, On the interceptions of electronic communications 

http://www.euralius.eu/index.php/en/library/justice-reform
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was established for this purpose. The 2017 law provides for the establishment of 
interception capabilities in the Special Prosecution on Anti-Corruption and Organized 
Crime (SPAK),14 as well as the district prosecution offices. The National Bureau of 
Investigation (NBI) that will operate within SPAK is responsible for conducting the 
interceptions. 

 

Judicial interceptions 
 

The lawful interceptions for judicial purposes are conducted in accordance with the 
Code of Penal Procedure. The CPP provides for the authorities responsible for applying 
for and issuing an interception warrant, the grounds on which the LI may be approved, 
and the duration and renewal of the warrants (Table 1).15 

The authorities responsible for applying for a LI warrant are the prosecutors. The LI may 
be requested on grounds of crimes punishable with prison sentence up to seven years 
and any crime committed by means of telecommunications and information 
technology. Additionally, with the amendments made to the CPP in 2017, the 
prosecutors may apply for LI also for the investigation of corruption crimes committed 
by public officials and illegal benefits of interests.16 

The authority responsible for issuing the warrants is the Court. The CPP provides also 
for use of LI without a Court warrant in an emergency situation. In such case, the 
prosecutor is obliged to inform to the Court within 24 hours, and in meantime, to apply 
for a warrant which the Court has to approve or reject within forty eight hours. 

 

 

Authorities 
eligible to 

apply for an 
interception 

warrant 

Authorities 
eligible to 

approve an 
interception 

warrant 

Grounds Duration Renewal 
Emergency 
situations 

Security  
Interceptions 

Intelligence 
Service 

Ministry of 
Interior 

Ministry of 
Defence, 

Ministry of 

Chief of the 
Appellate 
Court on 

Anti-
Corruption 

and 
Organized 

Crime 

Increase the 
effectiveness of the 
work of investigative 

institutions to 
detecting 

unconstitutional, 
criminal and 

malicious activity, 

Three 
months 

Unlimited 
extensions 
for three 
months 
period 

Immediately, 
upon verbal 
request by 
the eligible 
institutions. 

 

Obligations 

                                                 
14 Law 95/2016, date 6.10.2016. On the Organization and Functioning of Institutions for Combating Corruption 
and Organized Crime  
15 CPP, articles 221-226.  
16 The crimes foreseen in the Penal Code in the articles: 244, 244/a, 245, 245/1, 257, 258, 259, 259/a, 260, 312, 
319, 319/a, 319/b, 319/c, 319/ç, 319/d, 319/dh, 319/e. 
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Justice, 

Ministry of 
Finance, the  

National 
Bureau of 

Investigation 

(Prosecutor 
General 

2003-2017) 

and to prevent the 
consequences that 

can come from such 
activity. 

to submit 
full 

application 
within 8 
hours 

 

 

 

 

Judicial 
Interceptions 

The 
prosecutors 

(in  
accordance 

with their 
jurisdiction) 

The Courts, 
(in  

accordance 
with their 

jurisdiction) 

Crimes punishable 
with prison sentence 
up to seven years. 

 

Any crime 
committed by 

means of 
telecommunications 

and information 
technology. 

 

Active and passive 
corruption of public 

officials 

 

Illegal benefits of 
interests 

15 days 

Unlimited 
extensions 

for 15 
days 

period 

Immediately, 
upon 

motivated 
justification 

by the 
prosecutor. 

 

Obligations 
to inform 
the Court 
within 8 
hours. 

 

Obligations 
to submit 

full 
application 
within 24 

hours. 

Table 1. Security and judicial interceptions: comparison of procedures  

 

The CPP provides also for the “interception via technical means of oral communications 
in private locations, the interception/recording via audio and video in private locations”. 
However, although such kind of interception presupposes the entry and interference 
with private property, and therefore requires adequate specific legal requirements and 
safeguards, the legislation is not adequately developed. 

 

Accountability 
 

According to the Venice Commission accountability may be defined as “being liable to 
be required to give an account or explanation of actions and where appropriate, to 
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suffer the consequences, take the blame or undertake to put matters right, if it should 
appear that errors have been made”.17 

As far as law enforcement and security agencies are concerned, there can be different 
types of accountability: to the executive, judiciary, parliament and independent bodies. 
There is also the accountability to international mechanisms, such as Council of Europe 
and the European Court of Human Rights. The monitoring role of civil society and the 
media are other forms of accountability.  

As part of the democratic control of the security institutions the control and oversight of 
the interceptions is embedded in those processes.  

There is no single model on how accountability is exercised as this depends on a 
number of factors, in particular the constitutional structure and history of the state, its 
legal and political culture and in the types of accountability exercised by the different 
branches of government. However an accountability system should include all or part of 
the following activities: 

- Internal and government controls conducted in order to ensure that the employees 
and officials in charge implement the laws and regulations in an efficient, professional 
and legal manner.  

- Authorisation of the interception warrants by an authority external to the law 
enforcement or security agency, as a rule by a judicial authority.   

- The conduct of follow up controls by an independent expert body or a combination of 
parliamentary, judicial, and expert bodies.  

- A complaint mechanism that allows individuals to complain on alleged violation of 
rights. 

- An active monitoring role by civil society (NGOs, think tanks etc.) and the media 
(Figure 5).  

                                                 
17 European Commission for Democracy through Law (Venice Commission).  Report On The Democratic 
Oversight of the Security Services. Strasbourg, 15 December 2015, CDL-AD(2015)010 
http://www.venice.coe.int/webforms/documents/default.aspx?pdffile=CDL-AD(2015)010-e 

http://www.venice.coe.int/webforms/documents/default.aspx?pdffile=CDL-AD(2015)010-e
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Figure 5. The accountability system of interceptions as promoted by the Council of 
Europe 

Accountability mechanisms on interception have been generally improved in the 
European area, over the last decade.18 

Accountability may exist ex ante, beforehand or/and during the interception, or/and ex 
post with the aim to review the activities conducted. It can concern general operations 
or specific acts. Hybrid forms of accountability may also exist. For example, an 
independent expert body can be given powers of authorization of warrants or/and 
scrutiny of implementation, while a parliamentary body can be given the power to 
conduct hearings and/or investigations.  

The Albanian legal framework on LI, for both the security and judicial interception 
provides limited provisions on control and oversight. Some form of ex ante control is 
conducted through the division of competences between the law enforcement and 
security institutions that are entitled to use LI, and the authorities that issue the 
interception warrants. In order to control the execution of the warrants, the law 
empowers the General Prosecutor with the competence to have the control of the 
commanding equipment that enables the interception.19 

                                                 
18 European Union Agency for Fundamental Rights. “Surveillance by intelligence services: fundamental rights 
safeguards and remedies in the EU - Volume II: field perspectives and legal update”. Luxembourg 2017. 
http://fra.europa.eu/en/publication/2017/surveillance-intelligence-socio-lega 
19 Law on interceptions, Article 13 

http://fra.europa.eu/en/publication/2017/surveillance-intelligence-socio-lega
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However no procedures exist for controls to be conducted during the process of the 
interception. The law provides for the PG to have access to the intercepted materials 
but only after the interception has been terminated.20 

In the case of the judicial interceptions even the ex ante control is flawed, as the PG 
has both the control of the commanding equipment and of the listening equipment, 
where the intercepted material is routed to be processed by the intercept operators. 

Regarding the oversight by the parliament of the security interceptions, no procedure 
exists and no procedure has been established by the parliament on the means or 
procedures to conducting parliamentary oversight, despite the frequent amendments of 
the law on interceptions. Over the last decade the parliament has made attempts to 
exert some form or scrutiny but the results have been negligible (Box 1).  

Box 1. The case of interceptions conducted by the Defence Intelligence and Security Agency 
In June 2012 the Socialist Party accused the Ministry of Defence (MoD) and the Defence Intelligence 
and Security Agency (DISA) for unlawful use of intercepting devices to eavesdrop the opposition and 
diplomats of friendly countries. The MoD and the government rejected the accusations and despite 
repeated requests did not authorise the Socialist Party members of the parliamentary National Security 
Commission to have access to the premises of the MoD and the DISA in order to oversee their activity. 
The head of the opposition pledged an investigation if the Socialist Party won the elections in 2013. 
In March 2014 the new government and the MoD made public documents showing that in 2010 DISA 
had purchased electronic surveillance equipment worth about 1.6 million Euros. The intercepting device: 
Engage PI2 and Engage GI2 made by the Israeli company Verint Systems Ltd,21 was shipped into 
Albania in the period around March 2011, and allegedly was used for interception purposes until July 
2013.  
The new Minister of Defence declared that the former MoD and DISA officials had used this surveillance 
equipment to unlawfully intercept the opposition.22 The MoD filed a request to the Prosecution to 
investigate the former Minister of Defence, the former Director of DISA and five other MoD officials for 
violating the procurement legislation.23 The Prosecution was asked also to establish whether the DISA, 
which maintained that the interception device was used only for providing support the Albanian troops 
in overseas missions, had conducted illegal intercepting operations against opposition politicians inside 
Albania. The MoD suspects that the former officials have replaced the hard discs with intercepted 
records with new ones  
However the Prosecution has not formally charge any of the suspected officials. Due to lack of expertise 
and adequate technology the Prosecution has not been able to establish on whether the surveillance 
equipment has been used to intercept the alleged targets.24 The Prosecution has not formally filed the 
case.  

                                                 
20 Law on interceptions, Article 15 
21 https://www.verint.com/index.html 
22Ministria e Mbrojtjes. "Intervista e ministres së Mbrojtjes, znj. Mimi Kodheli në emisionin “Top Story” në 
Top Channel”. 02 Maj 2014. 
http://www.mod.gov.al/index.php/newsroom-2/ministri-ne-media/401-intervista-e-ministres-se-mbrojtjes-znj-
mimi-kodheli-ne-emisionin-top-story-ne-top-channel 
23Shqiptarja.com. Përgjimi i opozitës, PD e Ylli Zyla abuzime nën emrin e NATO-s. 25 Mars 2014. 
http://shqiptarja.com/lajm/pergjimi-i-opozites-pd-e-ylli-zyla-br-abuzime-nen-emrin-e-nato-s?r=pop5s 
24Respublica. Mungesa e teknologjisë bllokon hetimet për serverin e tatimeve dhe aparaturën e përgjimit në 
Ministrinë e Mbrojtjes. Prokuroria fajëson Policinë Shkencore. 3 Shkurt 2015. 

https://www.verint.com/index.html
http://www.mod.gov.al/index.php/newsroom-2/ministri-ne-media/401-intervista-e-ministres-se-mbrojtjes-znj-mimi-kodheli-ne-emisionin-top-story-ne-top-channel
http://www.mod.gov.al/index.php/newsroom-2/ministri-ne-media/401-intervista-e-ministres-se-mbrojtjes-znj-mimi-kodheli-ne-emisionin-top-story-ne-top-channel
http://shqiptarja.com/lajm/pergjimi-i-opozites-pd-e-ylli-zyla-br-abuzime-nen-emrin-e-nato-s?r=pop5s
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In the case of the judicial interceptions there is some form of parliamentary oversight, as 
the PG reports to the parliament annually. Since 2010 there has been a chapter in the 
PG’s annual report that is dedicated to statistics and issues pertaining to the judicial 
interceptions. However, no follow up action has been undertaken by the parliament to 
addressing the issues raised in the reports and to querying the trends with the 
interceptions use and effectiveness. The data from the PG’s annual report shows that 
while the number of intercepted persons has increased considerably (up to 4-5 times) 
the number of criminal proceedings and the number of arrested persons has remained 
almost stagnant (Graph 1). 

The increased gap between the number of people intercepted and the outcomes of the 
use of such investigative measure raises questions on whether the provision of increase 
the number of the interception facilities, as provided by the 2017 amendments of the 
law on interceptions. Since 2011 the PG has continually raised the concern in the 
annual reports that the ‘results obtained by the use of interceptions are not 
satisfactory’.25 

Moreover the PG has considered as problematic the relatively high number of people 
with access to interception, suggesting that this has been a weak point because 
leakages have made interception less effective.26 

The increased number of the interception facilities will make control and oversight even 
more complicated. Since the law provides for separation of the processes of electronic 
authorization of the warrant into the system and the execution of interceptions it is not 
clear which authority will control the multiple electronic authorisation units and how, as 
both processes will be conducted by the prosecution offices. 

                                                                                                                                                        
http://www.respublica.al/content/mungesa-e-teknologjis%C3%AB-bllokon-hetimet-p%C3%ABr-serverin-e-
tatimeve-dhe-aparatur%C3%ABn-e-p%C3%ABrgjimit-n%C3%AB 
25Prokuroria e Përgjithshme. Raporte të Prokurorit të Përgjithshëm (2010-
2017).http://www.pp.gov.al/web/Raporte_te_Prokurorit_te_Pergjithshem_353_1.php 
26 Prokuroria e Përgjithshme Raporti Vjetor mbi Gjendjen e Kriminalitetit. Viti 2014  
http://www.pp.gov.al/web/fiinal_final_raporti_pp_06_03_2015_1093.pdf 

http://www.respublica.al/content/mungesa-e-teknologjis%C3%AB-bllokon-hetimet-p%C3%ABr-serverin-e-tatimeve-dhe-aparatur%C3%ABn-e-p%C3%ABrgjimit-n%C3%AB
http://www.respublica.al/content/mungesa-e-teknologjis%C3%AB-bllokon-hetimet-p%C3%ABr-serverin-e-tatimeve-dhe-aparatur%C3%ABn-e-p%C3%ABrgjimit-n%C3%AB
http://www.pp.gov.al/web/Raporte_te_Prokurorit_te_Pergjithshem_353_1.php
http://www.pp.gov.al/web/fiinal_final_raporti_pp_06_03_2015_1093.pdf
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Graph 1. Number of interception warrants, intercepted individuals and criminal 
proceedings in the period from 2010 to 2017. 

Source. Compiled with data from the General Prosecutor reports to the Parliament.27 

 

In the case of SPAK the issue of control and accountability is more complicated as the 
SPAK will have both investigative and judicial powers, while there is no clearly defined 
internal separation within the agency. In addition the risk of abuse is doubled because 
the SPAK will have the control of both the commanding equipment and the listening 
equipment and will have the competence to conduct both security interceptions and 
judicial interceptions,28 two processes that so far have been separated and carried out 
by different institutions. 

 

Lawful interception and unlawful interception  
 

One particular omission in the legislation, which has posed challenges to the 
accountability of the interceptions, is the lack of a clear definition of unlawful 
interception. 

                                                 
27 Prokuroria e Përgjithshme. Raporte të Prokurorit të Përgjithshëm (2010-2017). 
http://www.pp.gov.al/web/Raporte_te_Prokurorit_te_Pergjithshem_353_1.php 
28 Law on interceptions, Articles 8, 13, 23.  

http://www.pp.gov.al/web/Raporte_te_Prokurorit_te_Pergjithshem_353_1.php
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Unlawful interception is treated as a criminal offence in the Albanian Penal Code (PC). 
The interception of telephone communications or any other means of communication is 
punishable with prison sentence up to 3 years or a financial penalty. The Penal Code 
defines also the unlawful interception of computer data as a criminal offense, 
punishable with a prison sentence of 3 to 7 years. For similar offence against public 
computer systems the CP provides for prison sentence of 7 to 15 years.29 

However the law on interceptions does not define what unlawful interception 
specifically entails, except for the violations of the procedures of the lawful interception. 
The consequences of this omission have made it almost impractical to establish the 
truth on such procedure on a number of occasions (see Box 1). The most recent case 
was the ‘IMSI Catcher Case’, which led to a clash between the police, the prosecution, 
and the intelligence services (Box 2). 

 

Box 3. The allegations on unlawful interception by the Albanian State Police (ASP) 

On 11 March 2016, an IMSI Catcher, model Vortex Aircube produced in Israel, was shipped into Albania 
through the port of Durres by a car with Italian diplomatic plates. The Albanian Intelligence Service 
(SHISH) alerted the Prosecution Office which initiated a formal investigation in June2016 charging the 
General Director of the ASP and two other police officials for illegally importing into the country an IMSI-
catcher interception device.30 

The General Director of the ASP Haki Çako was suspended from his position by Court Decision and the 
Court sentenced him with house arrest for the pre-trial period. However the decision was overturn by the 
Court of Appeal and Çako was reinstated to his position. 

The Prosecution had collected evidence from the interrogation of police officers that suggested that the 
device had entered Albania illegally in March 2016 and was used for interception purposes, including 
within the prisons.31 

The Prosecution issued a sequestration warrant for the device but it was never able to get hold of it. The 
ASP Director Çako refused the Prosecution the request maintaining that the item was destined for a 
diplomatic post and had a diplomatic immunity so it could not be examined by Prosecution. The IMSI-
catcher device was transferred by the ASP to the Italian Embassy in Tirana. The Prosecution demanded 
the Italian authorities to access the device but it never received any reply so the Albanian prosecutors 
have not been able to examine it and establish for what purposes the device was used.32 

                                                 
29 Kodi Penal iRepublikë ssë Shqipërisë. http://www.qbz.gov.al/Kode/Kodi%20Penal-2017.pdf 
30 Prokuroria e Përgjithshme. Çështja “IMSI Catcher”, pezullohet nga detyra Drejtori I Përgjithshëm i Policisë, i 
dyshuar për “Shpërdorim detyre”. “Arrest në shtëpi” për dy zyrtarë të tjerë 07.06.2016 
http://www.pp.gov.al/web/Ceshtja_IMSI_Catcher_pezullohet_nga_detyra_Drejtori_i_Pergjithshem_i_Policise_i
_dyshuar_per_Shperdorim_detyre_Arrest_ne_sht_969_1.php#.WvBJDpqxWUk 
31 Lapsi. Dëshmitëpër IMSI CATCHER/ Oficerët e policisë “tradhtuan” HakiÇakon. 15 Gusht 2016. 
http://lapsi.al/2016/08/15/deshmite-per-imsi-catcher-oficeret-e-policise-tradhtuan-haki-cakon/ 
32 Top Channel. Hetimi për pajisjen përgjuese, prokuroria nuk bën dot ekspertizën. 11 Janar 2018. http://top-
channel.tv/2018/01/11/hetimi-per-pajisjen-pergjuese-prokuroria-nuk-ben-dot-ekspertizen/ 

http://www.qbz.gov.al/Kode/Kodi%20Penal-2017.pdf
http://www.pp.gov.al/web/Ceshtja_IMSI_Catcher_pezullohet_nga_detyra_Drejtori_i_Pergjithshem_i_Policise_i_dyshuar_per_Shperdorim_detyre_Arrest_ne_sht_969_1.php#.WvBJDpqxWUk
http://www.pp.gov.al/web/Ceshtja_IMSI_Catcher_pezullohet_nga_detyra_Drejtori_i_Pergjithshem_i_Policise_i_dyshuar_per_Shperdorim_detyre_Arrest_ne_sht_969_1.php#.WvBJDpqxWUk
http://lapsi.al/2016/08/15/deshmite-per-imsi-catcher-oficeret-e-policise-tradhtuan-haki-cakon/
http://top-channel.tv/2018/01/11/hetimi-per-pajisjen-pergjuese-prokuroria-nuk-ben-dot-ekspertizen/
http://top-channel.tv/2018/01/11/hetimi-per-pajisjen-pergjuese-prokuroria-nuk-ben-dot-ekspertizen/
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The IMSI-catcher case became a hot political issue and a parliamentary investigative commission was 
established to examine the case for a four months mandate.33 The opposition claimed that the ASP 
Director had used the device to intercept the politicians of the opposition and foreign diplomats. The 
commission summoned 17 high officials from the Intelligence Service, the ASP, the Ministry of Interior, 
including the minister, and the Prisons. The work of the investigative commission did not lead to any 
meaningful result as the cooperation of the summoned official was minimal and they refused to give 
evidence with the claim that the case was under investigation by the Prosecution and therefore any 
statement would lead to breach of the secrecy of the investigative procedures.34 

The case was investigated by the Prosecution for two years, by postponing the investigation every three 
months, in accordance with the Criminal Procedure Code. The latest postponement ended in May 2018, 
and since no evidence was collected due to inability of the Prosecution to access the device, the case 
was closed by the Court.35 

 

Allegations of unlawful interception have been advanced by various high state officials. 
In June 2016 the Minister of Interior registered a case to the prosecution offices on 
allegations that he had been electronically surveilled in his office.36 One year earlier, the 
President of the Republic had made a similar claim (Box 3).  

 

 

Box 3. Allegations on illegal eavesdropping of the office of President Nishani 

In October 2015 President Bujar Nishani declared publically on the television that the government had 
been spying on him and his family.37 One month later he claimed to have found an eavesdropping device 
in his office and officially requested an investigation to be led by the Prosecutor General’s office. Few 
months before leaving the office, President Nishani repeated publically his claims of illegal 
eavesdropping, pointing to the Ministry of Interior as responsible for such action. 

 

                                                 
33 Kuvendi i Shqipërisë. VendimNr. 66/2016. Për Ngritjen e Komisionit Hetimor të Kuvendit për të Kontrolluar 
Zbatimin e Legjislacionit në Fuqi për Përdorimin dhe Administrimin nga Strukturat e Ministrisë së Brendshme 
dhe Policisë së Shtetit të Pajisjes Përgjuese “IMSI Cathcer” dhe Realizimin nëpërmjet saj të Përgjimeve të 
Paligjshme. https://www.parlament.al/wp-content/uploads/2016/07/VENDIM-pajisja-pergjuese.pdf 
34 Ministria e Brendshme. Raportimi i ministrit Tahirinë Komisionin Hetimor për përdorimin e “IMSI 
CATCHER”. 12 Dhjetor 2016.http://www.mb.gov.al/al/newsroom/lajme/raportimi-i-ministrit-tahiri-ne-
komisionin-hetimor-per-perdorimin-e-imsi-catcher 
Top Channel. “IMSI Catcher”, Çako hesht për pajisjen: Ka njëhetim nga prokuroria. 22 Nentor 2016. http://top-
channel.tv/2016/11/22/imsi-catcher-cako-hesht-per-pajisjen-ka-nje-hetim-nga-prokuroria/ 
35 Klodiana Lala. Gjykata pushon hetimet për “Imsi catcher”, Prokuroria: S’kemi mundësi të bëjmë ekspertimin. 
Balkanweb, 22.05.2018. http://www.balkanweb.com/site/gjykata-pushon-hetimet-per-imsi-catcher-prokuroria-
skemi-mundesi-te-bejme-ekspertimin/ 
36Balkanweb. “Përgjues në zyrën e Tahirit, ministry bën kallëzim në prokurori. Dyshohet se ja vendosi një 
punonjës: 
02 Qershor, 2016. http://www.balkanweb.com/pergjues-ne-zyren-e-tahirit-ministri-ben-kallezim-ne-prokurori-
dyshohet-se-ja-vendosi-nje-punonjes/ 
37 Top Channel. Presidenti Nishani: Po përgjohet jeta private e imja dhe e familjarëve të mi. 29 Tetor 2015. 
http://top-channel.tv/2015/10/29/presidenti-nishani-po-pergjohet-jeta-private-e-imja-dhe-e-familjareve-te-mi/ 

https://www.parlament.al/wp-content/uploads/2016/07/VENDIM-pajisja-pergjuese.pdf
http://www.mb.gov.al/al/newsroom/lajme/raportimi-i-ministrit-tahiri-ne-komisionin-hetimor-per-perdorimin-e-imsi-catcher
http://www.mb.gov.al/al/newsroom/lajme/raportimi-i-ministrit-tahiri-ne-komisionin-hetimor-per-perdorimin-e-imsi-catcher
http://top-channel.tv/2016/11/22/imsi-catcher-cako-hesht-per-pajisjen-ka-nje-hetim-nga-prokuroria/
http://top-channel.tv/2016/11/22/imsi-catcher-cako-hesht-per-pajisjen-ka-nje-hetim-nga-prokuroria/
http://www.balkanweb.com/site/gjykata-pushon-hetimet-per-imsi-catcher-prokuroria-skemi-mundesi-te-bejme-ekspertimin/
http://www.balkanweb.com/site/gjykata-pushon-hetimet-per-imsi-catcher-prokuroria-skemi-mundesi-te-bejme-ekspertimin/
http://www.balkanweb.com/pergjues-ne-zyren-e-tahirit-ministri-ben-kallezim-ne-prokurori-dyshohet-se-ja-vendosi-nje-punonjes/
http://www.balkanweb.com/pergjues-ne-zyren-e-tahirit-ministri-ben-kallezim-ne-prokurori-dyshohet-se-ja-vendosi-nje-punonjes/
http://top-channel.tv/2015/10/29/presidenti-nishani-po-pergjohet-jeta-private-e-imja-dhe-e-familjareve-te-mi/
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Conformity with the ECtHR case law and the EU policy  
 

The interception of electronic communications is inherently linked to the right to privacy 
and personal data protection. Such rights are enshrined in the European Convention of 
Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms legal issues arising from interceptions that 
may infringe on the human rights of individuals are subject to review by the European 
Court of Human Rights. 

The specific technical nature of the processes can give rise to quality of law issues. In 
its case-law on secret measures of surveillance the ECtHR has developed a number of 
minimum safeguards that the legislation should include in order to avoid abuses of 
power (Box 4).38 

 

Box 4. ECtHR case law: quality of the law.39 

It is therefore essential to have clear, detailed rules on interception of telephone conversations, especially 
as the technology available for use is continually becoming more sophisticated [...]. The domestic law 
must be sufficiently clear in its terms to give citizens an adequate indication as to the circumstances in 
which and the conditions on which public authorities are empowered to resort to any such measures [...]. 
Moreover, since the implementation in practice of measures of secret surveillance of communications is 
not open to scrutiny by the individuals concerned or the public at large, it would be contrary to the rule of 
law for the legal discretion granted to the executive or to a judge to be expressed in terms of an 
unfettered power. Consequently, the law must indicate the scope of any such discretion conferred on the 
competent authorities and the manner of its exercise with sufficient clarity to give the individual adequate 
protection against arbitrary interference.”  

ECtHR, Weber and Saravia v. Germany, No. 54934/00, 29 June 2006 

“In its case-law on secret measures of surveillance, the Court has developed the following minimum 
safeguards that should be set out in statute law to avoid abuses of power: the nature of the offences 
which may give rise to an interception order; a definition of the categories of people liable to have their 
telephones tapped; a limit on the duration of telephone tapping; the procedure to be followed for 
examining, using and storing the data obtained; the precautions to be taken when communicating the 
data to other parties; and the circumstances in which recordings may or must be erased or the tapes 
destroyed.”  

ECtHR, Weber and Saravia v. Germany, No. 54934/00, 29 June 2006  

 

So far, the approach taken by the Albanian law, with regard to the authorization of 
interception has not been in line with the ECtHR case law. In the case of Popescu v. 

                                                 
38 ECtHR, CASE OF ROMAN ZAKHAROV v. RUSSIA. No. 47143/06. 4 December 2015. 
https://lovdata.no/static/EMDN/emd-2006-047143.pdf 
39 European Union Agency for Fundamental Rights. “Surveillance by intelligence services: fundamental rights 
safeguards and remedies in the EU - Volume II: field perspectives and legal update”. Luxembourg 2017. 
http://fra.europa.eu/en/publication/2017/surveillance-intelligence-socio-lega 

https://lovdata.no/static/EMDN/emd-2006-047143.pdf
http://fra.europa.eu/en/publication/2017/surveillance-intelligence-socio-lega
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Romania, the ECtHR considered that the Romanian authority which ordered the 
interception (the prosecutor) was not independent from the executive.40 It stated that 
the authorizing body must be independent and that there should either be judicial 
control or independent control over the issuing body’s activity. 

With the amendment of the law on interceptions in 2017 this issue has been resolved 
as the authorizing power for the interception warrants is the Court. However the law 
doesn’t specifically provide for follow up controls. In the Iordachi vs. Moldova case,41 
and the Ekimdzhiev vs Bulgaria case,42 the ECtHR has stressed that independent 
controls should exist at both the authorization stage and the follow-up stage. 

Apart from the authorisation, both the law on interceptions (2017) and the CPP (2017) 
do not provide for follow up procedures.  

The requirement of establishing effective accountability mechanisms is highlighted also 
in the EU policies. According to the Treaty on European Union, security remains the 
responsibility of each member state,43 so the EU lacks the competence to legislate in 
this area. However the EU members are required to maintain a balance between the 
needs of law enforcement authorities and respect for the fundamental rights to privacy, 
and personal data protection.  

In the Action Plan for the Implementing the Stockholm Programme, the European 
Commission stresses that ‘the Union must resist tendencies to treat security, justice 
and fundamental rights in isolation from one another’.44 

In this respect the EU has legislated mainly in the area of data protection. According to 
the Directive 95/46/EC member states are required to ensure the rights and freedoms 
of natural citizens with regard to the processing of personal data, and in particular their 
right to privacy.45 The Directive 2002/58/EC provides for the harmonization of the 
                                                 
40 ECtHR, Dumitru Popescu V. Romania. Application nos. 49234/99 and 71525/01. 26.4.2007 
https://www.google.com/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=1&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=2ahUKEwiX
k_za-
tDcAhUFyqYKHdp9C9QQFjAAegQIAhAC&url=https%3A%2F%2Fhudoc.echr.coe.int%2Fapp%2Fconversio
n%2Fpdf%2F%3Flibrary%3DECHR%26id%3D003-1995439-2103500%26filename%3D003-1995439-
2103500.pdf&usg=AOvVaw0LD6XytJT34dXOhnVmPP81 
41 ECtHR, Case of Iordachi and others V. Moldova. Application no. 25198/02. 24 September 2009 
https://rm.coe.int/168067d212 
42 ECtHR, Association for European Integration and Human Rights and Ekimdzhiev V. Bulgaria. Application 
no.62540/00. 28 June 2007.http://hrlibrary.umn.edu/research/bulgaria/AEIHR_M_Ekimdjiev_en1.pdf 
43 Treaty on European Union (TEU) art. 4, para. 2, 2016 O.J. (C 202) 1, 13, http://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-
content/EN/TXT/?uri=uriserv:OJ.C_.2016.202.01.0001.01.ENG&toc=OJ:C:2016:202:TOC# 
C_2016202EN.01001301 
44 European Commission. Action Plan Implementing the Stockholm Programme. Brussels, 20.4.2010 
COM(2010) 171 final. https://ec.europa.eu/anti-
trafficking/sites/antitrafficking/files/com_2010_171_action_plan_implementing_stockholm_programme_en_1.p
df 
45 Directive 95/46/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of 24 October 1995 on the Protection of 
Individuals with Regard to the Processing of Personal Data and on the Free Movement of Such Data, 1995 O.J. 
(L 281) 31, http://eur-lex.europa.eu/LexUriServ/LexUriServ.do?uri=CELEX:31995L0046:en:HTML 

https://www.google.com/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=1&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=2ahUKEwiXk_za-tDcAhUFyqYKHdp9C9QQFjAAegQIAhAC&url=https%3A%2F%2Fhudoc.echr.coe.int%2Fapp%2Fconversion%2Fpdf%2F%3Flibrary%3DECHR%26id%3D003-1995439-2103500%26filename%3D003-1995439-2103500.pdf&usg=AOvVaw0LD6XytJT34dXOhnVmPP81
https://www.google.com/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=1&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=2ahUKEwiXk_za-tDcAhUFyqYKHdp9C9QQFjAAegQIAhAC&url=https%3A%2F%2Fhudoc.echr.coe.int%2Fapp%2Fconversion%2Fpdf%2F%3Flibrary%3DECHR%26id%3D003-1995439-2103500%26filename%3D003-1995439-2103500.pdf&usg=AOvVaw0LD6XytJT34dXOhnVmPP81
https://www.google.com/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=1&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=2ahUKEwiXk_za-tDcAhUFyqYKHdp9C9QQFjAAegQIAhAC&url=https%3A%2F%2Fhudoc.echr.coe.int%2Fapp%2Fconversion%2Fpdf%2F%3Flibrary%3DECHR%26id%3D003-1995439-2103500%26filename%3D003-1995439-2103500.pdf&usg=AOvVaw0LD6XytJT34dXOhnVmPP81
https://www.google.com/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=1&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=2ahUKEwiXk_za-tDcAhUFyqYKHdp9C9QQFjAAegQIAhAC&url=https%3A%2F%2Fhudoc.echr.coe.int%2Fapp%2Fconversion%2Fpdf%2F%3Flibrary%3DECHR%26id%3D003-1995439-2103500%26filename%3D003-1995439-2103500.pdf&usg=AOvVaw0LD6XytJT34dXOhnVmPP81
https://www.google.com/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=1&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=2ahUKEwiXk_za-tDcAhUFyqYKHdp9C9QQFjAAegQIAhAC&url=https%3A%2F%2Fhudoc.echr.coe.int%2Fapp%2Fconversion%2Fpdf%2F%3Flibrary%3DECHR%26id%3D003-1995439-2103500%26filename%3D003-1995439-2103500.pdf&usg=AOvVaw0LD6XytJT34dXOhnVmPP81
https://rm.coe.int/168067d212
http://hrlibrary.umn.edu/research/bulgaria/AEIHR_M_Ekimdjiev_en1.pdf
http://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/?uri=uriserv:OJ.C_.2016.202.01.0001.01.ENG&toc=OJ:C:2016:202:TOC#C_2016202EN.01001301
http://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/?uri=uriserv:OJ.C_.2016.202.01.0001.01.ENG&toc=OJ:C:2016:202:TOC#C_2016202EN.01001301
http://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/?uri=uriserv:OJ.C_.2016.202.01.0001.01.ENG&toc=OJ:C:2016:202:TOC#C_2016202EN.01001301
https://ec.europa.eu/anti-trafficking/sites/antitrafficking/files/com_2010_171_action_plan_implementing_stockholm_programme_en_1.pdf
https://ec.europa.eu/anti-trafficking/sites/antitrafficking/files/com_2010_171_action_plan_implementing_stockholm_programme_en_1.pdf
https://ec.europa.eu/anti-trafficking/sites/antitrafficking/files/com_2010_171_action_plan_implementing_stockholm_programme_en_1.pdf
http://eur-lex.europa.eu/LexUriServ/LexUriServ.do?uri=CELEX:31995L0046:en:HTML
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national provisions required to ensure an equivalent level of protection of fundamental 
rights and freedoms, and in particular the right to privacy and confidentiality, with 
respect to the processing of personal data in the electronic communication sector.46 

Directive 2006/24/EC lays out provisions concerning the obligations of the providers of 
publicly available electronic communications services, or of public communications 
networks, with respect to the retention of certain data which are generated or 
processed by them, in order to ensure that the data are available for the purpose of the 
investigation, detection and prosecution of serious crime, as defined in national law.47 

The EU legislation has spurred the strengthening of the mandates of independent 
expert bodies that that perform important watchdog functions. In seven EU member 
states (Austria, Bulgaria, Croatia, Finland, Hungary, Slovenia, and Sweden) Data 
Protection Authorities have the same powers over national intelligence services as they 
do over any other data controller. In nine EU member states (Belgium, Cyprus, France, 
Germany, Greece, Ireland, Italy, Poland, Lithuania), Data Protection Authorities have the 
power to issue non-binding recommendations on general matters related to 
interceptions.48 

Despite the increased relevance of the data protection and privacy related to the 
interception processes in the EU context, the Albanian legislation on interceptions 
makes no reference to personal data protection. The law specifies the individual right of 
citizens to require information on the data collected, but this is not mandatory for the 
institutions that have conducted LI to provide such data.49 

The table below provides the conformity of the Albanian legislation and practices with 
the ECtHR case law and practices in EU member states.  

EHtCR minimum safeguards Security interceptions Judicial interceptions 

The law defines the nature 
of the offences which may 
give rise to an interception 
order 

Not specified 

Crimes punishable with prison 
sentence up to seven years. 

Any crime committed by 
means of telecommunications 

                                                 
46 Directive 2002/58/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of 12 July 2002 Concerning the 
Processing of Personal Data and the Protection of Privacy in the Electronic Communications Sector (Directive 
on Privacy and Electronic Communications) art. 5, 2002 O.J. (L 201) 37, http://eur-
lex.europa.eu/LexUriServ/LexUriServ.do?uri= CELEX:32002L0058:en:HTML 
47 Directive 2006/24/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of 15 March 2006 on the Retention of 
Data Generated or Processed in Connection with the Provision of Publicly Available Electronic 
Communications Services or of Public Communications Networks and Amending Directive 2002/58/EC, 2006 
O.J. (L 105) 54, http://eur-lex.europa.eu/LexUriServ/LexUriServ.do?uri=OJ:L:2006:105:0054:0063:EN:PDF 
48 European Union Agency for Fundamental Rights. “Surveillance by intelligence services: fundamental rights 
safeguards and remedies in the EU - Volume II: field perspectives and legal update”. Luxembourg 2017. 
http://fra.europa.eu/en/publication/2017/surveillance-intelligence-socio-lega 
49 Law on interceptions 2017, article 20/1 

http://eur-lex.europa.eu/LexUriServ/LexUriServ.do?uri=CELEX:32002L0058:en:HTML
http://eur-lex.europa.eu/LexUriServ/LexUriServ.do?uri=CELEX:32002L0058:en:HTML
http://eur-lex.europa.eu/LexUriServ/LexUriServ.do?uri=OJ:L:2006:105:0054:0063:EN:PDF
http://fra.europa.eu/en/publication/2017/surveillance-intelligence-socio-lega
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and information technology. 

Active and passive corruption 
of public officials 

Illegal benefits of interests 

The law defines the 
categories of people liable to 
have their telephones 
tapped 

Not specified 

No specified in the CPP. 

Guidelines issued by the PG 
on the implementation of the 
CPP specify as people liable 
to interceptions :50 

- suspects for committing a 
criminal offense; 

- a person suspected of 
receiving or transmitting 
communications from the 
suspects; 

- a person who participates in 
transactions with the 
suspect, 

- a person whose interception 
may lead to the detection of 
the suspect's whereabouts 
or identity. 

The law defines a limit on 
the duration of telephone 
tapping 

Three months limit but 
no limit to extensions 

15 days limit but no limit to 
extensions 

The law defines the 
procedure to be followed for 
examining, using and storing 
the data obtained. 

Intercepted materials 
are destroyed within 
10 days from the 
termination of the 
interception. 

Procedures for storing 
and destroying the 
intercepted materials 
are provided in 
bylaws. 

The Courts rule on the 
destruction of the intercepted 
material 

 

The law defines the 
circumstances in which 
recordings may or must be 
erased or the tapes 

The intercepted 
materials may be 
preserved upon 
request of the 

The prosecution keeps the 
intercepted materials until the 
court gives the final ruling. The 
court decides on the 

                                                 
50 Prokurori i Përgjithshëm. Udhëzim Nr.1 Datë21.04. 2006, “Për Përgjimet” 
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destroyed. intercepting agency 
and approval of the 
Court 

destruction when case is ruled 
or closed. 

CoE and EU standards and 
practices Security interceptions Judicial interceptions 

Intelligence, security and law 
enforcement agencies use 
interceptions only when 
provided by law. 

Law on electronic 
surveillance 

 
Code of Penal Procedure 

Validity in a judicial process 
Intercepted material 
may not used as 
evidence in court 

Intercepted material is used as 
evidence in court 

Ex ante control 
Authorization of 
warrants by the Court 
of Appeal 

 

Intercepted material can be 
used as evidence in court. 

Ex post oversight None None 

Independent expert body 
are established None None 

The data protection agency 
has access to control the 
compliance of intercepted 
data with the law on data 
protection 

None None 

Provisions on treatment of 
“privileged 
communications”. 

Not specified 

The intercepted material 
resulting from communication 
of persons obliged to preserve 
professional secrecy may not 
be used as evidence in court. 

The law defines precautions 
to be taken when 
communicating the data to 
other parties. 

Not specified Not specified 

The law defines precautions 
to be taken when 
communicating the data to 
other parties. 

Not specified Not specified 

Specific procedures exist for 
the parliament to conduct 
oversight of interceptions. 

None 

Partially. 

The Prosecutor General report 
to the parliament on the 
effectiveness of the use of 
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interceptions. 

Internal controls (paper 
trails, structural controls 
within the agency, factors 
promoting good professional 
ethics etc.) are in place. 

Yes, but no reports 
are produced to 
assess effectiveness 

Yes, but no reports are 
produced to assess 
effectiveness. 

Executive Control 

Ex ante ministerial 
control through 
authorization of 
applications for 
interception warrants. 

Not applicable for the 
State Intelligence 
Service 

Minister of Justice may 
activate inspections. 

Regular reporting by 
Ombudsman and Data 
Protection Commissioner on 
adequacy of legislation and 
lawful use on SMI. 

Not in place Not in place 

Reporting of Intelligence, 
security and law 
enforcement agencies to the 
Parliament 

Not in place Not applicable 

Dedicated parliamentary 
(sub)committee on security 
and intelligence 

Not in place Not in place 

Dedicated parliamentary 
(sub)committee on oversight 
of use of special measures 
of investigation 

Not in place Not in place 

Complaint mechanism 

Complaints mechanisms. 
Under the ECHR, a state 
must provide an individual 
with an effective remedy for 
an alleged violation of his or 
her rights. 

Citizens may file a 
request for information 
but the intercepting 
institution may refuse 
the request on breach 
of operational activity 
and security of 
individuals. 

The citizen may complaint to 
the Court in case he/she has 
learned about the interception. 

 

Table 2. Conformity of the Albanian legislation and practices with the ECtHR case law 
and practices in EU member states.51  

                                                 
51 The red and orange coloured boxes in the table indicate the omissions in the legislation  
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Conclusions and Recommendations  
 

While considered to be one of the most effective tools in preventing and investigating 
criminal activity, the interception of communications is a subject of controversy due to 
its intrusiveness and potential for negative impacts. 

In Albania the inherent controversy of interceptions is exacerbated by an evident lack of 
trust into the system which is caused primarily by the inadequate and poorly performing 
accountability mechanisms. The legislation, for both security and judicial interceptions, 
provide some form of accountability, mainly in the phase of the authorization of 
interception warrants.  

According to EHtCR, and the EU standards, effective accountability systems entail the 
involvement of a plurality of actors and require a continuity of controls and oversight 
before, during and after the utilization of interactions. The general approach of the 
Venice Commission is that oversight should be a combination of: executive control; 
parliamentary oversight; expert bodies; judicial review.52 

However, the mere existence of such mechanisms is not sufficient, as the bodies 
involved should be provided with adequate resources and expert knowledge, and 
should be accorded sufficient competences, as well as be transparent. 

A positive development in this respect is the introduction of a judicial scrutiny in the law 
on interceptions. However, being limited to only the authorization phase of the 
interception procedure this will not enough to prevent the potential abuses that may 
occur in the follow up stages of the process. 

                                                 
52European Commission for Democracy through Law (Venice Commission). Update of the 2007 Report on the 
Democratic Oversight of the Security Services and Report on Democratic Oversight of Signals Intelligence 
Agencies adopted by the Venice Commission at its 102nd Plenary Session (Venice, 20-21 March 2015). CDL-
AD(2015)006-e. Strasbourg, 7 April 2015. 
http://www.venice.coe.int/webforms/documents/default.aspx?pdffile=CDL-AD(2015)006-e 

http://www.venice.coe.int/webforms/documents/default.aspx?pdffile=CDL-AD(2015)006-e
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There is a very fine line between lawful and unlawful interception and this is primarily 
dependent on the legal and regulatory framework, but not only as it should be followed 
by the policies and procedures involved in monitoring of interception processes and its 
use. 

The eroded trust in the security and judicial institutions, due to the frequent corruption 
and abuse of power will require much more efforts to be restored.  

As shown in the Table 2, the legislation on interceptions fails to fully meet the minimum 
quality of law requirements set by the EHtCR and if not addressed this may lead to 
negative consequences for both the effectiveness of the interceptions and the 
legitimacy of the processes. 

Against this setting the following recommendations may be drawn.  

• The law on interceptions should be further improved to meet at least the minimum 
safeguards defined by the EHtCR. 

• The law on interceptions should define the nature of the offences which may give 
rise to an interception order.  

• The law on interceptions should define categories of people liable to be subject to 
interception of communications. 

• The law on interceptions should clearly establish the distinction between lawful and 
unlawful interceptions in order to avoid any interpretation and allow for abuses. 

• The law on interceptions should include safeguards on the interceptions of so called 
privileged communications that might involve journalists, whistleblowers, lawyers, 
etc.  

• The legislation for both security and judicial interceptions should be improved to 
address the vacuum on the use of interceptions of oral communications in privately 
owned locations. 

• The legislation should clarify the use of interceptions by SPAK, given that this 
institution is expected to use both security and judicial interceptions while these two 
processes have so far been conducted separately.   

• Given that the improved legislation alone is not sufficient to guarantee its proper 
implementation accountability should be strengthened by improving the existing 
control mechanisms and by establishing the required oversight ones.   

• The Venice Commission’s general approach is that oversight of institutions 
conducting interceptions should be a combination of different institutional layers that 
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include: executive control; parliamentary oversight; expert bodies; judicial review.53 
Therefore steps must be undertaken to address the omissions and shortcomings 
identified in the four components.  

• The executive should exercise ex post control of the activities of the agencies 
entitled to use interception of communications and to prepare and made public 
annual reports covering activities involved, statistics, policy issues, etc. The report 
should be presented to the parliament by the government for debate.  

• The parliament should establish the parliamentary committee in charge of 
“”overseeing the implementation of the interception legislation.  

• The parliament should make efforts to adopt legislation to establish expert 
independent body in charge of exercising regular ex post controls over the 
implementation of the laws and regulations. The French “Commission nationale de 
contrôle des techniques de renseignement”,54 the British “Investigatory Powers 
Commissioner”,55 or the Belgian “Comité permanent de controle des services de 
renseignement et de surete”,56 could be taken as examples.   

• The independent institutions, namely the Peoples’ Advocate and the Information 
and Data Protection Commissioner, should be engaged to exercise ex post controls 
to ensure that the existing legislation is implemented adequately and to propose 
legislation improvements according to their mandates. 

• The judiciary should ensure involvement in the ex post oversight of the processes 
following the authorisation of the interception warrants.  

 

                                                 
53European Commission for Democracy through Law (Venice Commission). Update of the 2007 Report on the 
Democratic Oversight of the Security Services and Report on Democratic Oversight of Signals Intelligence 
Agencies adopted by the Venice Commission at its 102nd Plenary Session (Venice, 20-21 March 2015). CDL-
AD(2015)006-e. Strasbourg, 7 April 2015. 
http://www.venice.coe.int/webforms/documents/default.aspx?pdffile=CDL-AD(2015)006-e 
54 https://www.cnctr.fr/  
55 https://www.ipco.org.uk/ 
56 www.comiteri.be 

http://www.venice.coe.int/webforms/documents/default.aspx?pdffile=CDL-AD(2015)006-e
https://www.cnctr.fr/
https://www.ipco.org.uk/
http://www.comiteri.be/
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Summary 
 

Evidence from international reports and law enforcement statistics show that the 
Albanian organised crime has expanded significantly its activity both in Albania and 
abroad. The Albanian organised crime networks are now able to conduct large scale 
transcontinental operations to shipping drugs, control gross and retail drug markets in 
Europe, and undertake successful money laundering operations by using Albania as a 
platform. 

The Albanian authorities have made efforts to stamp down on the organised crime by 
improving the legal and institutional infrastructures and capacities but so far with no 
tangible results. The large numbers of arrests and imprisonments both in Albania and 
abroad have not deterred the criminal networks from upscaling their activity.  

To the contrary, the organised crime networks have made inroads into the country’s 
economic and political structures. Evidence from law enforcement and media reports 
show that organised crime networks have invested in many lucrative sectors of the 
economy and are using their companies to win public contracts. Moreover, in addition 
to the economic infrastructure, the organised crime networks have also penetrated the 
administrative and political realms, as proved by the need to adopt specific legislation 
to addressing the problem. 

As the organised crime problem has grown up to become a central socio-economic 
and political issue, the approach to tackling this problem has not evolved. Albania 
policy to tackling organised crime remains anchored on the repression and is projected 
to remain so as the establishment of the Special Anti-Corruption and Organised Crime 
Structure is largely regarded as the solution to the problem.  

While repression thorough law enforcement and criminal justice action are vital in 
tackling organised crime, it will not be sufficient and should be combined with the 
administrative approach. Adopted initially in the United States during the 1980s, the 
administrative approach has been applied in the EU member states for over two 
decades, and more lately has been adopted as a policy at the EU level. 

The administrative approach is based on the prevention of organised crime by denying 
the use of the legal administrative infrastructure to expand their activities and on the 
multi-agency coordination of interventions to disrupt and repress organized crime. 

While some administrative tools are present within the Albanian legal system, they have 
largely been ineffective, mainly due to the lack of an administrative approach as an 
alternative policy to crime control outside the criminal justice system and the lack of 
coordination between the administration and the criminal justice system. 
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The adoption of the administrative approach as a policy at the EU level and the 
successful implementation of this approach in EU member states, provide an 
opportunity for considering the possibility of introducing such approach in the arsenal of 
Albania’s counter organise crime tools.  
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Introduction 
 

For over two decades the Albanian criminal organisations have grown in number and 
level of sophistication and have expanded in terms of reach and capabilities to the 
extent that they are able to organise or lead transnational criminal operations. As the 
US Department of State notes in its 2018 International Narcotics Control Strategy 
Report, “Albania produces and exports significant amounts of marijuana, primarily for 
European use, and is a transit country for Afghan heroin and cocaine, serving as a key 
gateway for heroin distribution throughout Europe. Albania serves as a base of 
operations for regional organized crime organizations. Illicit proceeds are easily 
laundered”.57 

Europol and UNODC reports,58 as well as the reports of national law enforcement 
agencies of various European countries,59 indicate an expansion and increased 
seriousness of the activity of the Albanian organized crime groups. Due to the 
increased production and trafficking of cannabis, Europol noted that for 2017 Albania 
remained the main source of herbal cannabis trafficked to the EU.60 
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Graph 1: Number of penal proceedings on drug related crimes registered to the 
Prosecution Office. Source: Prosecutor General Reports for the years 2012, 2016, 
2017.61 

                                                 
57 United States Department of State, Bureau of International Narcotics and Law Enforcement Affairs. 
“International Narcotics Control Strategy Report: Volume II. Money Laundering”. March 2018. 
https://www.state.gov/documents/organization/278760.pdf  
58 European Union. “Serious and organised crime threat assessment: Crime in the age of technology”. European 
Police Office 2017. https://www.europol.europa.eu/sites/default/files/documents/report_socta2017_1.pdf 
59 National Crime Agency. “National Strategic Assessment of Serious and Organised Crime, 2017”. 
http://www.nationalcrimeagency.gov.uk/publications/807-national-strategic-assessment-of-serious-and-
organised-crime-2017/file 
60 European Union. “Serious and organised crime threat assessment: Crime in the age of technology”. European 
Police Office 2017. https://www.europol.europa.eu/sites/default/files/documents/report_socta2017_1.pdf 
61 (1) General Prosecution. “Report of the Prosecutor General on the crime situation for year 2017”. General 
Prosecution, March 2018. http://www.pp.gov.al/web/raporti_vjetor_2017_1350.pdf  
(2) General Prosecution. “Report of the Prosecutor General on the crime situation for year 2016”. General 
Prosecution, March 2017. http://www.pp.gov.al/web/raporti_pp_2016_07_03_2017_1160.pdf 
(3) General Prosecution. “Report of the Prosecutor General on the crime situation for year 2012”. 
http://www.pp.gov.al/web/raporti_per_vitin_2012_854.pdf 
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The negative implications of the organised crime activities in Albania are multiple. One 
of the major consequences of organized crime is the negative impact on security. 
According to the data produced by the General Persecution office the number of 
people involved in drug related crimes has increased dramatically over the last five 
years (Graph 1). A recent investigation by the British magazine The Economist, ranks 
Albania as the country with the highest percentage of cocaine users in the world where 
2.5% of the population are cocaine consumers.62  

Organised crime has major negative consequences for the economy also, as business 
activities that are built up using illicit capital lead to unfair competition and undermine 
the free entrepreneurship. But most importantly, through their increased access and 
power into the business and social activities, Albanian criminal organisations have 
managed to actively influence the political domain, either through direct involvement 
into politics or through collusion with political parties in exchange for government 
contracts when these parties get into the government.63  

The increased number of Albania people involved in organized crime and the 
increasingly international nature of such involvement, has been accompanied by record 
numbers of Albanian citizens being imprisoned abroad, particularly in EU member 
countries contributing negatively the image of Albania in those countries. In 2016 there 
were 5,722 Albanian nationals imprisoned in EU countries, a relatively high number 
compared with the number of population as countries with far larger populations such 
as Turkey and Poland ranked behind Albania with 4,798 and 4,449 prisoners 
respectively.64 The largest numbers of Albanians serving prison sentences abroad are in 
Greece (2850 in 2017),65 in Italy (2598 in 2017),66 and in the United Kingdom (716 in 
2017).67According to the 2017 Report on Serious and Organised Crime of the UK 
National Crime Agency, the Albanian crime groups made up 0.8% of organised 
criminals, leaving behind countries with larger populations such as Romania (1.5%); 
Pakistan (1.2%) and Poland (0.9%).68 

                                                 
62 The Economist, ‘Cocaine: why cartels are wining’ <https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hopYEuFA0g4> 
63 Fabian Zhilla and Besfort Lamallari. “Organised Crime Threat Assessment for Albania”. OSFA 2017.  
http://globalinitiative.net/wp-content/uploads/2018/02/Threat_Assessment_of_Albanian_Organised.pdf  
64 Michael Bird, Vlad Odobescu, Cecilia Ferrara and Sigute Limontaite. “Romania and Morocco have most 
expats in EU prisons”. EUOBSERVER, 1 November 2016. https://euobserver.com/investigations/135659 
65 Sh.Zinxhiria. “Shifrat alarmante/ Shqiptarët 4% e popullsisë greke, 23% e të burgosurve”. MAPO, 
07/08/2017. http://www.mapo.al/2017/08/shifrat-alarmante-shqiptaret-4-e-popullsise-greke-23-e-te-
burgosurve/1 
66 Gazeta Shqiptare. “Shqiptarët thyejnë rekord në burgjet në Itali”. 1 January 2018.  
http://www.gsh.al/2018/01/01/shqiptaret-thyejne-rekord-ne-burgjet-ne-itali/ 
67 Balkan Insight. “Albanian Gangster’s Jail Boast Angers UK Prisons”. BIRN, London. 31 January 2018. 
http://www.balkaninsight.com/en/article/albanian-gangster-s-jail-boast-angers-uk-prisons-01-31-2018 
68 National Crime Agency. “National Strategic Assessment of Serious and Organised Crime, 2017”. 
http://www.nationalcrimeagency.gov.uk/publications/807-national-strategic-assessment-of-serious-and-
organised-crime-2017/file 
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The increased trend in criminal activity involvement is also reflected in the increasing 
trend of the number of people serving prison sentences within the Albanian penitentiary 
system. Prison population in Albania has nearly doubled over the last two decades, 
while during the 1990s the trend has been constant (Graph 2). In addition to the 
inmates serving sentences in the penitentiary system, another 5577 people were 
serving alternative sentences through the Probation Service in 2016.69 
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Graph 2. Prison population in Albania. Source: World Prison Brief 70 

 

The Albanian government has undertaken various measures to tackle the problem but 
as the figures demonstrate, the phenomenon has shown no signs of abetting. The 
most recent effort is the action plan on the fight against organised crime initiated by the 
Albanian Interior Ministry in November 2017 under the operation ‘Forca e Ligjit’ (Power 
of law)’.71 The Interior Ministry has identified 41 criminal groups and their assets that 
have become subject of this operation. Until the end of October, the Ministry informed 
that it had arrested 300 persons, disrupted many of those groups, and started criminal 
investigations on their assets.72,73 This action plan will be in place until the 
establishment of the Special Anti-Corruption and Organised Crime Structure (SPAK) 

                                                 
69 Ministry of Justice, The Probation Service. “Annual Report 1 January– 31 December 2016”. 
http://www.sherbimiproves.gov.al/images/pdf/Raporti_vjetor_2016.pdf 
70 World Prison Brief. “World Prison Brief data: Albania”. http://www.prisonstudies.org/ 
71 Ministria e Brendshme. ““Forca e Ligjit” – Krijohet Task Forca Speciale kundër krimit të organizuar”, 
07/11/2017. http://www.mb.gov.al/2017/11/07/forca-e-ligjit-krijohet-task-forca-speciale-kunder-krimit-te-
organizuar/  
72 Ministria e Brendshme. Forca e Ligjit në Territor, operacioni “Ndëshkimi i ‘të fortëve” – 300 të arrestuar” 
23/10/2018. http://www.mb.gov.al/2018/10/23/forca-e-ligjit-ne-territor-operacioni-ndeshkimi-i-te-forteve-300-
te-arrestuar/  
73 Ministria e Brendshme. “Forca e Ligjit” – Përmbledhje e operacioneve”, 16/07/2018. 
http://www.mb.gov.al/wp-content/uploads/2018/07/Forca_e_Ligjit_-_P%C3%ABrmbledhje.pdf 
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which will be a permanent independent structure to tackle both corruption and 
organised crime in Albania.74   

In general, the predominant approach to tackling the organised crime phenomenon in 
Albania has been on suppression, as the latest operation ‘Forca e Ligjit’ shows. 
Meanwhile reduced efforts have been made to employ the preventive approach to 
countering organized crime activities, although legislation and strategies on prevention 
have been adopted since early 2000. In 2001 the law on prevention and fight against 
trafficking of narcotic substances was adopted75, followed by the law on prevention 
and suppression of organized crime, the confiscation of assets in 2009.76 An inter-
sectoral strategy on fighting against organized crime, trafficking and terrorism was 
adopted in 2008 for the period 2008-2013,77 which was followed by the adoption of 
another document for the period 2013-2020.78  

The main argument of this paper is that despite the existence of the preventive 
approach as a policy approach, the predominant focus in the implementation has been 
on suppression, while the overall trend in the western countries has been the 
combination of the prevention and suppression of organized crime.79 The combined 
approach has increasingly gained currency in the EU policy also. In its conclusions of 9 
June 2016, the Council of the European Union adopted the administrative approach in 
preventing and fighting serious and organised crime to be used by EU member states, 
in addition to the criminal justice-based approach.80 

Against this context this policy paper aims to advocate for the introduction of the 
administrative approach to prevent and fight serious and organised crime (hereafter 
                                                 
74 Ligj Nr. 95/201 datë 6.10.2016, Për Organizimin dhe Funksionimin e Institucioneve për të Luftuar 
Korrupsionin dhe Krimin e Organizuar (Law on the Organization and Functioning of Institutions for Combating 
Corruption and Organized Crime)  
75 Ligj Nr.8750, datë 26.3.2001 Për parandalimin dhe luftën ndaj trafikut të substancave narkotike (ndryshuar 
me ligjin nr.10 375, datë 10.2.2011, nr. 88/2016, datë 15.9.2016) (Law on prevention and fight against 
trafficking of narcotic substances, as amended)  
76 Ligj nr. 10 192, datë 3.12.2009. Për parandalimin dhe goditjen e krimit të organizuar, trafikimit, korrupsionit 
dhe krimeve të tjera nëpërmjet masave parandaluese kundër pasurisë, ndryshuar me ligjin nr. 24/2014, datë 
20.3.2014, nr. 70/2017, datë 27.4.2017. (On preventing and tackling organized crime, trafficking, corruption and 
other crimes through preventive measures on property) 
77 Vendim nr.1140, datë 30.7.2008. Për miratimin e strategjisë ndërsektoriale të luftës kundër krimit të 
organizuar, trafiqeve dhe terrorizmit (On the adoption of a inter sectoral strategy for combating organized crime, 
trafficking and terrorism) 
78 Vendim nr. 663, datë 17.7.2013. Për miratimin e strategjisë ndërsektoriale të luftës kundër krimit të 
organizuar, trafiqeve të paligjshme dhe terrorizmit, 2013-2020 dhe planit të veprimit për vitet 2013-2016 (On 
the adoption of the inter sectoral strategy for combating organized crime, illicit trafficking and terrorism, 2013-
2020 and the Action Plan 2013-2016) 
79 (1) Schneider, Stephen, and Margaret Beare. "Alternative Approaches to Combating Transnational Crime." 
(2001). 
(2) Levi, Michael, and Mike Maguire. "Reducing and preventing organised crime: An evidence-based critique." 
Crime, Law and Social Change 41.5 (2004): 397-469. 
80 Council of the European Union. General Secretariat of the Council. “Council conclusions on the 
administrative approach to prevent and fight serious and organised crime - Council conclusions (9 June 2016)”. 
Brussels, 9 June 2016  
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administrative approach), as a set of tools and policy measures to be added to the 
existing efforts that the Albanian authorities have already engaged in combating 
organised crime.  

As previous experience has shown, when a large number of criminal organisations were 
dismantled in the mid 2000, the absence of sufficient focus on prevention has led to 
lack of sustainability in maintaining the achieved outcomes.81 Meanwhile, there 
continues to be a limited focus on the prevention. Even the EU Report 2018 on Albania 
points out to the limited progress in dismantling organised crime, and underscores the 
requirement to establish a solid track record of proactive investigations, prosecutions 
and convictions in the fight against organised crime.82 

The paper is organised as following. The next section provides an overview of the 
emergence and evolution of the administrative approach in the EU and its member 
states. The following section provides the implementation of the administrative 
approach in two selected countries; Italy and the Netherlands. The subsequent section 
provides an overview of the legal framework and mechanisms of Albania to countering 
organised crime with a focus on prevention. The last section provides conclusions and 
recommendations.  

 

 

 

 

                                                 
81 (1) Commission Staff Working Document. “Albania 2008 Progress Report, Accompanying the 
Communication from the Commission to the European Parliament and the Council. SEC (2006) 1383". 
Brussels, 08.11.2006. 
https://www.parlament.al/Files/Integrimi/2009_progress_report_en_23388_1.pdf 
(2) Commission Staff Working Document. “Albania 2008 Progress Report, Accompanying the Communication 
from the Commission to the European Parliament and the Council. SEC(2008) 2692”. Brussels, 5.11.2008. 
https://www.parlament.al/Files/Integrimi/2008_progress_report_en_23387_1.pdf  
82 Commission Staff Working Document, “Albania 2018 Report, Accompanying the document Communication 
from the Commission to the European Parliament, the Council, the European Economic and Social Committee 
and the Committee of the Regions. SWD(2018) 151 final”. Strasbourg, 17.4.2018. Page 6  
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Emergence and evolution of administrative 
approach in the EU 
 

The administrative approach draws on the assumption that the activities of criminal 
organizations are not limited to illegal activities alone,  such as drug trafficking, fraud or 
property crimes, but they also invest money in legal activities and businesses in order to 
exploit the revenues of their crimes and to generate a legal income.83 For instance, a 
criminal organization may establish or take over a construction company and then 
tender for government contracts, it may establish a shipment company in order to 
traffic illicit drugs or weapons, or may acquire a licence to run a bar or gambling arcade 
and use it for criminal purposes, such as money laundering, and tax fraud.  

Even if criminals engage in businesses without using them to commit crimes, their 
actions will still undermine the integrity of certain economic activities. For example, 
criminal organizations that obtain a substantial illegal income and use their company 
partly for money laundering do not worry about being as competitive as regular 
companies and may underbid contracts to outcompete bona fide entrepreneurs.84 

Therefore, it is in the interest of the government authorities to preventing criminals from 
either using the economic infrastructure to acquire a legal income or from misusing 
businesses to facilitate crimes and applying their criminal proceeds towards this 
purpose.  

In this respect, the administrative laws play a key role for evaluating the suitability of 
certain individuals for specific businesses based on earlier criminal convictions in order 
to prevent them from getting a new means to commit further offences.  

                                                 
83 Spapens, A., Peters, M., & Van Daele, D. (Eds.) (2015). “Administrative measures to prevent and tackle 
crime. Legal possibilities and practical application in EU Member States”. The Hague: Eleven International 
Publishing. 
84 Spapens, A. et al. p.1 
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By drawing on the potential of the use of the administrative law to preventing and 
fighting organized crime, the administrative approach is defined as following:   

“An administrative approach to serious and organized crime involves preventing 
the facilitation of illegal activities by denying criminals the use of the legal 
administrative infrastructure as well as coordinated interventions to disrupt and 
repress serious and organized crime and public order problems”.85 

The administrative approach to crime was first applied in New York in the 1980s, when 
Mayor Rudy Giuliani started to implement combined traditional law enforcement tools 
with administrative tools to tackle the influence of ‘La Cosa Nostra’ in several economic 
sectors in the city.86  

Drawing from the US experience and the evaluation of the approach adopted by Rudy 
Giuliani Jacobs and Gouldin concluded: 

 “Don’t wait until organized crime syndicates become entrenched before 
responding to them. In the United States there was no concerted effort for 
decades. By that time, organized crime was a political and economic force 
capable of insulating itself from attack”. 

“Law enforcement is not enough. Law enforcement is a necessary but not 
sufficient force for purging a full-blown syndicate from the economy. The use of 
long-term trustees to oversee the remediation of businesses and unions has 
been a great innovation in organized crime control. Likewise, the mobilization of 
government’s regulatory powers on behalf of the organized crime control effort 
has proven remarkably successful”.87  

The approach to fight organized crime by combining administrative and criminal law 
was introduced in Europe in the 1990s in the Netherlands. Faced with a surge of crime 
during the 1980s, the Dutch government responded by adopting the Society and 
Crime policy, which among others pointed out the threat of organized crime to society 
and the risks of it infiltrating into the legal economy. In 1997, the City of Amsterdam 
was the first to establish a team of civil servants charged with preventing criminals from 
obtaining licences to operate a legitimate business in the city.88   

By the end of the 1990s, the concept that traditional repressive law enforcement 
bodies should have a monopoly on reactions to organised crime underwent a 
widespread revision. The EU-Action Plan to Combat Organised Crime adopted in 1997 
highlighted that:  

                                                 
85 Ibid. p.4 
86 Jacobs, James B., and Lauryn P. Gouldin. "Cosa Nostra: The Final." Crime and Justice 25 (1999): 129-189. 
87 Ibid  
88 Spapens, A. et al. p.223 
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“Prevention is no less important than repression in any integrated approach to 
organised crime, to the extent that it aims at reducing the circumstances in 
which organised crime can operate. The Union should have the instruments to 
confront organised crime at each step on the continuum from prevention and 
repression and prosecution.”89  

In the political guidelines and recommendations, the Action Plan focused at the 
reduction of existing or future opportunities for organised criminal groups to participate 
in lawful markets by calling among others, for the exclusion of persons who have 
committed offences connected with organised crime from participation in tender 
procedures conducted by Member States and the Community, and from receiving 
subsidies or governmental licences.  

 “[…] the Member States, the Council and the Commission should […] take 
necessary steps to allow the exclusion of criminal organisations for their 
members from participation in tendering procedures, receiving subsidies or 
governmental licenses”. (Political Guideline 13) 

“The Member States and the European Commission should ensure that the 
applicable legislation provides for the possibility for an application in a public 
tender procedure who has committed offences connected with organised crime 
to be excluded from the participation in tender procedures conducted by 
Member States and by the Community”. (Recommendation 7)90 

The shifting focus from the exclusive law enforcement approach was underlined also in 
the Joint Report of the European Commission and Europol, Towards a European 
Strategy to Prevent Organised Crime, which underscored that: 

“There is a growing understanding amongst policy-makers, professionals and 
academics that the traditional enforcement approach to tackling organised crime 
will not, alone, bring about the hoped-for reduction in such activity. The idea, 
instead, that only the use of targeted and co-ordinated strategies in the field of 
prevention, reduction and combating organised crime as a whole will achieve 
that goal is gaining ground. These strategies have to be built on partnerships 
between the criminal justice system, public administration, scientific community, 
society, and private industry”. 91 

                                                 
89 ACTION PLAN TO COMBAT ORGANIZED CRIME (Adopted by the Council on 28 April 1997). Official 
Journal of the European Communities No C 251/1.  https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-
content/EN/TXT/PDF/?uri=CELEX:51997XG0815&from=EN 
90 ACTION PLAN TO COMBAT ORGANIZED CRIME (Adopted by the Council on 28 April 1997). Official 
Journal of the European Communities No C 251/1.  https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-
content/EN/TXT/PDF/?uri=CELEX:51997XG0815&from=EN 
91 Commission of the European Communities. Commission Staff Working Paper Joint report from Commission 
services and EUROPOL “Towards a European strategy to prevent organised crime”SEC(2001) 433,  Brussels, 
13.03.2001 
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In 2004, the Dutch Ministry of the Interior organised a seminar entitled ‘An alternative 
approach to combat organised crime’ attended by representatives of various member 
states, international experts, and European Union representatives. The aim of the 
seminar was to put the administrative approach to the fight against organised crime on 
the European agenda and to increase participants’ awareness of the importance and 
the options of an administrative approach.92  

“The fight against organised crime has traditionally focused on the penal 
approach. It may be wondered, however, to what extent a purely penal 
approach is adequate and what added value alternative approaches can give. In 
practice, many criminal organisations aim at the illegal control over legal 
markets: in other words, they use society’s legal infrastructure. The laundering of 
criminal profits through legal economic activities, the creation of legal covers 
such as catering businesses, arcades and phone houses, the acquisition of 
premises (for instance, for establishing illegal casinos or as home base for 
human trafficking), corruption in obtaining procurement contracts, the 
transportation of illegal goods covered by official transport licences… these are 
but a few examples of criminal organisations deliberately using the legal 
infrastructure in order to develop and continue their activities. As a matter of 
fact, many criminal organisations need the legal infrastructure for their shady 
activities to be successful. This means that if the underworld is to penetrate legal 
markets, it often has to do so ‘via’ the (local) public administration, for example 
through licences or subsidies. This very aspect makes criminal organisations 
vulnerable to an administrative approach to organised crime, and it offers public 
administrations instruments to combat this type of crime. This also implies that 
an exclusively penal approach will generally prove inadequate, since it basically 
focuses on individual criminals and criminal organisations, not on the underlying 
infrastructure. The problem is that criminal organisations and individual criminals 
appear to be very easy to replace. A purely repressive approach through penal 
instruments, therefore, often amounts to a waste of time and energy. Indeed, 
criminals may come and go, but the infrastructure remains intact. By attacking 
the underlying structures of organised crime, the administrative approach can 
therefore also play a complementary role, curtailing the development of criminal 
activities. The fact that organised crime often needs the public administration 
(the legal infrastructure) for its activities implies that the latter will need to be 
involved in the approach to crime” 93 

                                                 
92 Council of the European Union. An alternative approach to combat organised crime - Seminar held in The 
Hague on 5 and 6 July 2004. Doc. 12557/04, Brussels 21 September 2004. 
https://www.eumonitor.eu/9353000/1/j4nvgs5kjg27kof_j9vvik7m1c3gyxp/vi7jgsymoeyi/f=/12557_04.pdf  
93 Ibid. page 2 
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In the Internal Security Strategy document adopted in 2010 the European Commission 
pointed out that: 

“Policies to engage governmental and regulatory bodies responsible for granting 
licences, authorisations, procurement contracts or subsidies should be 
developed (the 'administrative approach') to protect the economy against 
infiltration by criminal networks. The Commission will give practical support to 
Member States by establishing in 2011 a network of national contact points to 
develop best practices, and by sponsoring pilot projects on practical issues”.94 

In the First Annual Report on the implementation of the EU Internal Security Strategy, 
issued in 2011, the importance of the administrative approach was again underlined. 
The report stated that: 

“Member States are encouraged to step up efforts to develop the administrative 
approach, involving all public sector bodies, not just law enforcement bodies, to 
protect the economy against crime and corruption”.95 

The relevance of the administrative approach as an opportunity for detecting and 
responding to criminal infiltration of the economy was highlighted also in the Second 
Annual Report on the implementation of the EU Internal Security Strategy, issued in 
2013.96   

In 2014 the Council of the European Union adopted a multi-annual work programme of 
the Informal Network of contact points on the administrative approach to prevent and 
disrupt organised crime, established Under the Belgian EU Presidency in 2010. Among 
the objectives set to the Informal Network for the period 2015-2017, the programme 
included:   

“[...] to promote the value of adopting administrative measures and 
multidisciplinary approaches to combat organised crime; to propose new 
initiatives to use such measures and approaches to combat organised crime; to 
share best practice in using such measures and approaches across the EU”.97  

                                                 
94 European Commission. Communication from the Commission to the European Parliament and the Council. 
The EU Internal Security Strategy in Action: Five steps towards a more secure Europe. COM(2010) 673 final. 
Brussels, 22.11.2010. page 6 
http://ec.europa.eu/transparency/regdoc/rep/1/2010/EN/1-2010-673-EN-F1-1.Pdf 
95 European Commission. Communication from the Commission to the European Parliament and the Council.  
First Annual Report on the implementation of the EU Internal Security Strategy COM(2011) 790 final. Brussels, 
25.11.2011  
96 European Commission. Communication from the Commission to the European Parliament and the Council.  
First Annual Report on the implementation of the EU Internal Security Strategy COM(2013) 179 final. Brussels, 
10.4.2013. Page 2 
https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/PDF/?uri=CELEX:52013DC0179&from=EN 
97 Council of the European Union. “The Informal Network of contact points on the administrative approach to 
prevent and disrupt organised crime - A multi-annual Work Programme (2015-2017)”. Brussels, 9 December 
2014. http://data.consilium.europa.eu/doc/document/ST-16407-2014-INIT/en/pdf    

http://ec.europa.eu/transparency/regdoc/rep/1/2010/EN/1-2010-673-EN-F1-1.Pdf
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During the Dutch Presidency of the Council of the EU, the Justice and Home Affairs 
Ministers adopted on 9 June 2016 the Council conclusions on the administrative approach 
to prevent and fight serious and organised crime.98  

In its conclusions the Council of the EU points out that “it is necessary to develop and 
further improve the administrative approach to prevent and fight crime, in particular serious 
and organised crime” and invites the member states to combine the following elements in 
the administrative approach:  

“[...] a) Preventing persons involved in criminal activities from using the legal 
administrative infrastructure for criminal purposes, including, where relevant, 
procedures for obtaining permits, tenders and subsidies; b) Applying all relevant 
types of administrative regulations to prevent and fight illegal activities, when 
possible under national law, including the preventive screening and monitoring of 
applicants (natural persons and legal entities) for permits, tenders and subsidies, 
as well as closing or expropriating premises when public nuisance occurs in or 
around those premises as a result of undermining criminal activities; c) 
Coordinated interventions, using administrative tools to supplement actions 
under criminal law, to prevent, counter, disrupt and suppress serious and 
organised crime”. 99 

The monitoring of the progress of the EU actions on the development of the administrative 
approach is currently part of the implementation of the EU Internal Security Strategy for the 
period 2015-2020 (also called "renewed internal security strategy”).100  

 

                                                 
98 Council of the European Union. General Secretariat of the Council. “Council conclusions on the 
administrative approach to prevent and fight serious and organised crime - Council conclusions (9 June 2016)”. 
Brussels, 9 June 2016  
99 Ibid. page 6 
100 Council of the European Union. “Renewed European Union Internal Security Strategy and Counter-
Terrorism Implementation Paper: Report of the first half of 2017 and programme for the second half of 2017”. 
Brussels, 12 July 2017. http://www.statewatch.org/news/2017/jul/eu-council-renewed-iss-2015-2020-10827-
17.pdf 

http://www.statewatch.org/news/2017/jul/eu-council-renewed-iss-2015-2020-10827-17.pdf
http://www.statewatch.org/news/2017/jul/eu-council-renewed-iss-2015-2020-10827-17.pdf
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The administrative approach in selected EU 
member states 
 

The administrative approach has evolved at different pace in EU member states, while the 
EU has increasingly focused on including the administrative approach as part of its policy 
agenda. This section will provide a brief overview on the implementation of the 
administrative approach in two EU countries: the Netherlands and Italy. Both countries 
have an expressly formulated policy or strategy on an administrative approach to crime and 
their experience may be relevant to Albania.  

 

The administrative approach in the Netherlands 
 

Since the early 1990s the Netherlands started to develop a systematic policy 
concerning an administrative approach to crime which involves the use of law 
enforcement measures alongside fiscal and administrative ones. The primary goal of 
the Dutch administrative approach was driven by the overall aim of protecting the 
integrity of government from being misused by organized criminals.101 

A parliamentary investigation initiated in 1994 to examine the criminal investigation 
methods in the Netherlands found out that criminal groups had infiltrated the illegal and 
legal economy of the City of Amsterdam by building up economic positions of power in 
real estate, brothels, hotels and catering sector. The report concluded that criminal 
individuals and groups had gained practical control of the economic power while the 

                                                 
101 Peters, Maaike, and Antonius Spapens. "The administrative approach in the Netherlands." Administrative 
approaches to prevent and tackle crime: Legal possibilities and practical application in EU Member States 
(2015): 265-306. 
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indecisiveness of the local authorities had created a fertile breeding ground for illegal 
and criminal activities.102 

In reaction to these findings, the city of Amsterdam decided, amongst other things, to 
put more emphasis on an administrative approach, in order to prevent the facilitation of 
organized crime. The rationale for this approach was based on the finding of the report 
which had concluded that criminals needed the services and administrative 
infrastructure of the public administration in order to carry out criminal activities and 
invest the illegally acquired capital.  

If the criminal organisations were to be excluded from public contracts and from 
receiving licenses for certain activities, their margin of influence over the legal sectors 
will be minimized. For this purpose, the administrative bodies become involved in 
combating activities that previously were exclusive competence of the police and the 
judiciary. The Mayor and the city Council were asked to draft an action plan for the 
prevention of organized crime and not wait for the national policies and regulations that 
were to result from the Parliamentary Inquiry. The plan of action adopted included 77 
actions to enhance the defensibility of the city administration against the threat of 
organized crime. This approach consisted of a number of instruments, ranging from 
integrity tests for civil servants, the purchase of strategically positioned buildings and 
the refusal or withdrawal of permits, to the screening of companies competing for major 
public contracts.103  

During the period 1997-May 2004, 56 buildings were acquired by the city authorities 
and were given in bona fide exploitation. Four illegal casinos and several establishments 
in the hotel and catering industry were closed down. About 20 licenses for bars and 
restaurants were refused or withdrawn, and eight permits in the catering industry were 
withdrawn.104 

The activity of the civil servants’ team charged with preventing criminals from obtaining 
licences to operate a legitimate business in the city was initially based on a general 
municipal by-law. In 2003 the Dutch parliament adopted the Public Administration 
Probity Screening Act, which made it easier for local authorities to check criminal and 
tax records of the applicants for licences.105      

Following public revelations by the former mayor of Amsterdam in 2006, that despite 
the measures the power of the criminals had not entirely waned, the Dutch government 

                                                 
102 Kleemans, Edward R., and Wim Huisman. "Multi-agency approaches in ‘criminogenic’settings: the case of 
the Amsterdam Red Light District." Crime Law Soc Change 64 (2015): 247-261. 
103  Nelen, Hans, and Wim Huisman. "Breaking the power of organized crime? The administrative approach in 
Amsterdam." Organized crime: culture, markets and policies. Springer, New York, NY, 2008. 207-218. 
104 Ibid 
105 Peters, Maaike, and Antonius Spapens. "The administrative approach in the Netherlands." Administrative 
approaches to prevent and tackle crime: Legal possibilities and practical application in EU Member States 
(2015): 265-306. 
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adopted in 2007 a special policy program to deal with money laundering in real estate, 
the Emergo project. Emergo had two goals: first, close collaboration supported by 
research and analysis to gain an understanding of how criminal power is concentrated 
on the underlying criminal opportunity structures in the Red Light District; and second, 
to use the obtained information to take specific action through a combination of 
administrative, fiscal and criminal law enforcement, to seize every possibility to break 
these concentrations of power and opportunity structures, and prevent future 
recurrence.106 

In 2008 the Dutch government adopted the Administrative Approach to Organized 
Crime programme. One outcome of this programme was the establishment of Regional 
information and Expertise Centres, which role was to analyse particular crime problems 
based on information shared by the partners and then coordinate responses by the 
different public authorities. The current government policy programme, Safety begins 
with Prevention has the administrative approach to organized crime as one of its three 
pillars, including the effective implementation of the Public Administration Probity 
Screening Act.107 

 

The administrative approach in Italy 
 

As a result of its long- standing efforts against the mafia-type organisations Italy has 
developed a complex set of policy tools and legislation to tackle the organised crime. 
Given the existence of different criminal organisations, ‘mafia-type association’ is the 
key concept when determining the scope of administrative measures. The concept of 
mafia-type association was defined in 1982 with the introduction of the offence of 
mafia-type association in the Italian Criminal Code.   

The association is of a mafia-type when the participants use the power of intimidation 
of the association, and the condition of subjection and omertà (code of silence) that 
arises from it, to commit crimes, or to obtain – directly or indirectly – control over 
economic activities, public contracts or concessions. 

In Italy, the most relevant anti-mafia measures were adopted since the mid-1960s, as a 
result of specific events such as homicides and mafia attacks on the State. These 
included preventive measures adopted by administrative authorities imposing a number 
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of obligations or prohibitions to people falling under specific categories prescribed by 
law.  

As loopholes were identified in the legislation in the following decades, new clauses 
were introduced in the 1970s and 1980s such as the prohibition against residing in a 
certain area of a city, and the seizure and the confiscation of property independent of a 
final criminal conviction, criminalizing participation in mafia-type association, etc.108 

While until the mid 2000 the anti-Mafia legislation was adopted as a result of specific 
events, such as homicides and attacks of criminal organizations against the state, in 
the following years the trend has been toward increasing efforts to creating a system of 
anti-Mafia measures and instruments.109 

In 2006 legislation was adopted to regulate public procurements and to improve 
control over mafia infiltrations this field, which was followed by new legislation adopted 
in 2008 and 2009 that strengthened the regime for the seizure and confiscation of 
assets and the provisions concerning the dissolution of city councils that have been 
infiltrated by the mafia.110  

In 2011 the Antimafia Code was adopted as a corpus iuris that combines all legislative 
actions that have been undertaken since the 1960s into one legislative instrument. The 
adoption of the Anti-mafia Code marks a shift in the goal of the legislation from 
prevention from infiltrating the public system, to the banning of persons suspected or 
convicted of organized crime from entering into contracts with public administrators.111  

The Antimafia Code focuses on screening bidders to tenders and licence applicants for 
mafia infiltration. According to the Antimafia Code, any individual who has a preventive 
measure imposed on him/her or is convicted of offences listed in the Italian Criminal 
Procedure Code, cannot be issued any kind of licence or authorization. Before 
contracting or issuing concessions or grants, contracting authorities must obtain the 
required type of antimafia documentation from the Prefecture. The antimafia checks 
apply to the following individuals: owners and technical managers of individual 
enterprises, legal representatives of associations, cooperatives and consortiums, the 
majority partners in capital companies, all the members of general partnerships, all the 
general partners in limited partnerships and all local representatives of companies. 

Antimafia documentation consists of two types of checks: antimafia communication 
and antimafia information. The first certifies the absence of any impediment based on a 
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preventive measure or a criminal conviction, while the latter has a wider scope, allowing 
the investigation of any infiltration attempt by mafia into a company.  

Other screening and monitoring procedures include the code of public contracts, which 
provides that persons subject to a preventive measure or convicted of participating in 
an organized crime group are banned from contracting with administrative 
authorities.112 

The legislation aims to tackle also the financial resources of organized crime through a 
complex system of seizure and confiscation. The Italian system includes four types of 
confiscation: criminal confiscation; extended confiscation; preventive seizure and 
confiscation; and equivalent confiscation.  

Criminal confiscation is established beyond a reasonable doubt at the end of a criminal 
trial on the basis of the rule of evidence required in criminal procedures. Extended 
confiscation makes it possible for the court to confiscate assets, whether or not they 
have criminal origins, if the person is unable to prove the lawful origin of the assets or 
property. Preventive seizure and confiscation are a non-conviction based, 
administrative in nature and enforced outside criminal proceedings by law enforcement 
authorities under judicial supervision and less strict rules of evidence. This form of 
seizure is applied when assets are in danger of disappearing, being misappropriated or 
transferred. Equivalent confiscation is applied when a person is the subject of a 
preventive measure and he/she hides or devalues goods in order to elude seizure or 
confiscation measures or has transferred the assets in good faith to third parties. 

Another measure provided by the Antimafia Code is the dissolution of municipal or 
provincial councils and its replacement by a panel of three commissioners. Such 
measure aims to eradicate relationships between local politics and the mafias and to 
ensure the impartiality, efficiency, efficacy, and the transparency of the public 
administration. This administrative measure has been applied in several cases such as 
Sicily, Campania, Calabria, Puglia, Basilicata, Lazio, Liguria, Piedmont, and 
Lombardy.113  

In November 2017 new changes made to the Antimafia legislation entered into force in 
amending the 2011 Code of Anti-Mafia Legislation and Protection Measures Under, the 
Penal Code, the Implementing, Coordinating, and Transitional Rules of the Criminal 
Procedure Code, and Other Provisions, and Delegating Power to the Government for 
the Protection of Labour at Sequestered and Confiscated Companies.  

The main purpose of the amended law is to speed up the application of asset 
protection measures, make the appointment of judicial administrators more transparent 
and to create a government unit for the administration of seized and confiscated 
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assets.114 The law includes also corruption and terrorism, within the scope of Antimafia 
Code. 

The law creates the National Agency for the Administration and Destination of Assets 
Seized or Confiscated under the Ministry of the Interior, to assist with the administration 
of seized or confiscated property from organized crime. 

 

Administrative Approach in Albania  
 

The issue of organized crime has been a recurrent theme over the last years in Albania, 
and apart for constituting a challenge to the national security and public safety it is 
currently under the spotlight as one of the main barriers to the country’s EU integration. 
Recently, the Council of EU concluded that “[t]he establishment of a solid track record 
of proactive investigations, prosecutions and convictions in the fight against organised 
crime and corruption, at all levels, remains an essential long-term objective that 
continues to require further structured and consistent efforts”.115  

Defining organized crime is not an easy task due to its elusive and perplexing nature. 
Article 28 of the Albanian Criminal Code has provided definitions on criminal 
organizations including also terrorist organization, armed gangs, and structured criminal 
groups. Criminal Code refers to criminal organization as “[t]he highest form of 
cooperation that is composed of three or more persons being distinguished by the 
specific level of organization, structure, stability, duration, as well as the purpose to 
commit one or more criminal offences to gain material or non-material benefits”.116 
Organized crime is considered one of the most serious criminal offenses and the main 
forms of its expression also for the purpose of the discussion in this paper includes: 

 

• Creation of criminal organizations or armed gangs, 
• Criminal offenses in the field of drugs, 
• Criminal offenses in the field of illegal trafficking, trafficking of persons, 

trafficking of women for prostitution, child trafficking, motorised vehicle 
trafficking, trafficking or arms, 

• Criminal offenses in the field of economy and finance, 
• Criminal Offenses in the field of money laundering, 

                                                 
114 Dante Figueroa. “Italy: New Law to Combat Organized Crime Takes Effect”. The Library of Congress, 
Global Legal Monitor. January 3, 2018. http://www.loc.gov/law/foreign-news/article/italy-new-law-to-combat-
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115 Council of the EU Conclusions, Enlargement and Stabilisation and Association Process (Brussels, 26 June 
2018) < http://www.consilium.europa.eu/media/35863/st10555-en18.pdf> 
116 Article 28, Criminal Code of Albania  
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• Criminal offenses of murder or terrorist acts , 
• Criminal offenses of corruption, 
• Other offenses related to the above. 
 

In practice, many criminal organisations aim at the illegal control over legal markets: in 
other words, they use society’s legal infrastructure. In order to make use of this legal 
infrastructure, organized crime often depends on the public administration. Public 
administration can facilitate criminal organization into legal marked through granting 
licenses, subsides as well as public procurements. Therefore, it is crucial to have 
administrative barriers against the penetration of the criminal organizations in the 
country’s social and economic life. Public administrations have a natural role to play in 
this approach and may explore various avenues for organising the administrative fight 
against organised crime. It need not to confine itself to, for instance, the screening of 
applicants for licenses and it is ideally placed to play an active part in promoting a 
culture of lawfulness, for example by disseminating information, offering alternatives to 
socially marginalised groups and individuals, activating the local community and last but 
not least, serving as a role model.117 The administrative approach is not designed to 
substitute the traditional penal suppression rather it represents an alternative to 
complement the penal approach.   

In Albania, the administrative approach as a systemic alternative policy approach to 
crime control outside the criminal justice system does not exist. The fact that the 
administrative approach is not systematically applied to prevent the criminal infiltration 
of the economy means that the legislation that can be used in this area in Albania is 
fragmented and lacks the coherence of well-defined policy. There is no unified and 
integrated legislation to corroborate the personal integrity of applicants for different 
licenses, subsidies or tenders. However, there are administrative tools available in the 
Albanian legal system that can be used to combat organized crime by creating 
obstacles to using the legal administrative infrastructure for criminal activities. Following, 
the criteria and conditions provided separately in different laws and strategies are 
examined.  

Strategic Approach to Fighting Organized Crime  
 

Organized crime constitutes a threat to Albania’s national security and its fighting 
remains a continuous challenge. Despite the efforts undertaken organized criminals 
have been able to expand their presence and activity. As part of its efforts to fight 
organized crime Albania has adopted strategies as policy frameworks. In general, the 
strategies focus on repressive measures to fight organized crime. The first ‘Strategy to 
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Fight Organized Crime’ in Albania was adopted by the government in 2008. The 2008 
Strategy and the current 2013-2020 Strategy make little reference in the approach of 
using criminal prosecution as the main approach in the fight against organized crime. 

 

Crosscutting Strategy on Combating Organized Crime, Trafficking 
and Terrorism 2008 
 

The 2008 Strategy118 on organised crime came as a priority and commitment of the 
Albanian government to fight organized crime and all of its forms as well as its 
obligation under regional strategies and the need to coordinate the existing sectorial 
strategies.119 The vision of the strategy was to build a society, without threats from 
organized crime, and to improving the quality of life to the citizens, thus giving the 
image of a peaceful country with high standards of security.120 The aims of the 2008 
Strategy include: 

• Identify broadly the phenomenon of organized crime and other phenomena 
part of this Strategy, making a substantial analysis of the causes and factors 
of its development, 

• To reflect the institutional activity of all actors mandated to fight against 
organized crime, 

• To diagnose the situation in our country, mainly through documents, media or 
information from international institutions, 

• Determine priorities and objectives to be achieved in minimizing organized 
crime, citing the main forms of organized crime manifestation, 

• Determine the measures that must be taken by different institutions to achieve 
the defined objectives, 

• To determine the method for the implementation of the strategy, 
• To determine the financial needs or potential financial resources for the 

realization of the activities for the implementation of this strategy or other 
sectoral strategies. 

 

                                                 
118 Decision of the Council of Ministers no. 1140, date 30.7.2008 “Crosscutting Strategy on Combating 
Organized Crime, Trafficking and Terrorism 2008” 
119 7-Years Sectorial Strategy of State Police; National Plan for the Implementation of the Stabilisation and 
Association Agreement; National Action Plan for the NATO Integration; National Strategy Against Drugs 2008-
2010; National Strategy for Fighting Child Trafficking 2008-2010; National Strategy for Fighting the 
Trafficking of Persons 2008-2010; Inter-sectorial Strategy on Preventing, Fighting Corruption and Transparent 
Governance 2007-2013; Strategy on Integrated Management of Borders 2007-2013; Sectorial Strategy on Public 
Order 2007-2013.  
120 Crosscutting Strategy on Combating Organized Crime, Trafficking and Terrorism 2008 
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Analysing the situation of crime in Albania, the Strategy lays down the main factors that 
contribute to the spread of organized crime. Some of the factors included are: the 
relation and experience of Albanian organized crime with foreigners, the low awareness 
in the community about organized crime, the ability to secure high profits on a short 
period, the high poverty all around the country, and the increase of corruption among 
law enforcement agencies. Moreover, two other factors are also mentioned in the 
document that can be categorised as an attempt to introduce the administrative tools 
also; the weak reaction by state institutions to affront, to combat and to interrupt the 
emergence and development of organised crime, and the lack of the necessary legal 
framework to fight organized crime. However, as it can be inferred by the strategy, poor 
understanding of the approach to fighting organized crime outside of the criminal 
justice system has also delivered narrow understanding of the other crucial factors 
affecting the development of organised crime such as the lack of democratic tradition, 
weak state, lack of opportunities and solid business sector, relation between organized 
crime and community, etc.  

The strategy identified the main forms of organized crime, including fighting of criminal 
organizations, armed gangs, drug, and other illegal trafficking, money laundering, 
fighting terrorist acts, and fighting of corruption. The document sets the short-term, 
mid-term and long-term objectives for each form of targeted organized crime, making 
reference also to the other sectoral strategies dealing with specific issues of organized 
crime.  

In overall, the 2008 Strategy is based on a repressive approach for combating 
organized crime, and almost no attention is given to the preventative approach through 
various means and procedures. The drafters have touched upon the administrative 
issue with two elements; when referring to the weak administration and to the lack of 
an adequate legal framework. However, these elements are not further elaborated in 
the strategy. Additionally, apart from focusing on fighting the forms of organized crime 
the 2008 Strategy does not discuss or address vulnerable sectors of the economy, 
where there is a higher chance for the involvement of the organized crime. The 
identification of the sectors vulnerable to organized crime would have helped and 
guided the institutions to adopt a more targeted approach. 

The 2008 Strategy was adopted following some successful actions to tackle organized 
crime.121 Nevertheless, contrary to the expectations and the aims set in the strategy, 
the commitment of the government to fight organized crime started to decline in the 

                                                 
121 The progress of Albania in its fight against organized crime was acknowledged in the EU Progress Report on 
Albania (2007). The government during that time was implementing its program under the theme ‘zero 
tolerance towards organized crime’. Some of the measures taken as part of this program include: The adoption 
of the new State Police Law in 2007; Strategy on State Police; Law on Moratorium of Vessels; Amendments of 
Penal and Procedural Code, Law on Foreigners and on State Border Control and Surveillance; Border 
Management Strategy, Reorganization of State Police and police education system. 
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following years. The EU Commission’s report of 2009 concluded that “limited progress 
[had] been made in the fight against organized crime”.122 The report points out to some 
important issues that the government had failed to address such as the lack of an 
action plan for the implementation of the 2008 Strategy, lack of effective cooperation 
between the enforcement bodies in fighting organized crime, weak investigative 
capacities and inadequate witness protection.123  

 

The Inter-Sectorial Strategy on Fighting Organized Crime, Illegal 
Trafficking and Terrorism 2013-2020 
 

The 2013 Strategy was adopted as a policy document with the same vision as the 
2008 Strategy to make Albania a country without threat by organized crime, and as its 
long-term goal to guarantee a society where rule of law prevails.124 The policy 
objectives defined in the document include:  

• Strengthening inter-institutional coordination in the fight against organized 
crime and terrorism; 

• Creation of a safe environment for the society through the reduction of 
supply and access to drugs and illegal use; 

• The increase in the number of proactive investigations in the fight against 
organized crime, trafficking, corruption, and terrorism; 

• Prevention and combating human trafficking, weapons, and ammunition, 
motor vehicles and works of art and culture through cooperation with all law 
enforcement agencies; 

• Strengthening the integrity of law enforcement agencies and reducing 
corruption; 

• Prevention and combat of money laundering through increasing indicators of 
war against it; 

• Weakening the financing of criminal networks and terrorism through 
targeting, forfeit and confiscation of assets obtained from criminal activity; 

• Reduction of the threats of terrorism through risk assessment and 
cooperating with the state structures involved in this field; 

• Strengthen measures to combat cross-border crime and illicit trafficking to 
increasing border security standards to the standards of EU countries; 

                                                 
122 EU Progress Report on Albania (2009). 
<https://www.parlament.al/Files/Integrimi/2009_progress_report_en_23388_1.pdf> 
123 EU Progress Report on Albania (2009) 
124 Decision of the Council of Ministers no 663, date 17.7.2013 “The Inter-Sectorial Strategy on Fighting 
Organized Crime, Illegal Trafficking and Terrorism 2013-2020” 
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• Increasing international cooperation in the fight against organized crime and 
terrorism; 

• Improving the Capacities of the Scientific Police; 
• Enhancing the effectiveness of anti-computer structures. 

 
These objectives are further elaborated by also listing specific ‘sub-objectives’ to be 
fulfilled for each of them, along with respective specific indicators for measuring the 
performance. Apart from the repressive approach, some of the objectives of the 
strategy appear to include also some administrative measures related to the prevention 
of money laundering, weakening the financing of criminals or strengthening the integrity 
of the institution. However, when these elements are further elaborated in the strategy 
the focus of the action shifts back to the law enforcement agencies and justice 
institutions. Being adopted subsequently to the 2013 parliamentary elections by the 
previous government, the succeeding government appear not to have paid much 
attention to the implementation of the strategy.  
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The Legislative Framework  
 

Existing measures on screening and/or monitoring the past and 
present criminal activities 
 

There are various laws that include administrative measures as means to prevent and 
tackle serious organized crime in Albania. However, these measures do not emanate 
from a clearly defined policy approach to administrative measures. In turn, the absence 
of such policy has consequences for how the legislative framework is designed.  
Preventative screening and monitoring of the applicants (natural and legal entities) for 
permits, tenders, and subsidies, before they enter the regulated sector, is one of the 
main pillars of the administrative approach to prevent and fight illegal activities. In 
Albania the few existing screening and monitoring measures to control crime infiltration, 
not only in the economy but also to ensure the integrity of persons elected for public 
office, have been recently introduced as in extremis measures dictated by the factual 
situation.   
 

The Decriminalization Law 
 
In 2015 the Albanian Parliament adopted the “Law on Ensuring the Integrity of Persons 
Elected, Appointed, or Holding Public Functions” widely known as the decriminalisation 
law.125 This law is a unique practice aiming to prevent and remove individuals with 
criminal records from penetrating the public institutions.  
As the organised crime networks entrenched into the economic sector, the ongoing 
political polarisation and confrontation, and the need of political parties to enter certain 
political strongholds paved the way for individuals with past criminal records to be 
recruited in political and administrative positions in regional and central government 
institutions and even seats in parliament.  

                                                 
125 Law no 138/2015 “On ensuring the integrity of persons elected, appointed, or holding public functions” 
(December 2015) 
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Faced with this situation, the Decriminalisation Law seeks to expel those persons with 
criminal records from the public administration and political recruitment and to prevent 
others from doing so. The law provides for the ban to run or be elected in high public 
functions of persons convicted with imprisonment by a final court decision, for a 
number of crimes foreseen in Criminal Code, in Albania or in other countries.126 The law 
specifically prohibits individuals with criminal records to run for Parliament, mayor, and 
municipality council. It further defines the public functions incompatible with crimes, 
which include positions in: constitutional organs or created with law, judge or 
prosecutor, deputy prime minister, prefect, political functions in cabinets of 
constitutional organs, positions in state secret services, public and diplomatic services, 
state police, army and senior positions in state-owned enterprises.127 
The Article 5 of the Law, sets out the procedure of self-declaration of past records of 
individuals holding office or aiming to be elected and the verification of the provided 
information. Since the adoption of this law, the results for the first two years are 
presented in the following table.   
 

Results for the 2016-2017 
Dismissed MPs 6 
Resigned MPs 3 
Candidates for parliament 18 
MPs under investigation 12 
Mayors under investigation 3 
Mayors dismissed 1 
Council members dismissed 35 
Council members resigned 21 
Managing officials dismissed 45 
Other officials dismissed 110 

Table 1. The results obtained so far from the decriminalisation law128   

 

Law on Public Procurement 
 

Public procurements are an important activity through which the criminal organisations 
and networks access the legal markets, using also the infrastructure of the public 
administration. In 2017 the Law on Public Procurement has been amended to 

                                                 
126 Ibid, Article 2 
127 Ibid, Article 3 
128 Afrim Krasniqi. “Decriminalisation: Current Situation, Issues, and Expectations”. ISP, Tirana 2018. 
http://www.kas.de/wf/doc/kas_51617-1522-1-30.pdf?180223123909  

http://www.kas.de/wf/doc/kas_51617-1522-1-30.pdf?180223123909
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introduce an article that provides for the ‘exclusion criteria for candidates and bidders’, 
aiming to prevent organized crime from receiving public procurement.129  

The Article 45 of the Law on Public Procurement empowers to contracting authorities 
to exclude from participation in the procurement procedure any candidate or bidder, 
where there is evidence that they are or have been convicted by final court decision for 
any of the following offences: a) participated in criminal organizations; b) corruption; c) 
fraud; d) money laundering; and e) forgery. The contracting authority may demand from 
bidders to present documents or may also apply to the competent authorities to obtain 
any information it considers necessary for the integrity and the personal situation of the 
bidders concerned. When the information concerns a bidder that is a resident in a 
foreign country, the contracting authority may seek the cooperation of the competent 
foreign authorities.  

While applying for public tenders, the bidders have among others, the obligation to sign 
a “Declaration on the Judicial Status” or a “Declaration on Fulfilling the General 
Requirements”.130 In this declaration, the bidder ("economic operator") signs that it has 
not been convicted before for violations according to Article 45 of the Law on 
Procurement and that it has not been previously convicted with a final court decision 
for criminal acts related to its professional activity. It is noted in the declaration that the 
contracting authority, in any case, has the rights to undertake the necessary 
investigations regarding the accuracy of the information declared by the bidder.  

 

Law on Games of Chance  
 

The Law on Games of Chance adopted in 2015, provides for the screening criteria with 
reference to organized crime for issuing licences.131 The Article 22/f of the law defines 
the criteria for permitting the organization of bets. While applying for licence the subject 
must show evidence that it has not been convicted for a criminal offence and that it is 
not being investigated for a criminal offence. Point ‘g’ of the Article states that 
applicants/administrators and shareholders of the company submit at the time of 
application, a criminal records certificate, an attestation confirming that they are not 
under a legal process from the court and the prosecution office, demonstrating they are 
not under any criminal investigation or legal process, as well as the self-declaration 
providing evidences about their criminal situation. The subject/organizer of the game, 

                                                 
129 Article 45, Law no 9643/2006 “On Public Procurements”, amended 
130 Public Procurement Agency, “Standard Documents on Concessions/Public-Private Partnership on Civil 
Work Contracts or Service Offering" <http://www.app.gov.al/GetData/DownloadDoc?documentId=65f0a90d-
33e8-4003-bebd-09a91b3558f4>; <http://www.app.gov.al/GetData/DownloadDoc?documentId=72cb6b87-
3bfe-41c1-83d9-357f4590b5b0>  
131 Law no. 155/2015 “On games of chance in the Republic of Albania” 
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the shareholders and their administrators should not have been sentenced by a final 
court decision on criminal offenses in the area of economic crime, fiscal and/or 
customs evasion, abuse of office, bribery or tampering, stealing, narcotics or weapons 
trafficking, explosives, non-payment of fines or other criminal offenses that compromise 
the person’s honour and personality.  

Similar criteria are foreseen in the law about licensing of the national lottery, casino 
licensing, and organization of traditional bingo and television bingo. The Article 41 of 
the law, foresees the cases for revoking the licences of a casino, based on matter of 
public interest where public fraud, money laundering, financing of terrorism has taken 
place or there is threat to public order and encouragement of criminality. Furthermore, 
Article 56 states that if the shareholder/partner and the administrator are involved in 
criminal offences the activity and licences of the subject must be suspended. 

 

The Anti-Mafia Law 
 

Drawing from the Italian experience, In 2009 the Albanian Parliament adopted the "Law 
on Preventing and Fighting Organized Crime, Trafficking, Corruption and Other Crimes 
through Preventative Measures against Assets" commonly known as the anti-mafia 
law.132 The principal aim of the law is to prevent the organized crime networks from 
profiting from legal infrastructure by disrupting their activities through sequestration and 
confiscation. The anti-mafia law defines the procedures and criteria for the 
implementation of preventive measures against the assets of persons who are 
suspected of participation in organised crime, trafficking, corruption and in committing 
other crimes pursuant to the provisions of the law. The Article 6 of the law gives to the 
prosecutor the mandate to investigate the financial means of organized crime, their 
assets, economic, trading and professional activities, the economic level and their 
income resources, as well as the questioning of the people who have information on 
the facts which are the subject of this law and the conduct of the necessary 
expertise.133 Moreover, verifications are, in particular, done if these persons have 
permits, licenses, authorisations, concessions, and other rights to conduct economic, 
commercial and professional activity, as well as verifying whether they benefit 
contributions, financing or credit of any kind, given by or benefitted from the state, 
public legal persons or entities, international institutions or bodies, as well as verifying 
whether the assets, activities or property rights are justified.134  

                                                 
132 Law no 10 192/2009 “On Preventing and Striking at Organised Crime, Trafficking, Corruption and Other 
Crimes Through Preventive Measures”, amended 
133 Ibid, Article 6 
134 Ibid  
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Data Regarding Criminal Records   
 

In the perspective of an administrative approach to combating organised crime, it is 
appropriate for an administrative authority to be aware of the criminal past of applicants 
for permits, licences, subsidies or applicants for public office. Currently, the Criminal 
Procedures Code provides that "[t]he justice and state administration bodies and 
entities in charge with public services are entitled to take a certificate of the records of a 
certain person when the certificate is necessary for the execution of their function”.135 
Nevertheless, the purpose of the certificate of record’s is not clear,136 and up until now 
it have had been used only for individuals applying to be part of Public Administration or 
when sought by private employers or foreign authorities.137  

 

Law on Money Laundering and Terrorism Financing  
 

Usually, the organized crime exploits certain legal sectors of the economy as a vehicle 
to legalize profits gained through illegal activities such as drug trafficking. It is the duty 
of the government to take measures to protect the financial system from being used by 
organized crime for money laundering. The Law on Preventing Money Laundering and 
Terrorism Financing provides administrative requirements for the reporting and 
monitoring of suspicious financial transactions.138 The Article 12 of the Law states that 
financial subjects (banks) must submit reports to responsible authorities when they 
know, or suspect, that the product of a criminal activity is being laundered. 
Furthermore, Article 12 regulates also the obligation of the financial subjects to report 
suspicious transactions requested by the client where there are suspicions that the 
transaction may be money laundering or terrorism financing. In such type of situations, 
financial subjects are obliged to immediately report the case to the supervising 
authorities. The Law provides for the obligation of the financial authority to report 
proactively and periodically all transactions in cash and electronically above certain 

                                                 
135 Article 484, Criminal Procedure Code of Albania <http://www.euralius.eu/index.php/en/library/albanian-
legislation/send/11-criminal-procedure-code/172-criminal-procedure-code-en> 
136 Law no 9614/2006 “On Electronic Certificate of Judicial Status”  
137 Agency for the Delivery of Integrated Services Albania, Informative Table http://www.adisa.gov.al/wp-
content/uploads/2018/08/AL039006_DPB-Vertetim-i-gjendjes-gjyqesore.pdf  
138 Law no. 9917/2008 “On Preventing Money Laundering and Terrorism Financing” 
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thresholds,139  to the supervising authority, the General Directorate on Preventing 
Money Laundering (GDPML).140 

In addition to the obligations of the financial subjects, the law provides for the powers 
of the supervising authority to monitor and take actions in suspicious cases or 
violations. In this respect the law gives GDPML the power to request any kind of 
information from the subjects of the law, assess the compliance with reporting 
obligation of the financial subjects, the power to undertake inspections, freeze 
transactions, and the power to cooperate with other domestic and international 
institutions on issues of money laundering or terrorism financing.141  

 

Law on Private Security Service Providers  
 

Law on Private Security Service providers (PSS)142 also includes screening measures 
for individuals holding administering positions or being part of the security service. The 
Articles 10-12 of the Law provide the criteria for certifying the PSS’s chief administrator, 
the technical leader, and state that the security guards should not have been previously 
convicted with a final court decision for a criminal offense. The Article 40 of the Law 
states that the license of the company or the certificate of the employee can be 
removed when a final court decision has been taken.  

 

Other Laws  
 

The Law on Traders and Enterprises foresees that persons convicted with a final court 
decision for committing a criminal offense according to Chapter III of Criminal Code, 
within 5 years from the decision, cannot act as the legal representative of an enterprise, 
cannot be part of administering or oversight body and representative of shareholders in 
the general assembly.143  

The Law on Electronic Commerce also states that the service provider is obliged to 
establish protective measures for non-use of services for criminal purposes during the 

                                                 
139 See the Annual Report of General Directorate on Preventing Money Laundering for institutions which have 
reported suspicious transactions the last four years < 
http://www1.fint.gov.al/images/Raport%20Vjetor%202017.pdf> 
140 All transactions in cash above 1 500 000 ALL and electronically above 6,000,000 ALL must be periodically 
reported. 
141 Article 22, Law no. 9917/2008 "On Preventing Money Laundering and Terrorism Financing" 
142 Law no75/2014 “On Private Security Providers” 
143 Article 13, Law no. 9901/2008 “On Traders and Enterprises” amended  
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exercise of the activity.144 Nevertheless, the Law has failed to foresee any sanction to 
ensure compliance or sanction the violators.  

The Law on Licences, Authorisation and Permits does not provide any reference on 
measures to prevent organized crime or infiltration by crime in the legal economy.145  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

                                                 
144 Article 5/ ç, Law 10128/2009 “On Electronic Commerce” amended  
145 Law no. 1001/2009, On Licences, Authorisation, and Permits in Albania” amended  
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Institutional Framework  
 

In addition to the scope, means and procedures to dealing with the organized crime, 
the strategies and laws described above, define also the institutions responsible for 
their implementation. Based on the 2008 Strategy,146 as well as on the current 2103-
2020 Strategy on fighting organized crime,147 several authorities can be identified that 
are responsible for preventing and fighting criminal activity, as provided in the policy 
and legislative framework. It is also understood from the strategies and legislative 
framework that in Albania the central institutions have primarily been assigned for 
executing measures and policies aimed at fighting organized crime. Predominantly 
those institutions are also responsible for the implementation of those administrative 
measures provided in the legislation.  

 

Institutions with Administrative Approach 
 

The Decriminalisation Law, with its Article 5 regulates the self-declaration of records, 
according to a specific template and defines the institutions responsible for verifying the 
declared information.148 This article mandates the Central Election Commission, the 
Speaker of the Parliament, the Prefect, the Prime Minister (PM) and other directors of 
central institutions to verify the self-decelerated records of individuals running in the 
election or seeking public office. The Article 7 of the law defines the institutions and 
subjects who have the right to ask any time for the verification of self-declared records 
which include: 1/10th of MPs, the Speaker of the Parliament, the PM, the General 
Prosecutor, the ministers, etc., according to specific circumstances. Further, the 
Decriminalisation Law lays down the procedure on how the verification of declared 
records is conducted, the role of the prosecution in the investigation, and the measures 
                                                 
146 Decision of the Council of Ministers no. 1140, date 30.7.2008 “Crosscutting Strategy on Combating 
Organized Crime, Trafficking and Terrorism 2008” 
147 Decision of the Council of Ministers no 663, date 17.7.2013 “The Inter-Sectorial Strategy on Fighting 
Organized Crime, Illegal Trafficking and Terrorism 2013-2020” 
148 Article 5, Law no 138/2015 “On ensuring the integrity of persons elected, appointed, or holding public 
functions” (December 2015) 
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that the institutions stated in Article 5 of law have to take if the verification process finds 
out that the verified individual fall under the conditions to be prevented from taking 
public office or run in central or local elections.   

The Law on Procurement has defined certain criteria [participation in criminal 
organizations, corruption, fraud, money laundering, and forgery] when a bidder is 
excluded from participation in procurement procedure. However, the law has not 
defined a specific institution to be responsible for verifying the declared records. In this 
case, the law has mandated the ‘contracting authority’ (any entity subject to the law 
responsible for the implementation of public contracts)149 as responsible institutions for 
the verification of the records of the bidder.  

Law on Games of Chance also provides for screening measures with reference to 
preventing organized crime from being issued licenses to operate in the business of the 
games of chance, considered a vulnerable sector to money laundering or tax fraud. 
These screening measures are enforced and controlled by the Authority for the 
Oversight of the Game of Chance.150  

Regarding the issues of sequestration and confiscation of property generated through 
organized crime activity, the Anti-Mafia Law is the core regulation. The anti-mafia law 
defines the procedures, and criteria for the implementation of preventive measures 
against the assets of persons who are suspected of participation in organised crime, 
trafficking, corruption and in committing other crimes pursuant to the provisions of the 
law. The field of implementation of the law include property owned entirely or partially 
by persons that have committed serious crimes, participated in organized crimes, 
structured criminal groups as foreseen in the Criminal Code part XI. However, 
assessing the criteria for property seizure, the Anti-Mafia Law does not go beyond 
justice organs, leaving little room for the involvement of administrative institutions.151  
This means even if the criminals may end up in prison, they are not out of business. 
The EU Commission has flagged the deficiencies in Anti-Mafia law in the 2018 report 
stating “confiscation of criminal assets should become a strategic priority in Albania’s 
fight against organised crime and terrorism”.152 Further, “Albania should, however, 
focus on adopting and implementing rules on confiscating assets which are not directly 
linked to a specific crime but which clearly result from similar criminal activities 
committed by the convicted person (extended confiscation); and ensure that the 
relevant authorities are more systematic in temporarily freezing assets that risk 

                                                 
149 Article 3/14, Article 45, Law no 9643/2006 “On Public Procurements”, amended 
150 Law no. 155/2015 “On games of chance in the Republic of Albania” 
151 Article 11, Law no 10 192/2009 "On Preventing and Striking at Organised Crime, Trafficking, Corruption, 
and Other Crimes Through Preventive Measures", amended 
152 EU Commission Report on Albania 2018 < https://ec.europa.eu/neighbourhood-
enlargement/sites/near/files/20180417-albania-report.pdf> 
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disappearing if no action is taken, subject to confirmation by a court as soon as 
possible (precautionary freezing).153 

Law on Money Laundering and Terrorism Financing mandates the General Directorate 
on Preventing Money Laundering (GDPML) to review the reports sent by the financial 
subject as suspicious transactions. The GDPML is the Albanian Financial Intelligence 
Unit that has the main role in the prevention of money laundering.154  

 

Box 1. Institutions involved in fighting organized crime according to the strategies  

Ministry of Internal Affairs  

The Ministry of Internal Affairs and the State Police are responsible for the organization of work in terms 
of identifying and investigating organized crime and for arresting the perpetrators. Special institutions are 
set up to fight organized crime such as is the Department of Criminal Investigation in the State Police, 
with central and local structures or the Department on Borders and Migration. The Judicial police 
monitors the tendencies of organized crime, to keep it under control, to secure evidence for their 
prosecution and to defend cases until the wrongdoers are convicted. 

Ministry of Justice 

The Ministry of Justice plays an important role in drafting legislation in the field of organized crime and 
trafficking but also in drafting policies to fight the authors of the organized crime. It plays an important 
role also in the justice system, the execution of penal decisions and international cooperation in the field 
of organized crime.155   

General Prosecution 

The General Prosecution has a leading role in investigating criminal cases of organized crime and their 
criminal activities and is responsible for collecting legal evidences to prove the criminal activity in Courts 
and to propose sanctions on violations.  

State Secret Service  

The State Secret Service plays a crucial role on evaluating and monitoring risks and threats, particularly 
coming from organized crime, illegal trafficking, drugs, smuggling, corruption, fiscal evasion. 

Ministry of Finance and Economy  

Under the Ministry of Finance and Economy operate agencies that cover important sectors in the 
economy vulnerable to organized crime, namely the General Customs Directorate, the General 
Directorate of Taxation and the General Directorate on Money Laundering.  

Ministry of Defence  

The Ministry of Defence (MoD) plays an important role in the gathering of information related to the 
security of airspace and maritime space and supporting other structures on their work to maintain the 
public order. The MoD has special capabilities to handle serious public issues and those related to the 

                                                 
153 Ibid  
154 The mission of General Directorate on Preventing Money Laundering 
<http://www1.fint.gov.al/al/kryesore/misioni> 
155 Ministry of Justice, ‘Mission’ <http://www.drejtesia.gov.al/misioni/> 
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state border, controlling and preventing maritime trafficking and give its contribution to terrorism-related 
cases based on regional or international organizations. 

Ministry for EU and Foreign Affairs  

The Ministry for Europe and Foreign Affairs helps other institutions through assistance in international 
cooperation in the fight against organized crime, in drafting the signing of agreements, treaties, other 
international acts, etc. 
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Administrative Approach in Practice: 
Drawing Lessons from Other Countries   
 

Clearing the ‘Blloku” Area  
 

In many articles and studies on approaches to counter the organised crime The Red 
Light District in Amsterdam has been widely used as an example to show how targeted 
administrative approach can help to fight and prevent the flourishing of organized 
crime.156 By 1990s, the Red Light District in Amsterdam had grown into a hotspot for all 
sorts of criminal activity, for example, had become an open-air scene for hard drugs 
dealing, and where the organised crime invested their criminal proceeds.157 It had 
become an area where criminal individuals and groups had, through their illegally 
acquired property and capital, gained control of most of the economic power enabling 
them de jure and de facto to decide who to a certain extent can develop what (illegal 
and/or legal) activities, and thus eventually determining to a high degree the level of 
public (dis) order in this area.158 

Facing the situation, the city of Amsterdam authorities decided, among other 
measures, to put more emphasis on the administrative approach. A central premise of 
this approach was that criminal organisations need services or facilities of the public 
administration in order to carry out criminal activities or invest illegally acquired 
capital.159 After appointing a manager for the Red Light District in 1997, and some 
measures focused on the policy of acquiring property used by criminals, in 2000 the 
authorities responded to this situation by establishing the Van Traa team, a special unit 

                                                 
156 Red Light District in Amsterdam < https://www.amsterdam.info/red-light-district/ > 
157 Toine Spapens, Conny Rijken, ‘The fight against human trafficking in the Amsterdam Red Light District’, 
(2015) 39 IJCACJ 2, 155-168 
158 Ibid  
159 Ibid 
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that aimed to combat criminal infrastructure through administrative approach.160 The 
Van Traa became a multi-agency approach beyond Red Light District in which several 
agencies cooperated by sharing information and integral enforcement. During the 
period 1997 to 2004, 56 buildings were acquired by the city authorities and were given 
a bona fide exploitation; four illegal casinos and several establishments in the hotel and 
catering industry were closed down; about 20 licenses for bars and restaurants were 
refused or withdrawn, and eight permits in the catering industry were withdrawn.161 
Furthermore, based on a far-reaching strategy, the local authorities announced the 
withdrawal of the licenses of the key players in the sex industry operating in the Red 
Light District, unless the ‘entrepreneurs’ concerned were able to submit a transparent 
accounting system. 162 

Additionally, in 2007, Amsterdam launched the Emergo project as a multi-agency 
approach to serious and organized crime (e.g., exploitation, narcotic drugs, money 
laundering) in the Red Light District.163 In Emergo, the police, the public prosecution 
service, the municipality, and the tax authorities worked together, with academics also 
joining the team.164 The local administrative authorities, the police and public 
prosecution were engaged with the enforcement of local regulation in the Red Light 
District. The Emergo project undertook and administrative screening of the businesses 
operating in the Red Light District, finding numerous violations and thus changing 
further the operational cooperation between authorities in criminal investigation.165  

In the Albanian context one would immediately think of the “Blloku” area in Tirana, 
which while being regarded as the most fashionable neighbourhood of Tirana, it has 
become over the years an attractive area for the operations of criminal organisations. In 
the last years the Blloku area has come to the spotlight for a number of notorious 
crimes, involving high profile assassinations,166 score settling and hit men,167 

                                                 
160 Spapens, A., Peters, M., & Van Daele, D. (Eds.) (2015). “Administrative measures to prevent and tackle 
crime. Legal possibilities and practical application in the EU Member States”. The Hague: Eleven International 
Publishing 
161 Hans Nelen, Weim Huisman, ‘Breaking the Power of Organized Crime? The Administrative Approach in 
Amsterdam’(eds), Organized Crime: Culture, Markets, and Policies. Studies in Organized Crime (Springer, 
2008) 
162 Ibid  
163 Spapens, A., Peters, M., & Van Daele, D. (Eds.) (2015). “Administrative measures to prevent and tackle 
crime. Legal possibilities and practical application in the EU Member States”. The Hague: Eleven International 
Publishing 
164 Ibid  
165 For violations found and further information about Emergo Project see: Spapens, A., Peters, M., & Van 
Daele, D. (Eds.) (2015). “Administrative measures to prevent and tackle crime. Legal possibilities and practical 
application in the EU Member States”. The Hague: Eleven International Publishing, p 518 
166 The assassination of the banker Artan Santo in 2014 in Blloku <http://gazeta-
shqip.com/lajme/2014/06/26/atentat-mafioz-te-ish-blloku-vdes-biznesmeni-artan-santo/> 
167 Recent executions occurred in Blloku <https://www.balkanweb.com/tre-arme-e-9-gezhoja-detajet-qe-mund-
te-zbardhin/>; http://shqiptarja.com/lajm/vrasja-e-elton-cicon-ne-ishbllok-gjykata-e-tiranes-denon-me-burg-
perjete-n-mungese-jani-aliajn?r=pop5s  

https://www.balkanweb.com/tre-arme-e-9-gezhoja-detajet-qe-mund-te-zbardhin/
https://www.balkanweb.com/tre-arme-e-9-gezhoja-detajet-qe-mund-te-zbardhin/
http://shqiptarja.com/lajm/vrasja-e-elton-cicon-ne-ishbllok-gjykata-e-tiranes-denon-me-burg-perjete-n-mungese-jani-aliajn?r=pop5s
http://shqiptarja.com/lajm/vrasja-e-elton-cicon-ne-ishbllok-gjykata-e-tiranes-denon-me-burg-perjete-n-mungese-jani-aliajn?r=pop5s
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prostitution,168 and hard drug dealings.169 Furthermore, several other cases have shown 
that this area has become a playground for dangerous criminals, drug dealers, and 
socialisation of (political) elites with individuals with criminal background. Due to the lack 
of thorough research there are no assessments on the level of the level of penetration 
of organized crime in legal businesses and economy in Blloku Area in areas such as 
catering and hotels, gambling, laundering of illegal assets, tax fraud and other criminal 
activities, or corruption of public authorities. However, the media reports and anecdotal 
evidence leave little room for doubt that organized crime is using this area for high 
profile economic crime activities. The misuse of bars for selling drugs, of beauty shops 
for providing illegal prostitution services, the high concentration of investments by 
individuals with criminal background show that crime has penetrated in the legal 
infrastructure of this area more than in others.   

Although the police has conducted various operations, raided bars and arrested drug 
dealers as was in 2016,170 the illegal activities continue to be present. Such a situation 
shows that police intervention and criminal prosecution alone are not sufficient to 
remove the organized crime from this area. Even when the criminal individuals are 
arrested their economic activities remain.  

The lessons drawn from the Dutch intervention in the Red Light District suggest that the 
application of the administrative approach can be used in the Blloku Area as a pilot 
case to then use the lessons drawn by integrating the specific local context of socio-
political landscape of Albania 

A multi-agency approach through the cooperation of police, prosecution, municipality 
authorities, tax authorities, etc., could be employed to repress illegal activities, 
undertake a screening process for all operating business in Blloku Area, and develop 
preventative measures for the future. 

 

Following the Money 
 

Under the Anti Mafia Law, the law enforcement and judiciary authorities regularly 
engage in the investigation of criminal assets through sequestrations of different assets 

                                                 
168 Recently police has identified camouflaged beauty shops that offer prostitution <http://abcnews.al/detaje-
nga-rrjeti-i-prostitucionit-ne-tirane-flasin-banoret/ >  
169 Several cases of drug dealings <http://www.kohajone.com/2017/03/13/fiks-fare-droge-dhe-seks-ne-baret-e-
bllokut-ne-tirane/ >; <http://shekulli.com.al/ja-si-shiten-te-gjitha-drogat-ne-lokalet-e-nates-ne-tirane/ >; 
<https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=b4RJVLcmnRI > 
170 Flash operation in Blloku, 11 arrested for cocaine (2016) 
<https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=b4RJVLcmnRI > 

http://abcnews.al/detaje-nga-rrjeti-i-prostitucionit-ne-tirane-flasin-banoret/
http://abcnews.al/detaje-nga-rrjeti-i-prostitucionit-ne-tirane-flasin-banoret/
http://www.kohajone.com/2017/03/13/fiks-fare-droge-dhe-seks-ne-baret-e-bllokut-ne-tirane/
http://www.kohajone.com/2017/03/13/fiks-fare-droge-dhe-seks-ne-baret-e-bllokut-ne-tirane/
http://shekulli.com.al/ja-si-shiten-te-gjitha-drogat-ne-lokalet-e-nates-ne-tirane/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=b4RJVLcmnRI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=b4RJVLcmnRI
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and wealth suspected to have its source in criminal activity.171 In September 2017, the 
Police conducted the operation named “Autumn 2017” with the aim to sequestrate 
assets generated based on criminal activity. The target of the police was the verification 
of the expensive cars and the control of their owners.172 During this operation, the 
special police units sequestered 132 luxury cars173, all of them sent for verification. The 
Anti Mafia Law is not clear on such issues as it applies generally to organized crime 
and, furthermore, the sequestration procedure or confiscation on a later stage would 
have to go through prosecutor for evaluation by courts.174 Going in details on the 
obstacles the judicial authorities face is beyond the scope of this paper, however it is 
evident that the entire judicial verification process takes too long and there is a lack of 
clear procedures of screening and verification. 

In some EU member states, similar cases have been addressed by using an 
administrative approach. In the Netherlands, the police introduced a confiscation 
program targeting expensive cars or designer clothes and jewellery that the police 
believe individuals couldn't afford legally.175 The police confiscate expensive cars or 
clothing if the interested persons cannot prove they have the means to pay for them.   

A more advanced measure which has been introduced in the United Kingdom is the 
Unexplained Wealth Order (UWO). The UWOs are court orders introduced by the 2017 
Criminal Finances Act that require the owner of an asset to explain how they were able 
to afford the given asset.176 The aim of this measure is to chase dirty money in the 
economy and such measure can be used against everyone from a local drug trafficker 
to an international oligarch or overseas criminal, including politicians or well-connected 
civil servants.177 The UWOs can be used when there is an obvious gap between the 
value of an asset (which must be worth at least £50,000) and the income of the person 
who appears to own it.   
 

                                                 
171 For further information on the actions of the police, each month see: State Police Newsletter 
<http://mb.gov.al/buletini-i-policise-se-shtetit/>  
172 News Article on the operation <https://www.balkanweb.com/aksion-ne-mes-te-durresit-policet-me-maska-
kontroll-makinave-luksoze-foto/ >; https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=scwgfc9KxJM ; 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=d5fKyfOEuBQ; http://lajmifundit.al/2017/09/aksioni-policise-ne-fier-
sekuestrohen-16-makina-luksoze-njera-e-blinduar/  
173 State Police Newsletter, September 2017 
 <http://mb.gov.al/wp-content/uploads/2018/07/Buletin_mujor_Shtator_2017.pdf> 
174 Article 3/1 and 21 of the Antimafia Law (On Preventing and Striking at Organised Crime, Trafficking, 
Corruption and Other Crimes Through Preventive Measures) 
175 Dutch police to ‘undress’ youths wearing clothes deemed too expensive for them (2018) 
<https://www.independent.co.uk/news/world/europe/rottherdam-police-undress-youth-clothes-expensive-crime-
gangs-racial-profiling-a8169631.html> 
176 Are unexplained wealth orders the cure for Britain’s reputation as a haven for dirty money? (2018) 
<https://www.ft.com/content/8eaf63e4-43e2-11e8-93cf-67ac3a6482fd> 
177 Ibid 

https://www.balkanweb.com/aksion-ne-mes-te-durresit-policet-me-maska-kontroll-makinave-luksoze-foto/
https://www.balkanweb.com/aksion-ne-mes-te-durresit-policet-me-maska-kontroll-makinave-luksoze-foto/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=scwgfc9KxJM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=d5fKyfOEuBQ
http://lajmifundit.al/2017/09/aksioni-policise-ne-fier-sekuestrohen-16-makina-luksoze-njera-e-blinduar/
http://lajmifundit.al/2017/09/aksioni-policise-ne-fier-sekuestrohen-16-makina-luksoze-njera-e-blinduar/
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Introducing a Policy Approach and Updating the Legislative 
Framework 
 

While the administrative approach to fighting organized crime is applied in the EU 
member states, the EU has increasingly focused on including it as part of its policy 
agenda. The cases on EU members states in the Netherlands and Italy show how their 
authorities draft policies focusing on measures and cooperation between administrative 
institutions and law enforcement authorities. 

The adoption of the administrative approach in “Blloku” Area comes as a proposition 
based on specific characteristics of this area, identified as a spot where organized 
crime has been entrenched in legitimate economic activities. Similarly, certain sectors of 
the economy such as the games of chance or construction industry that possess a 
high risk for serving as money laundering sectors can also be targeted for applying the 
administrative approach.  

On the other hand, in order to fight and prevent penetration of organized crime in the 
economy, administration and politics on a long-term approach, there is a need to adopt 
a comprehensive policy approach. As discussed, while analysing Albania’s 2008 and 
2013 Strategies, the country’s policy approach to fighting organized crime does not 
foresee measures to support the administrative approach. The strategic approach will 
be crucial for setting priorities, focusing energies and resources, strengthen operations, 
ensuring the conditions that the work of the administrative institutions and the law 
enforcement authorities are coordinated on their objectives to fight and prevent 
organized crime.  

The adoption of the policy approach to support the administrative approach will also 
enable the adoption of a policy-driven legislative framework. Currently, the legislative 
framework has loopholes, is fragmented and provides limited options for an 
administrative approach to organized crime.  

The adoption of an Anti Mafia Code modelled on the Italian example, which combines 
all legislative actions undertaken so far into one legislative instrument, can provide a 
powerful tool for the combined use of law enforcement and the administration to 
preventing the organized crime from further infiltrating the public system to and for 
gradually cleaning it from the criminal networks that have already penetrated. The legal 
framework must enable the cooperation between administrative and law enforcement 
authorities. The administration should be given a greater role in combating criminal 
activities, which are currently an exclusive competence of the law enforcement 
authorities. To this end it crucial to strengthen also the integrity of public administration, 
in order to be able to perform these competences.  
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Conclusions and recommendations  
 

It is obvious that organized crime has had and is having multiple implications in Albania 
such as the negative impact in security, adverse effect in the prosperity of the 
population, consequences for the economy and free trade, and impact in the political 
domain. 

Focusing the fight against organized crime only in the traditional penal approach is not 
adequate. There are numerous ways that the administrative authorities can combat 
crime using tools other than traditional criminal law enforcement instruments.  

The administrative approach is complementary to and co-dependent on criminal law 
enforcement and thus relies on information exchange between criminal law 
enforcement authorities and government administrators. Administrative bodies can play 
an important role by imposing administrative sanctions or refusing permits based on 
previous offenses. Additionally, investigative measures can be used before there is a 
formal suspicion, and criminal sanctions can be aimed at preventing crime.  

In Albania, the administrative approach as an alternative policy approach to crime 
control outside the criminal justice system does not exist. The fact that the 
administrative approach is not systematically applied to prevent the criminal infiltration 
of the economy means that in Albania the legislation in this area is fragmented and 
lacks the coherence of a well-defined policy. The absence of policies to support the 
administrative approach to crime means that there is no marked legislative framework 
with the objective to provide a systemic approach.  

However, there are administrative tools available in the Albanian legal system that can 
be used to combat organized crime by creating obstacles to using the legal 
administrative infrastructure for criminal activities. Nonetheless this doesn’t provide for 
an integrated system to corroborate the personal integrity of applicants for different 
licenses, subsidies or tenders.  
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The EU 2018 Report on Albania urges the Albanian authorities to intensify the efforts to 
tackle money laundering, criminal assets and unjustified wealth. However, fighting 
organized crime, particularly in the financial and business sectors depending solely on 
criminal law will not be sufficient. This fact is also addressed in the EU report where 
Albanian authorities are advised to develop a strategic approach, include the possibility 
for non-conviction-based confiscation and develop tools for freezing, managing and 
confiscating criminal assets through amendments to the Anti Mafia Law. 

In such circumstance, the adoption of a strategy based on an administrative approach 
to prevent organised crime from taking advantage of the opportunities provided by the 
licit environment, is of central importance. The administrative approach will create a 
hostile environment for organized crime in Albania. It will serve as the gatekeeper of the 
licit economy by preventing the organised crime from accessing the facilities of the legal 
infrastructure. The administrative approach will also play a key role in the preservation 
of the integrity of society and the prevention of the further infiltration of organised crime. 

The counter organised crime policy should be upgraded to include the administrative 
approach. The policy should focus on the use of administrative instruments in the fight 
against organized crime as supplementary measures to criminal prosecution. The legal 
framework providing for administrative approach to organized crime should be also 
upgraded into a corpus iurie as a combination of all legislative actions. 

Albania can learn from the experience of other countries, particularly from the Dutch 
model of policy based administrative approach and the Italian mode of codification of 
legislation in place to tackle organized crime. The consolidate Italian Anti-Mafia Code 
with its screening, monitoring, and property confiscation measures can serve as a 
model for developing tools to preventing organized crime from entering legal marked 
and banning persons suspected or convicted of an organized crime from entering into 
contracts with public administrators. 

The administrative approach should be initiated both at central and local levels. The 
multi-agency approach should be taken through the cooperation of police, prosecution, 
municipality authorities, and tax authorities.  

However, preventing effectively the organised crime through the administrative 
approach can only be successful when the public administration possesses a sufficient 
level of integrity. Therefore, it is important to enhance the integrity of public 
administration and protect business from becoming victims of organized crime.  

On the other hand, the adoption of the policy and relevant interventions should be 
preceded by a thorough assessment on national level in order to understand the range 
of infiltration of organized crime in the legal markets, to understand the powers of 
administrative organs and assess the integrity of public administration. The assessment 
will help authorities to draft evidence-based policies and legislation enhancement. 
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Executive Summary  
 

This policy paper explores the conceptual and structural challenges of developing and 
implementing CT and CVE policies by the Albanian government over the last two 
decades. The analysis focuses on the CT measures, recent shift to CVE policy, the 
challenges faced, their design, implementation, and monitoring, flaws and their 
alignment with EU policies and approach. It also focuses on the effectiveness of 
Albania's objectives on preventing CT and CVE by assessing the legislative framework, 
actors, actions and the outcome. 

The strategic approach is crucial for setting priorities, focusing energies and resources 
strengthen operations, ensuring that government actors and other stakeholders work 
on objectives that lead toward common goals and ensuring assessment mechanism 
that adjusts the institution's directions in response to a changing environment. 

The research shows that over the years, the Albania's approach to CT and CVE policy 
formulation, implementation, monitoring and evaluation has been fragmented, 
inconsistent and has suffered from the lack of sufficient institutional capacities and 
expertise. Furthermore, the policy architecture has been poorly aligned with the EU’s 
policy approach and measures.  

So far, policies in the field of CT and CVE have not been formulated based on a careful 
and in-depth evaluation of the factual situation, institutional capacities, financial 
resources, demands and political vulnerabilities. Similarly, the strategies have not taken 
in consideration the actual institutional capabilities and implementation challenges, 
leading therefore to patchy and inconsistent implementation. 

Judicial response to terrorism and violent extremism has confronted Albanian 
prosecution and courts with challenges conveying the message that there is the need 
for improvements in the justice system to better respond to such complex cases. 
Additionally, in the face of potential threats, it is important to build law enforcement’s 
capacities that are able to prevent and tackle terrorism and VEm at the grass-root level.   

While CVE currently is stated to be at the central focus of the government, it is 
necessary to rethink and revisit the policy approach to in order to further streamline it.  
Currently the implementation within the national institutional frameworks is faced with 
numerous limitations, stemming from the complexity of the phenomenon of violent 
extremism itself and the multidisciplinary nature of the policy response.  
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Introduction 
 

The countering violent extremism (CVE) approach was introduced as a comprehensive, 
holistic approach to fight radicalization and prevent terrorism through combined efforts 
by states and non-state actors. The introduction of CVE has signalled a paradigm shift 
from a counterterrorism policy dominated by law enforcement and intelligence, towards 
a comprehensive strategy based on engagement of broader actors and 
communities.178 

The evolving nature of the terrorist threat and the rising fear of home-grown 
radicalisation have gradually pushed the governments towards adjusting their approach 
to countering terrorism (CT). Policymaking on the field of CVE is focused on explaining 
what counter-radicalization is, how it should be conducted, and how the government 
can best devote its resources to address the contemporary security threat.179 
International practice regards policy approach to CVE as a tool that provides the states 
with a framework to improve the effectiveness in responding to violent extremism and 
its capacity to interact with other partners in these challenging environments.180 CVE 
helps states to design and implement effective and evidence-based actions taking in 
consideration factors, drivers affecting the rise of violent extremism and those that 
favour the radicalisation of individuals. 

Since 9/11 terrorist attacks in USA, the approach to terrorism has focused on 
institution strengthening, law enforcement, intelligence services, diplomacy, financial 
controls, and military operations. The recent developments have marked a theoretical 
and policy shift from CT to CVE, introduced first in United Kingdom in 2011 and in 
France in 2012,181 followed by the USA in 2015 182  and the UN Security Council 
Resolution on foreign fighters and the Plan of Action to Prevent Violent Extremism.183,184  

The European Union also has acknowledged the importance of addressing violent 
extremism (VEm) and radicalization under the prevention component of the EU's 2005 
Counter-Terrorism Strategy. The ‘Prevent’ pillar of the EU CT Strategy sets out the 
                                                 
178 EPRS At a glance, ‘Countering violent extremism in the USA’ (May 2016) 1 < 
http://www.europarl.europa.eu/RegData/etudes/ATAG/2016/582026/EPRS_ATA(2016)582026_EN.pdf > 
accessed 18 August 2018 
179 Samuel J. Rascoff, ‘Establishing Official Islam? The Law and Strategy of Counter-Radicalization’, (2012) 64 
SLR 125, 126-27 
180 See: USAID, The Development Response to Violent Extremism and Insurgency: Putting Principles into 
Practice (September 2011) <https://pdf.usaid.gov/pdf_docs/Pdacs400.pdf> accessed 17 August 2018 
181 See: Khaled A. Beydoun, ‘Beyond Paris Attack: Unveiling the War Within French Counterterror Policy’, 65 
ALR 1273 (2016) 
182 Julia Watson, Herbert Scoville J., United States Countering Violent Extremism Policy 
<https://www.fcnl.org/documents/144> accessed 17 August 2018  
183 UNSC, ‘Resolution 2178’ UN Doc S/RES/2178 (24 September 2014)  
184 UNGA, Plan of Action to Prevent Violent Extremism, A/70/674 (24 December 2015) 
<http://www.un.org/en/ga/search/view_doc.asp?symbol=A/70/674> accessed 17 August 2018 

https://pdf.usaid.gov/pdf_docs/Pdacs400.pdf
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EU’s commitment ‘to prevent people turning to terrorism by tackling the factors or root 
causes which can lead to radicalisation and recruitment, in Europe and 
internationally’.185  

The EU Strategy for Combating Radicalisation and Recruitment of Terrorism was 
revised in 2014 to address new means and patterns of radicalisation, including issues 
posed by individuals supporting extremist ideology linked to terrorism, lone actors, 
home-grown terrorists and foreign fighters, as well as the key role of the internet and 
social media for mobilisation and communication.186 Additionally, in 2014 EU 
Commission issued the communication on Preventing Radicalization to Terrorism and 
Violent Extremism: Strengthening the EU’s Response aiming to address the 
cooperation between the EU institutions, member states (MS) and the MS duty to take 
measures to prevent radicalisation.187  

In Albania, the policy approach to fighting terrorism was introduced in early 2000. The 
first policy document fighting terrorism adopted by the Council of Ministers in 2002 is 
the ‘National Action Plan on Fighting Terrorism'.188  

The escalation of the war in the Middle East, the creation of ISIS and the proclamation 
of ‘caliphate’ in Syria and Iraq, attracted tens of thousands foreign fighters from all over 
the world, including from Albania. The arrest of 9 persons, including two self-declared 
imams who used mosques in the suburb areas of Tirana for recruiting persons to 
committing terrorist acts or finance terrorism, revealed Albania’s problems with home-
grown radicalisation and lack of effectiveness of the existing policies to tackle the 
problem of radicalization.  

Discussions on the importance of adopting CVE measures in Albania were first 
introduced after the White House Summit on CVE,189 leading to the adoption of the 
National Strategy on Countering Violent Extremism at the end of 2015.190  

                                                 
185 The EU Counter-Terrorism Strategy (30 November 2005) 
<http://register.consilium.europa.eu/doc/srv?l=EN&f=ST%2014469%202005%20REV%204>  
186 Revised EU Strategy for Combating Radicalisation and Recruitment to 
Terrorism (19 May 2014) < 
http://register.consilium.europa.eu/doc/srv?l=EN&f=ST%209956%202014%20INIT> 
187 EU Commission Communication, Preventing Radicalisation to Terrorism and Violent Extremism: 
Strengthening the EU's Response (15 January 2014) < https://ec.europa.eu/home-
affairs/sites/homeaffairs/files/e-library/documents/policies/crisis-and-
terrorism/radicalisation/docs/communication_on_preventing_radicalisation_and_violence_promoting_extremis
m_201301_en.pdf> 
188 The decision of Council of Ministers, National Action Plan on Fighting Terrorism,  No. 12 (28 January 2002) 
<http://www.ikub.al/LIGJE_CATEGORY/201280002/Article_Per-miratimin-e-planit-kombetar-te-veprimit-
kunder-terrorizmit-.aspx?cookiesEnabled=false> accessed 13 June 2017  
189 The White House, Office of the Press Secretary. “FACT SHEET: The White House Summit on Countering 
Violent Extremism”. February 18, 2015. https://obamawhitehouse.archives.gov/the-press-
office/2015/02/18/fact-sheet-white-house-summit-countering-violent-extremism. accessed 17 August 2018 

https://obamawhitehouse.archives.gov/the-press-office/2015/02/18/fact-sheet-white-house-summit-countering-violent-extremism
https://obamawhitehouse.archives.gov/the-press-office/2015/02/18/fact-sheet-white-house-summit-countering-violent-extremism
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While CVE is currently at the focus for policymakers, its implementation within national 
legal and institutional frameworks faces numerous limitations due to the complexity of 
the phenomenon of violent extremism and the multidisciplinary nature of the policy 
response. 

To begin with, despite the consensus on the need to address it, there is a lack of global 
consensus around the definition of CVE which poses challenges to practitioners and 
policymakers in conceptualizing, implementing, and resourcing target programs 
designed to counter VEm.191 This is best exemplified in the United Nations’ Plan of 
Action to Prevent Violent Extremism, which acknowledges that “violent extremism is a 
diverse phenomenon, without clear definition,” and emphasizes that developing a 
definition of violent extremism is the prerogative of each member state.192  

Other important challenges are of institutional and cultural nature such as the 
enforcement and intelligence cooperation (e.g. limited information-sharing), and other 
new challenges which require hybrid responses that combine instruments more typical 
of foreign policy, development or psychology.193 

This policy tries to analyse and assess the conceptual and structural challenges of 
developing and implementing CT and CVE policies by the Albanian government over 
the last two decades. The analysis focuses on the CT measures undertaken in the early 
years since the emergence of the problem in Albania, the more recent shift to CVE 
policy, the challenges faced with the policy design, implementation, and monitoring, the 
flaws identified and the alignment with EU policies and approach. 

The aim of the paper is threefold. First it aims to examine the CT and CVE framework in 
Albania. The focus of the analysis will be on the strategic framework and its 
conceptualization including strategies, action plans and alignment with EU approach. 
Particular attention will be dedicated to the identification of gaps and omissions of the 
Strategy and Action Plan. Secondly it aims to analyse the legal framework, as the 
means and measures to archive the goals and objectives set out in the strategies as 
well as the implementation and the achieved outcomes. The analysis will focus also on 
the institutional framework and capacities on fighting terrorism and CVE as well as their 
coordination and oversight. Thirdly, the paper aims to identify the conceptual, legal, 

                                                                                                                                                        
190 Angazhim maksimal në luftën kundër ekstremizmit të dhunshëm (September 2016) < 
http://www.kryeministria.al/newsroom/angazhim-maksimal-ne-luften-kunder-ekstremizmit-te-dhunshem/> 
accessed 17 August 2018 
191 Allison Peters and Jahanara, ‘Saeed Promoting Inclusive Policy Frameworks for Countering Violent 
Extremism Bridging Theory and Practice: A Pakistani Policewomen Case Study’ (December 2017) 4 < 
https://giwps.georgetown.edu/wp-content/uploads/2018/04/Pakistan-CVE-Case-Study.pdf > accessed 20 August 
2018 
192 UNGA, Plan of Action to Prevent Violent Extremism, A/70/674 (24 December 2015) < 
http://www.un.org/en/ga/search/view_doc.asp?symbol=A/70/674> accessed 17 August 2018 
193 EPRS At a glance, United Nation Response to Violent Extremism (May 2016) 2 
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institutional, and implementation shortcomings regarding fight of terrorism and CVE and 
provide recommendations for improvement.  

The data has been obtained through desk research by analysing strategic documents 
of Albania and EU and the existing research and articles. Legal analysis of the law 
conducted from an interpretative point of view and focus on the application and 
implementation. Furthermore, we have collected information from interviews with 
relevant stakeholders194 and information obtained from public institutions under 
Freedom of Information Law. Lastly, additional information has been collected from 
open sources such as media outlets about cases of radicalization and violent 
extremism and discussions generated in conferences on this field. 

The paper is structured as following. The next section provides an overview of the CT 
and CVE strategic approaches in Albania over the last two and half decades to be 
followed by an analysis of the legislation adopted. The subsequent section analyses the 
institutional capacities and capabilities developed to tackle the terrorism and violent 
extremism threats. The last section draws some conclusions and recommendations.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                 
194 The (semi-structured) interviews referenced in this policy paper have been conducted for another study 
supported by OSCE presence in Albanian on “Security and Human Rights Paradigms: Judicial Response to 
Violent Extremism in Albania” written and presented by Mandrit Kamolli and Aldo Qilla.  
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CT and CVE in Albania  
 

Following the collapse of communism and the restoration of the freedom of religion in 
the early 1990s Albania entered the path of revival of religious practice and the 
restoration and rebuilding of religious institutions. 

These developments coincided with the emergence of religious motivated terrorism, 
predominantly originating from Islamic countries as a world security threat. Albania with 
its weak institutions and structural socio-economic problems could not escape this 
world trend. Many foreign religious organizations and humanitarian foundations arrived 
in Albania to help rebuilding the religious institutions, some of them with dubious aims 
and links to international terrorism networks.195 Albania’s week institution that emerged 
after the fall of communism, lack of border control, fragile laws, corruption and 1997 
social unrest provided fertile ground for the terrorist networks to grow and spread their 
ideas.  

Some measures were taken by the Albanian government in 1998 when the State 
Intelligence Service (SHIK) ‘captured’ and deported 5 members of Egyptian Islamic 
Jihad in joint cooperation with to CIA.196  Following the 9/11 Al Qaida attacks against 
the USA and the start of global war on terrorism Albanian authorities started to take 
some actions. The response consisted of adoption of policies and legislation which 
have been described commonly as counterterrorism measures.  

Besides the strengthening of intelligence and law enforcement capabilities, legislation 
on terrorist financing was adopted in 2004.197 The National Security Strategy 

                                                 
195 Damian Gjiknuri. Albania's counter-terrorism policy options: finding a strategy of common sense. Diss. 
Monterey California. Naval Postgraduate School, 2004. 
196 The capture and deportation of the 5 members has been descrived as illegal later on. All five were sent back 
to Egypt convicted, two of them with death penalty. See further: Fred Abrahams, Modern Albania: From 
Democracy to Dictatorship in Europe (New York University Press, 2015) 232-235 
197 Eduart Bala, "Financing of Terrorism-Case study, Albania."Training and Doctrine Command ( Military 
Review, 2012) 122 
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recognised terrorism as one of the top threats.198 The Albanian military joined the global 
war on terror by participating in the international military missions in Afghanistan and 
Iraq. 

Despite the global efforts the threat from terrorism continued to remain formidable. The 
2011 Arab Spring uprisings and the descending into conflict and internal clashes in a 
number of the Middle Eastern countries (Iraq, Syria, Libya,), lead to chaos and power 
vacuum that enabled terrorist groups to expand their foothold in many countries of the 
region.  

Creation of ISIS and the declaration of ‘caliphate’ in Syria and Iraq199 attracted tens of 
thousands foreign fighters to join the fights from all over the world, including Albania. 
The number of Albanians who joined the Syrian conflict during 2012 – 2015 as part of 
different terrorist groups, including ISIS reached to 144,200 although some of them 
returned soon after.201 Comprehensive information regarding the typology of Albanians 
who joined the conflict in Syria is provided in the following table: 

 

Source: Information received from Prime Minister’s office under Freedom of Information 
Law (on 13th of July 2018) 

 

The late events in the field of terrorism were accompanied also by a doctrinal shift from 
classic ‘antiterrorism’ measures to a more comprehensive approach as CVE.202 CVE is 
an inclusive approach aiming to involve a number of different actors mobilized to 
counter/prevent violence which can be conductive to terrorism.  

                                                 
198 Strategjia e Sigurisë Kombetare e Republikës së Shqipërisë. Miratuar me ligj Nr.9322, date 25.11.2004  
199 BBC, ‘Isis rebels declare 'Islamic state' in Iraq and Syria’ (30 June 2014) 
<https://www.bbc.com/news/av/world-middle-east-28091637/isis-rebels-declare-islamic-state-in-iraq-and-
syria> accessed 10 July 2018 
200 Interview with Gledis Nano, Anti-terror Director, Ministry of Interior Affairs, (Tirana, 11 January 2018) 
201 Regional Cooperation Council, ‘Initiative to Prevent/Counter Violent Extremism in South East Europe: A 
Survey of Regional Issue, Initiatives, and Opportunities' (Sarajevo, July 2016) 23 
202 UNSC, ‘Resolution 2178’ (24 September 2014) UN Doc S/RES/2178 (2014) 
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In order to better understand the issue of terrorism it is important to place events on 
context and time. Albania so far has witnessed few terrorist related incidents 
domestically all of which with no causalities. Key developments in the field of terrorism 
and violent extremism since the identification of the issues in terms of events and 
measures by authorities in a chronological order are presented in Box 1 at the end of 
this section.203  

In order to be able to plan and implement their attacks terrorists need recruiters, 
supporters, funds, guns, unrestricted moving, material and logistical support and 
access to their targets. Furthermore, extremists are also no longer acting only as part of 
organised, hierarchical organisations but also within smaller cells and sometimes as 
lone wolves. All forms of extremism have become more globalised taking full advantage 
of the opportunities of the interconnected world. Consequently, terrorist or violent 
extremist actions are becoming harder to detect and to predict by the authorities, 
making traditional law enforcement techniques alone insufficient to deal with these 
evolving trends, particularly in relation to tackling the root causes of the problem.  

Anti-terrorism measures, therefore, have become part of a broader policy architecture 
that defines the scope of CT and CVE measures, including positions in relation to the 
values, goals, the legal framework and institutional procedures and that governs it. In 
this respect it is relevant to examine the Albania’s policy architecture and CT and CVE 
measures and tools, particularly its alignment with the EU approach and framework as 
Albania has made significant steps towards achieving EU membership.  

 

Box 1. Albania’s measures on CT and CVE 

1998: Albania Secrete Service captures and hands to CIA 5 members of Egyptian Islamic Jihad 
suspected of creating terrorist cells in Albania and aiming to attack foreign embassies. 

2002: The Albanian government with a decision of Council of Ministers adopts the first anti-terrorism 
strategic document “The National Action Plan on Fighting Terrorism”.204 

2003: Creation of the Inter-Ministerial National Coordinating Committee tasked for fighting terrorism 
among other criminal issues. The Committee was designed to function with the participation of CSO. 

2003: The assassination of the secretary general of Albanian Islamic Community, Sali Tivari. Although, 
the case was never solved the main track of investigation in that time was a possible terrorist act, 
because, Tivari had reportedly been threatened by Islamic extremists before his murder.  

2004: Establishment of Serious Crimes Court (both first instance and appeal), responsible for the 
adjudication of terrorism related crimes.  

2004: Adoption of the first legal provision in the Criminal Code defining terrorist organization as a special 
form of criminal cooperation.205 

                                                 
203 A non-comprehensive list of terrorist act within the territory of Albania since 1990 until 2011 is provided in 
the Inter-Sectorial Strategy on Fighting Terrorism 2011-2012 
204 Decision of Council of Minsters no. 12, The National Action Plan against Terrorism, (28 January 2002) 
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2004: Adoption of the law defining “Measures against Terrorist Financing”206 and froze of assets by the 
government of Albania of terrorist financers curtailing the activities of suspected Islamic NGOs.207 

2008: Government introduces new amendments on Criminal Code defining “Acts with Terrorist Aims”.208 

2008: Adoption of Inter-Sectorial Strategy against Organized Crimes, Trafficking and Terrorism. 

2009: First terrorism-related case was initiated by the Criminal Court in the city of Durrës where A.K. was 
found guilty for “incitement and public appeal to commit criminal offenses with terrorist aims" sentencing 
the accused with 5 years of imprisonment.  However, the charge was acquainted by Durrës Court of 
Appeal and A.K. was convicted instead with 2.8 years of imprisonment “for incitement of hatred or 
quarrel between nations, races, and religions”. 

2009: Signing of Stabilisation and Association Agreement between EU and Albania where counter-
terrorism and financing of terrorism are a priority field under Chapter III.  

2011: The adoption by Council of Ministers of the Inter-Sectorial Strategy against Terrorism and Action 
Plan (2011-2015) 

2012: Albanians started to go to Syria after the outbreak of the conflict to fight in support of Free Syrian 
Army as they were named in that time.  

2013: Adoption of the Inter-Sectorial Strategy for Fighting Organized Crime, Illegal Trafficking and 
Terrorism (2013-2020) 

2014: In a coordinated operation police arrested 9 persons, two of whom were self-declared imams of 
two mosques in the suburb areas of Tirana. The arrested were accused of “recruiting persons for 
committing terrorist acts or financing terrorism”, “incitement, public appeal and propaganda for 
committing criminal acts with terrorist aims”, and “inciting hate or contention between nationalities, races 
and religions”.   

2014: Amendment of Criminal Code to address the issue of ‘Foreign Fighters’ by adding three articles 
that prohibit joining an armed conflict outside state’s territory or training/recruiting and prohibition of 
propaganda to join a foreign conflict.  

2014: Creation of Counter-terrorism Directorate, as part of the Albanian State Police, extended in 12 
regions. The structure replaced the Counter-terrorism Sector within the Directorate for Serious Crimes of 
the Department of Criminal Investigations.209 

2015: Adoption of the National Strategy on Countering Violent Extremism and Action Plan. 

2015: First Instance Court of Serious Crimes (the Court) started the judicial process against the 9 
individuals accused of “recruiting persons for committing terrorist acts or financing terrorism”, 
“incitement, public appeal and propaganda for committing criminal acts with terrorist aims”, and “inciting 
hate or contention between nationalities, races and religions”.   

2016: Prime Minster appoints the National Coordinator for Issues of Violent Extremism aiming to create 
mechanisms for engaging all actor in all levels to prevent radicalization and violent extremism.  

                                                                                                                                                        
205 Law No. 9275, dated 16.9.2004 "For the amendment of the Criminal Code”  
206 Ibid 
207 Law No.9258, dated 15.7.2004, "On measures against terrorism financing 
208 Law No. 9686, dated 26.2.2007, “"For the amendment of the Criminal Code” 
209 Council of Europe, Committee of Experts on Terrorism (CODEXTER) Profiles on Counter-Terrorist 
Capacity “Albania” (November 2014) 
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2016: First Instance Court’s decision on ‘Imam’s Case’ after a marathon process of a total of 47 court 
hearings, filled with tensions and allegations. The punishments provided by the Court ranged from 7 
years imprisonment the lowest to 18 years the harshest. 

2017: Council of Minister decides to establish the Coordination Center for Fighting Violent Extremism (the 
Center).210 The aim of the Center is to coordinate the dynamics in the communities in harmonisation with 
public institutions structures as the best response against the phenomenon of radicalisation and 
extremism.211  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                 
210 Decision of Council of Ministers  no. 737, On the Establishment of the Coordinating Centre Against Violent 
Extremism (13 December 2017) 
211 Information received from Prime Minister’s office under Freedom of Information Law (on 13th of July 2018) 
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II. The Albanian response - Assessing the 
Strategic Framework and their Alignment 
with EU Strategy 
 

This section outlines the most important policy steps undertaken by Albania and the 
shifts that have occurred in the policy landscape of the country in the last two decades 
regarding policy approach to CT and CVE. It will assess the policy documents over the 
years, analyse and their constituent elements. Furthermore, attention is paid to 
government actions, alignment of the policies with EU approach in the revision of 
existing strategies and the design and implementation of the new strategies. 

 

A. The 2002 National Action Plan on Fighting Terrorism 
 

The first policy document of Albania on fighting terrorism dates back in 2002, when 
Council of Ministers adopted the ‘National Action Plan on Fighting Terrorism’.212 The 
document laid out duties and tasks for different ministries and agencies and their roles 
in the process of implementation. The naming of this policy documents as ‘Action Plan’ 
is not completely accurate because the document has gaps regarding crucial elements 
that an action plan must contain such as clearly defined goal(s), objective(s), timeframe 
of activities, outcomes, monitoring and evaluation etc. Further, the ‘Action Plan’ is not 
based on a strategy, however, it includes elements of a strategy and furthermore 
throughout the text it sometimes is referred as “the strategy”. It laid down some geo-
political and geo-strategical analyses of the situation in Albania with focus on the 
region, some national security interests, threats and risk assessment and measures to 
                                                 
212 Decision of Council of Ministers, National Action Plan on Fighting Terrorism,  No. 12 (28 January 2002) 
<http://www.ikub.al/LIGJE_CATEGORY/201280002/Article_Per-miratimin-e-planit-kombetar-te-veprimit-
kunder-terrorizmit-.aspx?cookiesEnabled=false> accessed 13 June 2017 
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guarantee national security.213 Additionally, the ‘Action Plan’ provides guidance and 
measures to be taken by 12 different ministries and their directorates214 including the 
Secret Services. However, the document does not provide what are the mechanism for 
assessing and measuring the effectiveness of the proposed policies.  

The analysis of the content of the ‘Action Plan’ shows that the document fails to identify 
the root causes of terrorism within the country. The document reveals that Albania has 
no clear stance with regard to challenges it faces in fighting terrorism, stating that “[t]he 
international financial network of Bin Laden, and also other international narcotic 
trafficking networks, have clearly demonstrated the need for a re-evaluation of the 
situation, particularly the Albania’s position in this environment …”.215 Rather, it rightly 
makes a general analysis of the fragile security situation in the regions as it was at the 
time, describing it “…Albania is in a strategic position that can be seen as a country for 
transit, not only for trafficking and illegal activities, but also for the spread of terrorism 
syndrome, particularly the one based on religious fundamentalism”.216 The document 
goes further revealing the tensions in the region “… neighbours interest may be 
different, aiming to identify Albania as a country that shelters, protects, trains and 
sponsor terrorism”. Taking in consideration the described situation, the ‘Action Plan’ 
defines two main types of terrorism: internal and external terrorism.217 Internal terrorism, 
the document states, “could be of different characters and origins, encouraged, 
supported and organized by domestic terrorist elements aiming to destabilize Albania”. 
External terrorism is defined as “… the international terrorism within the territory of 
Albania, planed, supported and undertaken by foreign elements, which constitutes a 
concern due to weak border control”. An interesting fact is that the ‘Action Plan’ is the 
only policy document that accurately foresees a phenomenon envisaged only a decade 
later, the FTFs. International terrorism states the document includes also the Albanians 
exercising activities outside the territory of Albania. “This could be a field of concern, 
because there is a possibility that Albanian criminal elements can be used in other 
countries for different terrorist aims, which will bring grave human consequences, and 
above all damage the nation’s interest.”218 The ‘Action Plan’ specifies that the 
engagement of Albanian institutions will be concentrated in two main fields, 
“undertaking legal initiatives” and “undertaking operative measures” to estimate 
possible terrorist cases.  

                                                 
213 Ibid 
214 Ministry of Defence, Ministry of Public Order, Ministry of Justice, Ministry of Agriculture, Ministry of 
Local Governance, Ministry of Environment, Ministry of Health, Ministry of Economy, Ministry of Education, 
Ministry of Foreign Affairs, Ministry of Finance and State Secret Service 
215 Decision of Council of Ministers, National Action Plan on Fighting Terrorism,  No. 12 (28 January 2002) 
216 Ibid 
217 Ibid 
218 Ibid  
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While the ‘Action Plan’ assigns tasks and duties to ministries, it doesn’t provide for the 
mechanism to assess and measure the implementation of the assigned tasks. 
Furthermore, the ‘Action Plan’ tends to overemphasise the threats, while it fails to 
provide a deeper analysis of the root causes, which are crucial fort understanding the 
problem and designing longterm solutions.  

 

B. The 2004 National Security Strategy  
 

The 2004 National Security Strategy proposed by Council of Minister and adopted in 
Parliament,219 provides little reference to the issue of fighting terrorism. First the strategy 
defines the institutions that will be directly involved in fighting terrorism as is the State 
Police, Secret Services and Armed Forces220 without making any reference to the 
existing ‘Action Plan’. The Strategy states that these institutions in cooperation with 
specialized international mechanisms will work to improve the legislation and 
restructuring the institutions with the aim to maximising the efficiency. Furthermore, the 
document makes reference to the geostrategic position of Albania which can constitute 
a threat of being used as logistic base or network base for different terrorist groups.221 
Similarly as the Action Plan, the Strategy doesn’t address the root causes of terrorism 
rather it limited to the mere definition of terrorism as a threat. The apparent explanation 
for such approach is the understanding by the Strategy of terrorism merely from an 
international perspective. Such an ‘accommodating approach’222 on its engagement in 
the war against terrorism, where there is a reaction to an internationally defined 
problem but with no proper analysis of the domestic context, appears to be a general 
trend in the Albanian policy making realm.  

C. The 2008 Inter-Sectorial Strategy on Fighting Organized Crime, 
Trafficking, and Terrorism 
 

Within the framework of the ongoing efforts by the international community such as the 
United Nation,223 the Council of Europe,224 as well as the efforts of individual various 

                                                 
219 Law no. 9322, On the Adoption of National Security Strategy of Albania, (25 November 2004) 
220 Ibid  
221 Ibid, 11 
222 At a seminar organised by the Centre for the Study of Democracy and Governance (CSDG), “National 
Security Policymaking and Strategic Culture: European and Albanian Perspectives” in Tirana on 5 July 2018, 
the accommodating approach was defined the trend by the Albanian policy maker to “accommodate” the 
discourse with the international community without substantial analysis on how the policy relates to the country 
and without pursuing coherently and substantially the adopted policy.  
223 Security Councils Resolutions on Fighting Terrorism < https://www.un.org/sc/ctc/resources/security-
council/resolutions/?wpv_aux_current_post_id=3780&wpv_view_count=3591-
CATTR80fb823097fa9b41cd864ed36776a136TCPID3780> accessed 15 July 2018 
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instruments of legal and political character have been elaborated and adopted with the 
aim to unify the stance on terrorism, to determine terrorist activities and related factors, 
to designing measures to be taken for the prevention, detection and prosecution of 
these activities and forms of interstate cooperation to fight terrorism.  

Nevertheless, until 2008 the one of the main actions undertaken by the Albanian 
government has been the seizure of assets suspected of being used to financing NGOs 
linked to terrorist financing.225 Until 2008 the country lacked a well defined policy on 
counter-terrorism that would have framed its efforts within a border institutional and 
societal context. 

In 2008 the Council of Ministers adopted the Inter-Sectorial Strategy on Fighting the 
Organized Crime, Trafficking and Terrorism (the CT Strategy).226 The CT Strategy is the 
first official policy document that provides for a strategic approach to fighting terrorism. 
It is also stated in the strategy that for the first time the government sets the stage for a 
full cooperation of all institutions to fight the phenomenon of terrorism providing also for 
combined approaches of prevention and disruption of terrorist activities.227 The Ministry 
of Interior is put on charge for the implementation of the CT Strategy. . 

However, similarly as with the previous documents even the CT Strategy pays not so 
much attention to the issue of fighting terrorism and it fails to analyse the internal 
situation within the country while makes no assessment of the specific threats posed 
by the terrorist activities. Additionally, the CT Strategy is not engaged on defining the 
terminology of CT or to make reference to any global or academic discussion on the 
issue. One reason behind this is that the strategy is combined with the fight against 
organised crime and while organized crime and trafficking are discussed as domestic 
concrete threat terrorism is broadly perceived as an international issue which can affect 
Albania only from outside.  

Underestimating any potential threat the strategy naively states that “[t]he fact that in 
Albania there are no cases of terrorism or risk of terrorism is also related to the human 
character of the Albanian people and its people’s desire to live in peace and harmony 
with other people”228. On the other hand, there are no clear explanations on the anti-
terrorism strategy was mixed in the same document with the organized crime and 
trafficking strategy but we can simply deduct from the text that the there was an 
understanding of a potential overlap   of the societal problems that drive terrorism with 
and organised crime and trafficking. 
                                                                                                                                                        
224 Council of Europe Convention on the Prevention of Terrorism, Treaty Series - No. 196 (Warsaw, 16 May 
2005) 
225 See the Inter-Sectorial Strategy on Fighting Terrorism 2011-2015 for the full list of NGOs or individuals 
whose funds were sized by government of Albania. 
226 Decision of Council of Ministers no.1140, On the Adoption of Inter-Sectorial Strategy on Fighting Organized 
Crime, Trafficking and Terrorism (30 July 2008) 
227 Ibid, 3 
228 Ibid, 20 
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The CT Strategy lays down the measures to be taken on the issue of terrorist financing 
with the implementation of the legal framework and emphasis on money laundering. 
Furthermore, the strategy defines the objectives (short, mid and long-term) on fighting 
crime and terrorism that cover the period between 2008 and 2013. All the objectives 
do not lay down any concrete measures regarding terrorism that could have bought 
results within the country and communities; rather the emphasis is put on international 
cooperation on the issue and the alignment of the legislation with EU. Another major 
shortcoming of the strategy is that it does not have an action plan to defining the 
roadmap for the implementation of the CT Strategy. The absence of an action plan or 
of any report on the implementation of the CT Strategy makes it impossible to track 
and analyse its implementation and aimed outcomes.  

 

D. Inter-Sectorial Strategy on Fighting Terrorism 2011-2015 
 

With the progress of Albania EU integration process and the signing of Stabilisation and 
Association Agreement (SAA) in 2009, the fight against terrorism becomes a priority 
and the SAA dedicated a specific attention.229 The SAA put emphasis on the 
importance to fight on terrorism and highlights Albania’s commitment towards the 
international obligations in this area. Nevertheless, the EU Progress Report of 2009 
highlighted that Albania had no concrete measures in place – a separate strategy for 
fighting terrorism -and no strategic framework that would have enabled a coordinated 
approach toward fighting terrorism.230 It was almost three years after the signing of 
SAA, ten years after 9/11 attacks in US and 6 years after EU’s CT Strategy that the 
government adopted for the first time in 2011 a dedicated counter-terrorism strategy 
and action plan; the Inter-Sectorial Strategy on Countering-Terrorism (ISCT) 2011-2015 
and the Action Plan. The ISCT was adopted by Council of Ministers Decision.231  

Rather than a necessary policy adopted as a result of a deep analysis of the country’s 
needs, the adoption of the ISCT may be seen as an action to fulfil an international 
obligation, as emphasised in the introduction part of the strategy. The raising trend of 
extremism in Albania starting from 2010 shows that ISCT had little impact to preventing 
or curbing it. In fact, the ISCT has received little attention by the government and other 
stakeholders, as the document is not even mentioned in the 2014 National Security 

                                                 
229 See Article 5 and Chapter III of SAA < https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-
content/en/TXT/PDF/?uri=CELEX:22009A0428(02)&rid=1> accessed 16 July 2018 
230 EU Progress Report on Albania (2009) 50  < 
http://eeas.europa.eu/archives/delegations/albania/documents/eu_albania/2009_progress_report_en.pdf> 
231 Council of Ministers, Decision No.675 ‘Për Miratimin e Strategjisë Ndërsektoriale të Luftës Kundër 
Terrorizmit, 2011-2015, Dhe të Planit të Veprimit për Zbatimin e Saj’ (6 July 2011) 
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Strategy,232 which refers once to the 2013 Inter-Sectorial Strategy on Fighting 
Organized Crime, Illegal Trafficking and Terrorism.233 In terms of structure, the ISCT 
adequately addresses the structural elements of a strategy. It includes an assessment 
of the situation, it analyses the risks posed by terrorism, lays out measures to be taken 
by each institution and includes an Action Plan as an implementation tool. The ISCT is 
also the first policy document on security and terrorism adopted by Albanian 
Government to make a reference to the 2005 EU Strategy on Countering-Terrorism.234 
It was also closely modelled on the EU’s CT Strategy and includes the four so-called 
‘pillars’: prevent, protect, pursue, and respond.235 

The ISCT outlines six main goals:  

 identify the terrorism phenomenon through analysing causes and factors;  

 document the activity of all institutions involved;  

 assess the current situation and identify measures to pursue, prevent, protect and 
react;  

 outline objectives for detecting and preventing;  

 outline the road for the implementation of the strategy;  

 identify the financial sources for the implementation of the measures.  

Further, the ISCT provides some risk assessment of the situation in Albania analysing it 
in three dimensions as national, regional and international threat. There is also an 
evolution of the terminology because the ISCT for the first time uses the term 
‘extremism’, however, without defining what it means or why it is used along with 
‘terrorism’ which is an already defined term.  

The strategy also defines a couple of factors that have affected the spread of violent 
extremism/terrorism phenomena in Albania. These include:  

 taking advantage of religions by individuals who come from outside mainly Arab 
countries, who have helped spreading extremis ideologies;  

 low awareness in the community about the risk of terrorism and extremism; poverty 
that has provided room the embrace of extremism phenomena;  

 geographic position of Albanian being at the cross road between east and west;  

                                                 
232 National Security Strategy (2014) < 
http://www.mod.gov.al/images/PDF/strategjia_sigurise_kombetare_republikes_se_shqiperise.pdf> 
233 Decision of Council of Ministers No. 663, On Adopting the Inter-Sectorial Strategy for Fighting Organized 
Crime, Illegal Trafficking and Terrorism 2013-2020 (17 July 2013)  
234 The EU Counter Terrorism Strategy (30 November 2005) 
<http://register.consilium.europa.eu/doc/srv?l=EN&f=ST%2014469%202005%20REV%204> 
235 Ibid  
November 2005) 
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 shallow reaction by public authorities;  

 lack of legal framework and necessary institutional infrastructure; and lack of 
experience and cooperation between allies to have appropriate expertise.  

The final part of the strategy outlines the institutions responsible for the implementation 
and provides general descriptions of their tasks and obligations. 

However, the ISCT has failed to identify and craft follow up policies that would have 
effectively prevented the increase of radicalization and extremism in Albania in the 
following years. Despite its modelling according to EU’s CT Strategy by including the 
four pillars prevent, protect, pursue, and respond, the strategy has failed to understand 
the substance of these terms and deliver accordingly. Therefore, ISCT appears to have 
served more the counter-terrorism and CVE discourse, rather than to have been driven 
by the understating the factual implementation of the four pillars approach, which have 
also been widely applied in the EU MS. Starting form 2011, the situation of extremism 
in Albania deteriorated reaching the peak when 144 Albanian citizens joined the conflict 
in Syria and Iraq. This has resulted to a large extent from the failure of the Albanian 
authorities to implement a realistic and dedicated action plan on countering terrorism, 
contrary to what the EU had recommended. Until 2012 no difference was made on the 
threat posed by domestic (home-grown) and international terrorism. 

 

E. National Strategy on Countering Violent Extremism 
 

With the latest terrorist attacks in various European cites and the concerns posed by 
the radicalisation and FTFs phenomenon, the notion of CVE gained increasing traction 
in 2015 around the globe and has come to be perceived as a crucial component of a 
sustainable counterterrorism strategy.  

At the end of 2015, the Albanian government adopted the National Strategy on 
Countering Violent Extremism.236 The discussion started seriously after the White House 
Summit in 2015, and then the government initiated the process to develop the strategy 
and action plan. The CVE strategy intended to offer a broader approach to VEm and 
was adopted with the support of international organizations, due to the fact that the 
authorities had no previous experience in dealing with VEm.237 The CVE Strategy is 

                                                 
236 The decision of Council of Ministers no. 930, For the Adoption of the National Strategy on Fighting Violent 
Extremism and the Action Plan (18 November 2015) 
237 Regional Cooperation Council, Report on the activities of the Regional Cooperation Council in the area of 
Countering Radicalization and Violent Extremism (P-CVE) <https://www.rcc.int/p-
cve/download/docs/RCC%20Report%20on%20CVE-FTF%20-
%20Combined.pdf/057f6656f387003ba9a6bc0219012642.pdf> accessed 23 August 2018; OSCE Fact Sheet,  
OSCE Activities to Prevent and Counter Violent Extremism and Radicalization that Lead to Terrorism < 
https://www.osce.org/secretariat/186301?download=true> 
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implemented along with the existing CT measures which continue to be part of the 
2014 National Security Strategy. The CVE Strategy aims to look beyond the law 
enforcement agencies and includes a broader approach with key actors of the 
community such as schools, religious communities, civil society, other agencies of the 
government, etc.  

In terms of structure, the CVE Strategy begins by laying out the fundamental freedoms 
and values as Albanian's commitment to fighting VEm, and the measures undertaken 
until 2015. The Strategy sets as it main goal to successfully prevent the spread of 
violent extremism by combining the efforts with religious, cultural and educational 
networks, including civil society maintaining a tailored proactive approach to addressing 
the phenomenon. The CVE Strategy includes definitions of (counter) radicalisation, 
VEm, and FTFs.  

The Albanian National Strategy proposes 10 measures, organized under three priority 
areas, for developing capacities, policies, and mechanisms to address violent 
extremism and radicalization. These three priority areas include:  

a) community outreach and engagement;  

b) countering extremist propaganda while promoting democratic values;  

d) developing long-term comprehensive CVE policies. 

 

The analysis of the document shows that the ten measures under the priority areas are 
too broad, ambitious and some of them may require years of careful implementation 
and evaluation to archive the set priorities. The assessment of their implementation 
would be beyond the scope of this study. However, such ambitious measures would 
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require a detailed plan with clearly defined goal(s), objective(s), and the timeframe of 
activities.  

However, the implementation section in the Strategy is not detailed. It only details the 
leading institutions including the Prime Minister’s office, ministries and each priority with 
corresponding measure and proposed action. No timeframes for specific institutions 
are provided for the completion of the foreseen activities. Moreover, the CVE Strategy 
states that the Government of Albania will develop corresponding procedures and 
regulations as well as an inter-agency structure in order to effectively implement it.  

A few of the foreseen activities have been implemented, predominantly within country 
mainly through isolated interventions supported by international donors. While the 
‘inter-agency’ element, stated in the CVE Strategy is currently being developed under 
the National Coordinator for Countering Violent Extremism, although there are more 
than two years since the adoption of the strategy.238  

Among the policy-making community, the phenomenon of policy ideas that sound 
great in theory often fail under conditions of field implementation is widely known. The 
implementation process has a life of its own, therefore, failing to take it into 
consideration can jeopardise expected results and meeting the community needs. 
Another challenge in Albania could be the difficult task of inter-sectoral cooperation 
through the large and inflexible administrative bureaucracy. 

 

F. EU strategy: Albania’s Alignment with EU 
 

The EU’s counter-terrorism agenda has been to a large extent ‘crisis-driven’, and was 
heavily influenced by various major shocks: 9/11 attack on US, the Madrid and London 
bombings, the rise of the Islamic State in Iraq and Syria (ISIS), the terrorist attacks in 
France of 2015 and 2016, and the attacks in Brussels and Berlin in 2016.239 The past 
ten years have shown a steady increase in the number of terrorist attacks in Europe. 
Attacks by separatist and left-wing extremist movements have been on a steady 
decline, whereas in the last years there is an increase in right-wing extremism and 
jihadist extremism.240  

                                                 
238 Information received from the Prime Minister’s office under Freedom of Information Law (on 13th of July 
2018) 
239 Civil Liberties, Justice and Home Affairs Committee, The European Union’s Policies on Counter-Terrorism 
Relevance, Coherence and Effectiveness (February 2017) < 
http://www.europarl.europa.eu/thinktank/en/document.html?reference=IPOL_STU(2017)583124 > accessed 24 
August 2018 
240 European Council, Conclusions and Plan of Action of the extraordinary European Council Meeting on 21 
September 2001 
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Before the 9/11 attacks in the USA, terrorism was hardly a priority on the common EU 
agenda but this event proved to be a turning point as ten days after the attacks, in an 
extraordinary meeting, the European Council (EC) declared the fight against terrorism to 
be an EU priority objective. Despite the gradually converging threat perception 
regarding terrorism within the EU post- 9/11, it was not until 2004 and 2005, when 
Madrid and London were hit by terrorist attacks, that a more coherent EU counter-
terrorism policy would take shape, modelled on the structures and processes of the 
most concerned and active states, namely the UK and France.241  

In 2005 the EU adopted its Counter-Terrorism Strategy aiming to have a 
comprehensive approach to the issue of fighting terrorism.242 The EU CT Strategy was 
the first time EU public policy documents of this nature began referring to ‘countering’ 
rather than ‘combating’ terrorism.243 With its 2005 Counter-Terrorism Strategy, the EU 
outlined a strategic commitment to combat terrorism globally while respecting human 
rights, and make Europe safer, allowing its citizens to live in an area of freedom, 
security, and justice.244  

The Strategy was closely modelled on the UK's own strategy and consisted of four so-
called ‘pillars’: prevent, protect, pursue, and respond.245 Prevent concerns policies to 
anticipate people from “turning to terrorism and to stop the next generation of terrorists 
from emerging”. Protect is about better defending against attacks and the impact of 
attacks. Improvements with regard to (external) border security, and transport and 
other critical infrastructure is central under this pillar. Pursue refers to “disrupt terrorist 
activity and pursue terrorists across borders” and revolves around the strengthening of 
capabilities for improved police and judicial cooperation. Police and judicial cooperation 
as well as countering terrorist financing are key aspects here. Respond involves dealing 
with the consequences of terrorist attacks and refers to crisis management 
arrangements. The Strategy settles on the scope of counter-terrorism, but also 
positions it in relation to the values, goals and institutional procedure that govern it.  

The four pillars are preceded by a ‘strategic commitment’ that sets out the values and 
goals of the strategy: “To combat terrorism globally while respecting human rights, and 
make Europe safer, allowing its citizens to live in an area of freedom, security and 
justice”.246 The role and responsibilities of the EU as a counter-terrorism actor is then 
outlined. It clarifies that the Member States have the primary responsibility for counter-
                                                 
241 Meyer O Mayer, “International terrorism as a force of homogenisation? A constructivist approach to 
understanding cross-national threat perceptions and responses”, CRIA 22 4 (2009) 662 
242 Council of the European Union, The European Union Counter-Terrorism Strategy (30 
November 2005) 
243 Civil Liberties, Justice and Home Affairs Committee, The European Union’s Policies on Counter-Terrorism 
Relevance, Coherence and Effectiveness ( February 2017) 
244 Council of the European Union, The European Union Counter-Terrorism Strategy (30 November 2005) 
245 Ibid  
November 2005) 
246 Ibid  
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terrorism, and that the EU mainly serves in a supporting role. This role is envisaged as 
(1) the “strengthening of national capabilities” through the sharing of information and 
best practices, (2) “facilitating European cooperation”, (3) “developing collective 
capability”, both in terms of understanding and EU policy responses, and (4) taking 
international action in the context of the United Nations and with third countries.247  

The Committee of Permanent Representatives in conjunction with the EU Counter-
Terrorism Coordinator and the Commission, are in charge for monitoring the 
implementation progress of the Strategy.248 Furthermore, the 2005 strategy is written in 
a form of composite policy supported with some other sub-strategies that work out in 
more detail specific aspect of CT249, and several EU Directives dictating states legal 
means to counter terrorism and fight VEm.250 

As the civil war in Syria went on and the rise of ISIS attacks increased a large number 
of FTFs from EU who joined this insurgent terrorist groups. In 2015 it is estimated that 
the contingent of foreign fighters originating from EU Member States (and mostly from 
Belgium, France, Germany and the United Kingdom) was between 3 922 - 4 294 
individuals.251 In 2014, EU updated its CT Strategy to place FTFs at the centre of its 
priorities, reflecting an effort to establish a coherent European response to the issue 
that was further catalysed by the attacks in Paris on November 2015.252  

The implementation of the 2005 CT Strategy and other measures have not proceeded 
without criticism. Researchers believe that currently, too many actors are involved in the 
design and implementation of this policy area and the tasks of the individual actors at 
times overlap.253 Furthermore, no impact assessment is conducted to assess the 
impact of the adopted directives.254 

While Albania was quick on bringing the terrorism discourse on the public fora with the 
2002 Action Plan on Fighting Terrorism, no similar approach was taken when it comes 
to concrete measures and policies. Albanian did not adopt a dedicated national 

                                                 
247 Ibid  
248 Ibid  
249 European Council, The European Union Strategy for Combating Radicalisation and Recruitment to 
Terrorism 
(14781/1/05 REV 1) (24 November 2005); Council of the European Union, The fight against terrorist financing, 
16089/04 (14 December 2004); Council of the European Union, Revised Strategy on Terrorist Financing, 
(11778/1/08 Rev 1) (17 July 2008) 
250 For a comprehensive list of EU measures on terrorism please see: European Parliament Think Tank, The 
European Union’s Policies on Counter-Terrorism Relevance, Coherence and Effectiveness, 175-190 
251 EPRS Study, The Return of Foreign Fighters to EU Soil: Ex-post Evaluation,  (May 2018) < 
http://www.europarl.europa.eu/RegData/etudes/STUD/2018/621811/EPRS_STU(2018)621811_EN.pdf> 
accessed 27 August 2018 
252 EU Counter-Terrorism Strategy <http://www.consilium.europa.eu/en/policies/fight-against-terrorism/eu-
strategy/> accessed 26 August 2018 
253 Civil Liberties, Justice and Home Affairs Committee, The European Union’s Policies on Counter-Terrorism 
Relevance, Coherence and Effectiveness, 16 
254 Ibid 
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strategy on terrorism until 2011, although the EU adopted its strategy in 2005 while 
under the 2009 SAA with Albania, fighting of terrorism was stated as a priority. 255 The 
lack of strategy that would have enabled a coordinated approach to fighting terrorism 
was pointed out also in the EU Commission Reports.256 The graph below shows the 
EU’s strategies, action plans, and measures etc., adopted since 2000 (Graph 1).  

 

Graph 1: Strategies, action plans, measures etc. adopted per year, 1996-2017,  

Source: Civil Liberties, Justice and Home Affairs Committee, The European Union’s Policies on 
Counter-Terrorism Relevance, Coherence and Effectiveness 

 

Shifting to policy formulation, the EU has followed a 5 step policy cycle for the 
development of the counter-terrorism policies which includes: (1) analysis of terrorism 
threat (studies), (2) policy needs assessment, (3) design of policy with clear SMART 
objectives, (4) implementation of the policy, (5) monitoring the impact and 
effectiveness.257  

                                                 
255 See Article 5 and Chapter III of SAA < https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-
content/en/TXT/PDF/?uri=CELEX:22009A0428(02)&rid=1>  
256 EU Progress Report on Albania (2009) 50  < 
http://eeas.europa.eu/archives/delegations/albania/documents/eu_albania/2009_progress_report_en.pdf> 
257Civil Liberties, Justice and Home Affairs Committee, The European Union’s Policies on Counter-Terrorism 
Relevance, Coherence and Effectiveness, 25 
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Content of the strategies is another weak point on Albanian’s policy approach as also 
seen above. The formulation of strategies lacks coherence and they fail to make 
reference to each other, demonstrating an absence of continuity and accountability 
towards the pledged goals and objectives. Furthermore, the lack of needs assessment 
reports has led to unclear identification of threats, poor assessment of potential risks 
and failure to properly consider field implementation.  Some of the Albanian policies to 
fighting terrorism sound great in theory but fail to take in consideration the field 
implementation. The failure to adequately consider field implementation coupled with 
lack of adequate capacities and expertise of the public administration has lead to the 
situation where most of the policies have remained just words put on papers. The core 
elements of the strategies including goals, objectives, plans, monitoring process and 
indicators are not clearly defined. The only strategy making reference to EU CT Strategy 
is the Inter-Sectorial Strategy on Fighting Terrorism 2011-2015, formulated after the EU 
strategy, which puts the emphasis on four pillars: prevent, protect, pursue, and 
respond.258 Nevertheless, faced with political and administrative instability, this strategy 
was side-lined by the political events and the government rotation after the 2013 
general elections. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                 
258 Council of Ministers, Decision No.675 ‘Për Miratimin e Strategjisë Ndërsektoriale të Luftës Kundër 
Terrorizmit, 2011-2015, Dhe të Planit të Veprimit për Zbatimin e Saj’ (6 July 2011) 
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Legislation of Albanian on Terrorism – the 
legal means to achieve strategic goals and 
aligned with the EU 
 

Terrorism and violent extremism constitute criminal acts under the Albanian Criminal 
Code. It can be said that on the issue of fighting terrorism the Albanian authorities have 
been most active on updating and adjusting the legal framework based on the EU and 
UN recommendations. The first interventions on legislation to criminalize terrorist acts 
are based on the EU Council’s Framework Decision on Combating Terrorism adopted 
in 2002.259  

The Framework Decision requires Member States to ensure that a number of 
behaviours with relation to terrorist activities are criminalised under national law 
including directing or participating in the activities of a terrorist group, inciting or aiding 
or committing a terrorist offence, attempting to commit a terrorist offence, etc. The first 
amendments of the Albanian Criminal Code include provisions on punishing terrorist 
organizations as a special form of cooperation in committing criminal acts was 
introduced in 2004.260 Terrorist related crimes are considered serious crimes in Albania 
and are prosecuted by Serious Crimes Prosecution and adjudicated by Court of 
Serious Crimes.261 Since then, due also to the fact that these phenomena remain 
insufficiently known to the government, as well as due to the fact that the dynamics 
under which they operate are in constant change, the Code has undergone more 
amendments in relation to terrorism, radicalisation and violent extremism.   

                                                 
259 Council of Ministers, Decision No.675 ‘Për Miratimin e Strategjisë Ndërsektoriale të Luftës Kundër 
Terrorizmit, 2011-2015, dhe të Planit të Veprimit për Zbatimin e Saj’ (6 July 2011); EU Council Framework 
Decision on Combating Terrorism (2002/475/JHA) 
260 Article 28 of Albanian Criminal Code (Law No 7895, dated 27 January 1995, amended) 
261 Article 75 of the Procedural Criminal Code (amended) 
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A comprehensive list of legislation adopted in Albania on the issue of CT, CVE and 
tackling terrorism financing is provided in Box 1 below. 

 

Box 2. Albania’s Legislation on CT, CVE and terrorism financing.  

● Law No. 9086, dated 19.6.2003 "For the amendment of the Criminal Code”, added article 230/a - 
"Financing of terrorism". Financing of terrorism or support in any form is punishable by imprisonment 
not less than fifteen years or life imprisonment and fine from ALL 5 million to ALL 10 million. 

● Law No. 9275, dated 16.9.2004 "For the amendment of the Criminal Code”, added article 28, which 
defines terrorist organizations as a special form of cooperation in committing criminal acts. 

● Law No.9258, dated 15.7.2004, "On measures against terrorism financing” measure in line with 
requirements of Resolution 1373 (2001) of the United Nations Security Council. 

● Law No. 9686, dated 26.2.2007, “"For the amendment of the Criminal Code” added a couple of 
articles to Criminal Code defining “Acts with terrorism aims” 

● Law No. 9917, dated 19.5.2008 "On the prevention of money laundering and terrorism financing ", 
regulates the prevention of money laundering and products arising from the criminal offense. 

● Law No.10192, dated 3.12.2009 "On the prevention and combating organized crime and trafficking, 
through preventive measures against property” 

● Law No. 23/2012, dated 1.3.2012 “"For the amendment of the Criminal Code”, amended articles 
related to “Acts with terrorism aims” and “Terrorism financing”. 

 

The 2014 Amendments in the Criminal Code  
 

In March 2014 in an operational intervention, the first of its kind, the police authorities in 
a coordinated operation in four cities Tirana, Elbasan, Librazhd, and Pogradec arrested 
8 persons. All the arrested persons were suspected to have committed terrorism 
related crimes, case that later would be known as ‘imam’s case’.262 The 2013-2014 
episodes revealed existing gaps in the Criminal Code (the Code), because joining, or 
recruiting people to join a foreign conflict did not constitute a criminal offense. The 
fundamental principle of criminal law “nulla poena sine lege” enshrined in the article 2 of 
Criminal Code constituted a major obstacle and confused law enforcement authorities 
in their work to prevent the phenomenon of FTFs onset.  

An important step to address terrorism and violent extremism is to update the existing 
laws to better address a new and challenging phenomenon as the one of FTFs. To 
address the issue of FTFs in 2014, Albania amended the Criminal Code by adding 
three articles which prohibit joining an armed conflict outside state’s territory.263 The 

                                                 
262 In this coordinated operation, 8 persons were arrested two of whom were self-declared imams of two 
mosques in the suburb areas of Tirana. In the following days, police will arrest another person with similar 
charges as suspected to have collaborated with the other part of the arrested rending the number 9 in total. 
‘Çonin luftëtarë në Siri, pranga imamëve të 2 xhamive në Tiranë’, Gazeta Shqiptare (Tirana, 11 March 2014) 
<http://shqiptarja.com/aktualitet/2731/-onin-luft-tar-n-siri-pranga-imam-ve-t-2-xhamive-n-tiran-204537.html> 
263 Article 256/a/b/c, added with the Law no. 98/2014 (31 June 2014) 
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gap in the legislation was firstly an obstacle to the police and prosecution while 
investigating, therefore, the initiative to amend the Criminal Code came from police 
authorities.264 This amendment filled the gap in the Criminal Code where joining a 
foreign conflict was not sanctioned as a criminal offense.  

With the new amendments, Criminal Code is perceived to be completed regarding 
terrorist offenses and it is in line with international standards.265   

Albania has also not ratified the UN Convention against Recruitment of Mercenaries.266 
While according to the Police the changes to the Criminal Code were the reason why 
the number of FFs joining the conflict in Syria started to decline rapidly267, it can be 
stated that this changes, in relation to other global and regional conditions, might have 
produced preventative effects.  

An issue which is not addressed in the law is the handling of returned FTFs from 
conflict zones. The returned FTFs are perceived to be a major terrorist threat. The 
concern is that foreign fighters with experience of handling weapons and explosives 
may plan and carry out terrorist acts on return to their home countries, or may set up 
new terrorist cells, recruit new members, or provide funds for terrorist acts or 
movements. This threat is commonly known as ‘blowback’.268 On the other hand, the 
issue of returned FTFs can constitute a huge human rights challenge, because the 
returned FTFs are Albanian citizens that have rights and need medical and 
psychological help, thus coordination between relevant institutions to provide 
assistance is needed.269 Furthermore, if returned FTFs will be sentenced under tough 
foreign fighter articles of the Criminal Code, this can lead to a situation where FTFs 
choose to not return home fear prosecution and imprisonment. As a recent UNDP 
survey concluded Albania has an underperforming justice system270 which may 
constitute a risk for summary judgments, slow judicial procedures, and imprisonment of 
returned FTFs. 

Currently, the Albanian investigative authorities (police and prosecution) are monitoring 
the returned and returning FTFs, however, measures will be taken only if it is assessed 
that there is criminal responsibility in certain cases.271 Returned FFs are a major issue 
that requires actions and involvement of different actors and factors of the society 
including all state authorities, i.e. local government, academia, media, civil society, 

                                                 
264 Interview with Gledis Nano, Anti-terror Director, Ministry of Interior Affairs, (Tirana, 11 January 2018) 
265 Interview with Mr. S and Ms. B, Judges in the Court of Serious Crimes, (Tirana, 26 January 2018) 
266 UNGA International Convention against the Recruitment, Use, Financing, and Training of Mercenaries  
267 Interview with Gledis Nano, Anti-terror Director, Ministry of Interior Affairs, (Tirana, 11 January 2018) 
268 Academy Briefing, ‘Foreign Fighters Under International Law’ (Geneva Academy of IHL and Human 
Rights, October 2014) 3 
269 Interview with Gledis Nano, Anti-terror Director, Ministry of Interior Affairs, (Tirana, 11 January 2018 
270 Sinisa Milatovic, ‘Survey on Access to Justice in Albania’, (UNDP, 22 November 2017) < 
http://www.al.undp.org/content/albania/en/home/library/poverty/survey-on-access-to-justice-in-albania.html> 
271 Interview with Gledis Nano, Anti-terror Director, Ministry of Interior Affairs, (Tirana, 11 January 2018) 
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religious communities and police in the front line while taking in consideration the 
National Strategy on the Fight Against Terrorism.272  

Furthermore, the Court of Serious Crimes was faced with some challenges during the 
trial of nine Imams accused of terrorism. The accused imams refused to be 
represented by defence lawyers. The refusal to have a defence lawyer and the refusal 
of the accused to comply with legal procedure delayed the judicial trial several times. 
This was perceived by judicial authorities as a legal gap which has recently been 
regulated by amending the Code of Criminal Procedure.273 With the new amendments 
made in 2017 in the Code of Criminal Procedure, it is obligatory to be represented with 
a hired or state assigned defence lawyer if, among others, the person is accused of a 
criminal offence for which the law provides for a punishment in maximum no less than 
15 years of imprisonment.274 This amendment of the Code was adopted to address the 
hindrance faced by the Court during the terrorism trials in order to prevent further 
disruptions and delays in other adjudication processes.  

In overall, the continuous ‘mending' of the criminal legislation regarding terrorism, has 
resulted in provisions on terrorism to being more detailed than the ones regarding other 
forms of criminal cooperation.275 Two have been the main issues regarding the 
legislation on fighting terrorism. First, the lack of strategic approach until 2011 has 
resulted in no concrete measures or coordinated approaches in the aspects of 
improving legislation. The 2009 EU Progress Report on Albania concluded “With regard 
to the fight against terrorism, no progress can be reported. The national counter-
terrorism strategy has not been adopted yet. Overall, counter-terrorism efforts remain 
at early stages.”276 Second, the approximation of legislation, particularly the legislation 
on terrorism financing in line with the EU acquis and its enforcement. As pointed out in 
the EU Progress Reports from 2009 to 2014, Albania failed to bring legislation and 
bylaws on fighting money laundering and financing of terrorism in line with EU acquis 
and recommendations. The further challenge with legislation on terrorism and violent 
extremism remains the law enforcement measures.277 

 

 

 

                                                 
272 Ibid, 
273 Interview with Imams Case judge, (Tirana, 29 January 2018) 
274 Article 49/ç of the Criminal Procedures Code, amended with law no. 35/2017 (30 March 2017) 
275 Fabian Zhilla et al, ‘The Criminal Justice System in Albania: Analysis of the response of the justice system 
to trafficking of narcotics’ (Open Society Foundation in Albania, Tirana 2017) 5 
276 EU Progress Report on Albania (2009) 
<http://eeas.europa.eu/archives/delegations/albania/documents/eu_albania/2009_progress_report_en.pdf> 
277 EU Progress Report on Albania (2005) < https://ec.europa.eu/neighbourhood-
enlargement/sites/near/files/pdf/key_documents/2015/20151110_report_albania.pdf> 
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Institutional capacities:  
Actors, actions and outcome! 
 

Policy and legal framework would not be complete without the statutory institutions in 
charge of fighting terrorism, preventing and countering of violent extremism. It would be 
easy to track the state institutions involved in fighting terrorism since the early stages 
starting with the 2002 National Action Plan on Fighting Terrorism, however, assessing 
their role and evaluating their impact would constitute a challenge due to lack of 
available data.  

There are three documents that provide general information about the institutional 
framework and actions in the 2010 and 2014 Reports,278 submitted by Albania at 
Committee of Experts on Terrorism and a 2014 report drafted by Albanian Ministry of 
Internal Affairs.279 With the drafting and adoption of National Strategy on CVE the 
institutions and responsibilities have changed. In the new policy environment and work 
on CT and CVE , new mechanisms have been established at a local level to improve 
the coordination and cooperation among state authorities.  

Currently, institutions at local and central levels work together in the process of tackling 
violent extremism. In 2016, the Government of Albania appointed a National 
Coordinator for Countering Violent Extremism, who is charged with overseeing the 
implementation of the national strategy, collecting data and reporting archived results. 

                                                 
278 Profiles on Counter-Terrorist Capacity, ‘Albania’, Committee of Experts on Terrorism (2014) 
<https://rm.coe.int/168064102e> 
<http://legislationline.org/download/action/download/id/3121/file/Albania_CODEXTER_Profile_2010.pdf> 
accessed 20 June 2018 
279 Albania’s Anti-Terrorism Steps (Ministry of Interior, 2014) <https://www.rcc.int/p-
cve/download/docs/FULL%20REPORT-%20Albania%20Anti-
Terrorism%20Steps.pdf/68e9419821d040a70795796dd31cb41b.pdf> accessed 20 June 2018 
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The list of stakeholders and institutions analysed below reflects the holistic approach 
adopted through the involvement of various actors.280 

 

National Coordinator for Countering Violent Extremism 
 

In 2016, the Prime Minister appointed the National Coordinator for Countering Violent 
Extremism in order to establish the coordinating mechanisms for engaging 
stakeholders at all levels and to adequately address the issue of preventing radicalism 
and violent extremism. The key role of the National Coordinator is to oversee the 
implementation of the CVE Strategy on. During his mandate National Coordinator has 
participated and organized a couple of regional and national activities and 
conferences. With National Coordinator’s initiative on 17th and 18th of May his 
counterparts from Kosovo and Macedonia were invited in Tirana to coordinate the joint 
regional plan, based on the memorandum of understanding signed between them, 
also detailing an agreed activity plan.281 The three countries, through the respective 
Coordinators, were presented at the Prague summit, with a joint detailed regional 
plan.282 In July 2018, a joint meeting was held in Prague with all the Coordinators of 
Western Balkans, led and coordinated by the Regional Coordinator of European Union 
on violent extremism issues based in Sarajevo.283 

 

‘Ministry of Social Welfare and Youth’ 
 

Regarding the implementation, the CVE Strategy highlights that the priorities, 
measures, and actions outlined [in the strategy] are largely cross-cutting and inter-
institutional. However, the Ministry of Social Welfare and Youth will be the lead 
institution in covering community outreach and engagement as well as targeting groups 
that are marginalized, vulnerable, unemployed, or in need of social assistance.284 
Because it is believed that social problems are some of the triggers that bring youth 
closer to violent extremism. Nevertheless, after the 2017 Parliamentary Elections and 
with the reshuffle of the new government the Ministry of Social Welfare and Youth was 

                                                 
280 Decision of Council of Ministers no. 930, ‘National Strategy to Countering Violent Extremism’  (18 
November 2015) 
281 Information received from Prime Minister’s office under Freedom of Information Law (on 13th of July 2018) 
282 ibid 
283 Ibid  
284 Decision of Council of Ministers no. 930, ‘National Strategy to Countering Violent Extremism’  (18 
November 2015) 17 
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dismantled and merged with Ministry of Health to become the Ministry of Health and 
Social Security.  

The Ministry of Health stated that based on its obligation under the Strategy they have 
cooperated with Center for Coordination against Violent Extremism by providing 
feedback to the 2018-2019 draft action plan.285 Furthermore, the Ministry has charged 
the Directorate of Programs for Development of Health and Social Security to 
coordinate the issue related to VEm.286 However, the Ministry has not provided any 
information regarding any action to address community outreach and engagement as 
well as targeting groups that are marginalized, vulnerable, unemployed, or in need of 
social assistance pointed out by the Strategy as the most important to fighting CVE.  

Lack of institutional stability and programs taken over by different bureaucratic units 
that later disappear, jeopardize the sustainability of the policy’s results. Furthermore, 
negligence to address the crucial competences that former Ministry of Social Welfare 
and Youth had show a poor commitment of the government’s towards the stated 
policy.  

 

Prime Minister (Coordination Centre against Violent Extremism) 
 

Prime Minister’s office most likely has been the most publicly proactive institution with 
regard to measures and actions on CVE with the adoption of the Strategy, 
appointment of National Coordinator and the most important the establishment of 
Coordination Centre against Violent Extremism (CCVE). Last December, 2017, the 
Council of Ministers adopted the decision "On the establishment of the Centre for 
Coordination against Violent Extremism"287 which was set up on January 1st, 2018.  

The CCVE’s which will function as separate public institution under the Prime Minster. 
Accordingly, CCVE has two units under the supervision of the Executive Director 
(National Coordinator on CVE), the Coordination Sector for Education and Research 
and the Coordination for Civil Society and Security Sector.288 The mission of CCVE is 
to develop the capacities of various actors involved in actions against violent 
extremism, the preservation and promotion of values of tolerance and religious 
harmony, protection of human rights, rule of law and democracy, and protection of the 

                                                 
285 Information received from Prime Minister’s office under Freedom of Information Law (on 13th of July 2018) 
286 Ibid 
287 Decision of the Council of Ministers No. 737, ‘Për Ngritjen e Qendrës së Koordinimit Kundër Ekstremizmit 
të Dhunshëm (QKEDH) (13 December 2017) 
288 Information received from Prime Minister’s office under Freedom of Information Law (on 13th of July 2018) 
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Albanian society from violent extremism.289 Currently, the CCVE is working on the 
monitoring of the implementation of the Action Plan for the period 2018-2019 with all 
key ministries / institutional networks, adapting it to the current situation on the 
phenomenon of radicalism and violent extremism.290 CCVE’s action plan, will be more 
detailed and according to the strategic objectives of the Strategy. The CVE Strategy’s 
Action Plan has foreseen 21 measures based on the objectives. The CCVE aims to 
have an inclusive approach in different coordination levels and apart from central and 
local official institutions it aims to cooperate with other actors and stakeholders that are 
not directly connected to the Centre. To this end, the CCVE will cooperate with 
networks based on fields of interest as Education network, Researchers network, 
Community Policing network, CSO network etc.291 The establishment and functioning 
of the networks are based on voluntary contribution aiming to expand the map of 
involved stakeholders to secure a comprehensive countering of VE in Albania.  

Lately the Centre has engaged through implementing a USAID fund pilot project on 
training for the local government employees on the issue of CVE in the city of Cerrik 
and Bulqizë.292 

 

Ministry of Education and Sports  
 

According to the CVE strategy, educational programs constitute an important tool 
towards building community resilience and diminishing the threats of radicalization and 
VEm. The Strategy tasks the Ministry of Education with the role to guide the activities 
related to education, where teachers will have a primary role in implementing the 
objectives by targeting students, parents, and communities.293 Until now the Ministry of 
Education has been involved only in one project targeting primary and high schools. 
Under the project “With Schools for more Secured Communities” 28 000 have been 
trained to be able to identify the early signs of radicalization and how to behave on such 
situations.294  

 

                                                 
289 Decision of the Council of Ministers No. 737, ‘Për Ngritjen e Qendrës së Koordinimit Kundër Ekstremizmit 
të Dhunshëm (QKEDH) (13 December 2017) 
290 Information received from Ministry of Health and Social Security under Freedom of Information Law (on 
27th of July 2018) 
291 Ibid 
292 Ibid  
293 Decision of the Council of Ministers No. 737, ‘Për Ngritjen e Qendrës së Koordinimit Kundër Ekstremizmit 
të Dhunshëm (QKEDH) (13 December 2017) 
294 Information received from Prime Minister’s office under Freedom of Information Law (on 13th of July 2018) 
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Ministry of Internal Affairs   
 

The Ministry of Internal Affairs plays an important role when it comes to ensuring safety 
and security for all citizens. Not much information and details are provided in the CVE 
Strategy about the role of Ministry of Internal Affairs stating that it “will oversee the 
information-sharing processes”. The Department of Public Security and Public Order 
Sectors in the Police Departments in the regions are the primary institutions dealing 
with violent extremism in the Ministry of Internal Affairs.295 Public Order police 
departments are more active regarding the issue of public security and have the 
obligation to implement the Strategy and Action plan. Implementation by the State 
Police of the program "Fighting Violent Extremism through Community Policing" is one 
of the measures undertaken by the Police in the framework of the implementation of 
the CVE Strategy.296 The Antiterrorism Directorate plays a secondary role regarding the 
implementation of the CVE Strategy.297 The Antiterrorism Directorate has played a key 
role in investigating and initiating the arrest of 13 organizers in 2014and also keeping 
close cooperation with regional partners involved. 298   

 

The Prosecution 
 

Albanian authorities had no experience in responding to the FTFs challenge. Moreover, 
being unprepared and due to legal vacuum, the prosecution’s intervention was 
procrastinated. Furthermore, investigative authorities delayed the intervention because 
they were making efforts to collect solid evidence in order to support the charges.299 
Being the first case of such kind, investigative authorities were worried not to leave 
room for failure. This may have also been one of the reasons why the number of 
Albanians who left to fight in Syria reached the peak in 2013. It was in 2013 that the 
Albanian authorities started to take serious measures to address this problem through 
an increased engagement of the law enforcement agencies that was followed by 
amendments to the Criminal Code, which criminalized participation in a war. The first 
operational intervention by prosecution was conducted in March 2014 when 8 persons 
were arrested.300 Currently, Albanian investigative authorities (police and prosecution) 

                                                 
295 Interview with Gledis Nano, Anti-terror Director, Ministry of Interior Affairs, (Tirana, 11 January 2018) 
296 ibid 
297 Ibid 
298 Ibid  
299 Interview with Gledis Nano, Anti-terror Director, Ministry of Interior Affairs, (Tirana, 11 January 2018) 
300 In this coordinated operation, 8 persons were arrested two of whom were self-declared imams of two 
mosques in the suburb areas of Tirana. In the following days, police will arrest another person with similar 
charges as suspected to have collaborated with the other part of the arrested rending the number 9 in total. 
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are monitoring the returned and returning FTFs, however, measures will be taken only if 
it is assessed that there is criminal responsibility in certain cases.301  

 

The Courts  
 

Judicial institutions that can handle terrorist cases are a critical piece of the nation’s 
counterterrorism arsenal. The criminal justice system must be able to respond to 
activities connected to terrorism with a fair and effective investigation, prosecution, and 
punishment in case of violations. It took more than a decade after the adoption of the 
first article on terrorism for courts to hand down the first guilty verdict regarding 
terrorism in Albania.302 On 17 March 2015 First Instance Court of Serious Crimes (the 
Court) started the judicial process against the 9 individuals accused of “recruiting 
persons for committing terrorist acts or financing terrorism”, “incitement, public appeal 
and propaganda for committing criminal acts with terrorist aims”, and “inciting hate or 
contention between nationalities, races and religions”.303 The trial begun almost after a 
year from the arrests made in the early morning of 11 March 2014. It took the 
prosecution and the investigative authorities one year preparations before sending the 
case to the court. The Court turned out to be a process of a total of 47 court hearings, 
filled with tensions and allegations. The Court was able to reach a final decision only in 
May 2016. The verdict of the Court was perceived by many as a signal of victory in the 
war against terrorism and violent extremism in the country.  

During the ‘Imams’ Case,' the court was faced with a new criminal phenomenon as 
‘foreign violent jihadism’ which posed new challenges to the judiciary system in Albania. 
The Court was faced with the issue of religious sensitivity of the case and the need to 
preserve religious balances to avoid transmitting to the public inaccurate messages that 
the accused were convicted because of their religion.304 Administering the 
investigations and hearings was another challenge faced by the judiciary, because the 
accused refused to recognize fundamental principles that are essential to a judicial 
process such as democracy, rule of law, obligation to be under investigation without 
prejudicing the principle of being innocent unless proven the contrary, right to fair trial 
etc.305  

                                                                                                                                                        
‘Çonin luftëtarë në Siri, pranga imamëve të 2 xhamive në Tiranë’, Gazeta Shqiptare (Tirana, 11 March 2014) 
<http://shqiptarja.com/aktualitet/2731/-onin-luft-tar-n-siri-pranga-imam-ve-t-2-xhamive-n-tiran-204537.html> 
301 Interview with Gledis Nano, Anti-terror Director, Ministry of Interior Affairs, (Tirana, 11 January 2018) 
302 Note that decision is final only for 6 convicted because the other 3 have appealed (rekurs) to the Supreme 
Court 
303 Decision no. 58, 3 June 2016, Court for Serious Crimes 1st Instance <http://gjkr.gov.al/?crd=0,3,3,4,0,80> 
304 Interview with Investigative Judge of Imams Case, (Tirana, 26 January 2018) 
305 Interview with Investigative Judge of Imams Case, (Tirana, 26 January 2018); Interview with Imams Case 
judge, (Tirana, 29 January 2018) 
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During the trial the defendants refused to recognize the procedural and material law, 
refused to respect the solemnities of the Court and used to abandon the courtroom if 
their requests were refused by the trial panel.306 During the hearings, the Court, apart 
from facing a lack of previous practice and jurisprudence in the field of terrorism and 
violent extremism, was also confronted with inadequate literature and a lack of 
expertise for some issues related to violent extremism. The Court had difficulties to 
decode the language used by accused in their religious talks and lacked the expertise 
to provide a technical and ideological analysis of certain terms such as "selefizm” or 
“takfirism”.307 The absence of this technical and ideological expertise puzzled the 
Court’s work in the effort to prove the charges on instigation of hatred. The decision of 
the First Instance Court of Serious Crimes was later appealed to the Appellate Court of 
Serious Crimes, which reduced the sentences with few years for five of the 
convicted.308 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                 
306 Ibid  
307 Interview with Investigative Judge of Imams Case, (Tirana, 26 January 2018) 
308 Note that the decision of the Appeals Court is not final because some of the convicted have appealed the case 
to the Supreme Court; Decision no. 118, 30 November 2016, Appeals Court of Serious Crimes 
<http://gjkr.gov.al/?crd=0,3,3,4,0,80> 
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Conclusions  
 

The increased influence of rigid interpretations of Islam religious and extremist 
ideologies which have taken roots in the tumultuous religious and social environment of 
Albania in the last three decades will continue to pose a threat to Albanian’s religious 
coexistence and national security.  

 

The FTFs crisis served to illustrate how the rise of home-grown radicalisation had gone 
unnoticed and how the overall Albania’s policy approach was ill prepared to face the 
evolving nature of the terrorists threat.  

The current challenges include the handling of FTFs and the financing of terrorism, the 
prevention and the countering of radicalisation and extremist ideologies, reinforced 
border checks and illegal trafficking of firearms and light weapons. Furthermore, the 
government must manage to strike a balance between security concerns and 
fundamental human rights on compliance with the domestic legal system and 
international obligations. 

Without coherent, inclusive, effective national strategy, the success in the fight against 
VEm will be questionable. Failure may ultimately not mean only the eventual suffering of 
casualties, but may also affect negatively Albania’s efforts to join the EU by contributing 
to the overall EU efforts. 

As stated in the introduction, it is difficult to measure the effectiveness of Albania's 
objectives on preventing CT and CVE. Yet through mapping policy approach – 
strategies, action plans – legal and administrative measures certain conclusions can be 
made that would serve to inform on the existing strategies, and the approaches needed 
in the design and implementation of the new strategies. 

This research shows that Albania's approach to CT and CVE has been fragmented, 
inconsistent and has suffered from the lack of adequate capacities and expertise of the 
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institutions. It shows that the lines between these steps are blurred. Throughout the 
time collecting data and writing this study we did not came across any report 
conducted by the current government authorities analysing the terrorism threats, either 
a needs assessment report or study report measuring the impact and effectiveness of 
the CT measures taken so far. 

It is essential for Albania, being on the verge of opening the EU integration negotiations, 
to carefully assess and implement a coherent, inclusive and effective policy approach to 
CT and CVE. The fight against terrorism and VEm has been set as a priority objective 
for Albania in the country’s road toward EU integration process as was also reinforced 
recently in Sofia Summit, London Summit and by Council of EU on its decision 
regarding opening of integration negotiations. 

The strategic approach is crucial for setting priorities, focusing energies and resources 
strengthen operations, ensuring that government actors and other stakeholders work 
on objectives that lead toward common goals, and ensuring assessment mechanism 
and adjust the institution's directions in response to a changing environment.  

In the future, policymakers need to carefully evaluate the factual situation, institutional 
capacities, financial resources, demands and political vulnerabilities. The drafters of the 
strategies should be conscious about institutional capabilities of the administration and 
challenges of field implementation because their disregard could make the policies 
unable to implement or create difficulties as it is happening with the current CVE 
Strategy.  

Judicial response to terrorism and violent extremism has confronted Albanian 
prosecution and courts with the understanding of the need for improvements in the 
justice system in order to better react to such complex cases.  
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Recommendations  
 

Based on this study the following recommendations can be drawn:  

• The National Strategy on CVE should be revised to reflect the new political, 
institutional and context (field) developments that have changed since its adoption 
in 2015. The revision process should be inclusive with wide consultations with 
stakeholders. 

• Detailed Action Plan of the CVE Strategy should be adopted that would include 
timeframes, budget, implementation (responsible) institution/s with clear mandates 
and accountability measures. 

• The 2011-2015 Strategy is not even addressed in the 2014 National Security 
Strategy which itself includes fighting terrorism as a priority field. Therefore, policy 
makers in the future ought to carefully evaluate factual situation, institutional 
capacities and demands and political vulnerabilities.  

• The Government should ensure the timely implementation of the CVE and CT 
Strategy. 

• The implementation of the CVE and CT Strategy should be closely monitored and 
implementation should be evaluated. 

• The Government should carefully assess the institutional demands on their efforts to 
fight terrorism and VEm, factual situation, stakeholder’s demands and political 
oversight. 

• The government should ensure financial/material/technical support for the 
implementation of the activities related to CVE and CT. 

• Government and law enforcement agencies expertise should be strengthened in 
order to prevent counter VEm and terrorism. 
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• While intervening, institutions must manage to strike a balance between security 
concerns and fundamental human rights on compliance with the domestic legal 
system and international obligations. 

• Returned FTFs are an issue that requires actions and involvement of different actors 
and factors of the society including all state authorities (i.e. local government, 
academia, media, civil society, religious communities and police) in the front line 
while taking in consideration the National Strategy on the Fight Against Terrorism.   
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